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Racing in Central Kentucky 
1780 - 1944 
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Chapter I 
The first interest that the Kentucky settlers displayed 
in the horse was one of usefulness rather than one of sport. 
As Kentucky is larger than all of New England below Maine 
plus New Jersey, a good, fast horse was a necessity if any 
communication was to be kept up not only between settlements 
and farms but also with the mother state of Virginia. 
The vital importance of the horse among the settlers 
was shown as early as 1775 when the Transylvania House of 
Delegates met at Boonesborough on the 23rd of May. Nine acts 
were passed at the meeting, which was held in the shade of 
the forest trees ••• , •• the eighth being an act for improving 
1 
the breed of horses. 
Continual advertisements in the KentucgeGazette for 
strayed horses and equipment indicate that a good many settlers 
owned at least one or more animals. 
1 
lI~trayed from Capt. Percival Butlers, 
near the mouth of Hickman creek some time 
in October last, a bay mare, two years old 
past, a heavy gray mane, and tail, trots 
natural, about thirteen and a half hands 
high. Whoever takes up said mare and 
delivers her to me at Lexington, shall have 
Ranck, George W., Boonesborough, ~ •• Filson Club 
Publications, n. 16, Journal9.flli Proceedings Q! th~ 
House 2! ~elegates ~ Representatlves.~ ~ ColonI 2f 
Transylvan1a, Appendix N, p. 196 
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~wo dollars reward paid by 
ROBERT PATTEK50N" 1 
TWO DOLLARS 
Reward 
"To any person that will deliver 
me a saddle and bridle which I lost off 
my horse at Lexington at December court, 
or leave the same at the printing office. 
SAMUEL THOMPSON" 2 
"Strayed from the plantation of the 
widow Stevenson near Lexington last 
November, a gray horse about fourteen 
hands and a half high, paces, trots and 
canters well, has a remarkable scar on 
his head occasioned by burning him to 
cure the pole eVil, he has a speck on 
his right eye, branded on the near buttock 
B3 about ten years old had on a small bell 
tied on with a tug. Also a black mare 
about thirteen hands high, about twelve 
years old some white on her hind feet 
paces naturally whoever takes up said 
creatures and delivers them to James 
McConnel or the subscriber shall receive 
three dollars reward. 
JOHN BARR" 3 
It 1s only natural for owners of horses to compare their 
animals. Blood lines, conformation, galts, etc. can easl1y 
be discussed. The question of speed, however, can only be 
settled through actual test of one horse against the other. 
And the settlers did not delay in findlng these results! 
Thls is indicated by a slgn of the Historical Markers 
Society; which 1s located in Lexington on South Broadway Just 
1 
~ Kentucke Ga;et.te, January 19, 1788, p. 3 
2 -
lQig., January 12, 1788, p. 3 
3 










over the crest of the hill south of High Street: 
FIftdT &~CE COURdE 
liNear th1s spot pioneers in 1780 
establ1shed the starting point of the 
first race path in KentuckY~ extending 
southward one quarter mile. t 
lmother stra1ght quarter.racetrack was supposed to have 
been 200 yards off the main road from Boonesborough to 
Harrodsburg near dhallowford Station. It is said that as 
one rider was pull1ng up his horse at the end of the track, 
an Indian stepped from the edge of the canebreak and shot him. 
1 
This was in 1783. 
Undoubtedly the settlers soon discovered that the sectlon 
of land surrounding Lexlngton was ideal for producing horses 
of speed and endurance. The soil of th1s central section of 
Kentucky is extremely r1ch in phosphorous and calcium. The 
grasses grown on such soil impart strength to the framework 
of the animal w1thout adding to 1ts weight. ThiS, in addit10n 
to the rolling topography and the porous nature of its 
subso11, assures adequate drainage at all t1mes thus giving 
hard feet and bone, which are so essential to a racing horse. 
These assets cannot be developed by horses ra1sed on marshy, 
soggy or 1ll-dra1ned land. 
No discussion of horse breed1ng in Kentucky would be 
complete w1thout some mention of the famed bluegrass, the 
1 , 




Commonwealth of Kentucky 
The heavily outlined section 
denotes 




origin of which is somewhat vague. Some theories contend 
that it was imported from Ireland; from Canada; from the 
continent of Europe; from the territory that is now Indiana 
after the battle of Tippecanoe in 1811. It is true, however, 
that there is no mention of the grass in the early 
advertisements for the sale of farms in the Gazette. If 
the grass had been in existence at tha.t time, it would 
certainly have been suggested as an asset by the owner. 
The f1rst advertisements of stallions stand1ng ln the 
v1clnlty of Lexlngton appeared ln 1788, the sprlng fol10wlng 
the initial pub11cation of the colony's newspaper. Two 
announcements were made on Saturday, February 16th: 
1 
"The famous horse 
PILGARLICK 
of a beaut1ful chestnut colour, full 
fourteen hand three In.ches high, rislng 
ten years old, will stand the ensuing 
season on the head of Salt river at <Capt. 
Abr. Irvlns, Mercer county, and wl1l cover 
mares at the very low pr1ce of ten 
shillings a leap lf the money is paid down, 
or f1fteen at the exp1rat.ion of the season; 
and twenty sh1llings the season 1n cash, or 
thirty shillings in good trade. Pilgarlick 
was got by the noted lmp.orted horse Janus, 
his dam by old Silver-eye; and 1s the 
swiftest horse in the dis.trict of Kentucke 
from one to six hundred yards, Dar10us 
(the property of Mr. Burwell.Jackson) only 
excepted. 
JOHN DAVENPORT tI 1 
TheKentucke.Ga.zett~, February 16, 1788, p. 2 
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UStands the ensuing season at Mr. 
Stephen Griers near where the road from 
Lexington to General .scotts crosses 
South Elkhorn the terms will be made 
known hereafter. 
ELIJAH CRAIG II 1 
In March, 1789, a stallion advertisement of particular 
interest appeared in the district's publication. It was 
inserted by Francis Keen, one of the wealthiest and most 
extensive land owners of the region, who, some years later, 
was host to the Marquis de Lafayette during his tour of the 




tlA beautiful bay, full five feet three 
inches high, stands this season at the 
subscribers stable within two miles of 
Lexington to Gen. Scott's and will cover 
mares at five dollars the season payable 
in cows and calves, neat oattle, sheep, 
pork, wheat, corn, rye or oats at their 
cash price when delivered at the sUbscriber's 
house, provided that any of the above 
mentioned articles shall be delivered by 
the first day of December next, otherwise 
nothing but cash will be received in 
payment; or four dollars in cash paid by 
the first day of August next; any gentleman 
putting four mares of his own property, may 
have them covered the season for twenty 
shillings each, if paid in cash by the first 
day of August next; good pasture gratis, but 
will not be answerable for escapes or 
accidents. Doncareless was got by old 
Doncareless, imported by Col. Taylor from 
England, his dam by the noted Tom Jones, 
his pedigree is equal to any horse's in the 
- 9 -
District, but there need not an 
enumeration of words, as the horse will 
show for himself. 
FRAl'WIS KEEN 
It is hoped no person will bring a 
distempered mare, by which the horse 
can receive any injury. tI I" 
Better bred horses became a stimulus to an already 
noted liking for competitive racing. The first recorded 
races ln LeXington were held in the fall of 1789, three 
years before Kentucky was admitted to statehood. The maln 
street of the town served as the race course. In the 
announcement that appeared ln the August 22nd lssue of the 
Gazette, "the rules of New Market" undoubtedly referred to 
the old track 1n England: 
1 
"A purse race at LeXington, on the 2d 
Thursday ln October next, free for any 
Horse, Mare or Gelding, weight for age, 
agreeable to the rules of New Market (three 
mile heats) the best two in three; one 
quarter of an hour between heats allowed for 
rubbing. Each subscriber to pay one gUlnea, 
and every person that enters a horse for the 
purse, to pay two gulneas including hls 
subscription. One guinea for every horse 
starting to be considered as entrallce money 
for the second best horse. Judges to be 
appointed by a majority ot the starters on 
the day of running. The horse to be entered 
the day before running with Mr. John Fowler, 
who will attend at Mr. Col11n's tavern on 
that day. The age of the horse to be 
assertained to the satisfaction of the Judges 
appointed, before they can be admitted to 
start, even although they have paid the 
Ibid., March 14, 1789, p. 1 
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entrance money and the money paid remain 
for the good of the purse. But the 
starter may be admitted to start his horse 
at the age adjudged by the judges, 
agreeable to the rules of New Market. 
The horses to start precisely at 1 o'clock; 
any horse not starting agreeable to the 
appointment, to be adjudged a distanced 
horse. All disputes arising to be left 
to the de~ision of the judges. 
ttSubscriptions ta.ken in by Nicholas 
Lafon, Lexington." 1 
Unfortunately, the results of the festive occasion were 
not reoorded 1n the following issues of the paper. The only 
printed proof that the raoes were actually held was this 
insertion: 
1 
TWO DOLLARS REWARD 





"Stolen from e subscriber the 
last day of the Lexington races a 
snaffle bridle with plated bit, star, 
tips and buckle; Kentuoky manufactory, 
the form as above described, with short 
broken reins and pale blue ribbon ,at 
the forehead, forming a rose at eaoh 
ear - any person giving me information 
so that I get it again shallreoeive 
the above reward and no questions asked. 
NICH. LAFON" 2 
Lex1ngton, Oct. 28, 1789 
l2!S., August 22, 1789, p. 1 
2 
Ib1d., October 31, 1789, p. 2 
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Stt'eet racing continued to such an extent for the 
next four years that the trustees of the town of Lexington 
thought it unwise and unsafe for it to become a permanent 
institution. On Monday, October 21st, 1793, the following 
resolution was drawn up. 
"The Trustees of Lexington met, 
towit, John Bradfore, Chm. James Hughes, 
Christe Kreizer, Alexander Parker and 
Robert Mcgowan Gents. 
IfResolv_ed that the following 
Representation ought to be made to the 
citizens of the town - and that Mr. 
Bradford be requested to print it in 
his next paper, towit, I The Trustees of 
the town of Lexington, feeling the 
dangers and inconveniences which are 
occasioned by the practice of racing 
through the streets of the in out lots 
of the town, and convin.ced that they 
are not invested with 8uffi(;;lent 
authority to put a stop to such practices, 
recommend it to the people of the town 
to call a pub11c meeting, to consider the 
means which ought to be adopted for 
applying a remedy to the growing evil •••• "l 
Mr. Bradford published this resolution 1n the October 
26th 1ssue of the Gazette but did not follow it up with any 
account of a public meeting. However, six years later on 
December 13, 1799, a state law was approved that probably 
found its origin in the resolution of the Lexington trustees. 
ltSection 2. Be it further enacted, 
that whosoever shall be guilty of running 
or raCing horses in the street or highways, 
1 
Minute Books of the Town of Lexington, n. 1, pp. 47-48 
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shoot1ng at marks, or play1ng at long-bullets, 
shall forfelt and pay, for every such offense, 
the sum of two dollars. The forfeitures 
occurlng by virtue of thls act, shall be sued 
for ln the name of the trustees of the sald 
town, and recovered ln the same manner as 
sums of the same amount are now recovered by 
law: all sums, so recovered, shall be pald to 
the said trustees, or any person authorlsed 
by them to recelve the same, and shall be 
appropriated by them, to the purpose of 
keeping in repalr the streets and h1ghways of 
sald town. II 1 
The race-m1nded settlers were very probably moved to the 
outskirts of the town after the pub11shed recommendations of 
the trustees and before the state law was passed. Thls did 
not daunt their love of the sport; two years after the 
supposedly held publlc meet1ng, whlch banned raclng 1n the 
streets, results of a two day race meet on the Lexlngton 
2 
course were publlshed in the Gazette. 
It is interestlng to note the mention of the Lex1ngton 
course. It later became known as the Wl11lams Brother's 
Track, whlch lay in Lee's wood on the north slde of West Ma1n 
Street, beg1nning at the corner of Jefferson. This corner 
was the entrance gate and the track itself was located in the 
low ground now in part occupied by the Cincinnati division 
of the L&N ral1road tracks and the east slde of the 
Lexlngton cemetery. There must have been an entrance on Third 
1 
Littell, Wl11lam, .I!l.§ ... StatuteI.aw.Q!.Kentucky, v. 2, p. 281 
2 
Iru! Kentucky" Gazette, November 14, 1795, p. 2 
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1 
Street as the course did not extend south of Main Street. 
This same traek was again referred to when, in January, 
1796, Mr. Leonard Cla1borne challenged Mr. Simeon Buford's 
horse, Mogul, to a match race over the Lexington course. The 
two owners made the challenge and acceptance public through 
the columns of the Gazette: 
1 
"There was a race made between 
Capt. S1meon Buford of Woodford and 
myself of Bourbon County. Buford was 
to run his stud known by the name of 
Mogul, against Bumpard for 1000 dollars. 
Bumpard fell lame by a mere accident, 
the very fortunate for Capt. Buford that 
he did. He has since bantered my horse 
in Kentucky. Now if the gentleman will 
be as good as h1s word, I can beat his 
fine horse Mogul for 500L - weight fqr 
age, four mile heats, in any time that 
is reasonable for me to put my horse 1n 
order, at the Lexington course. 
LEONARD CLAIBOrlNE 
January 15, 1796 
Mr. Claiborne: 
"It has been five months since 
your horse by mere accident lamed 
himself: And I have been told he is 
as well as ever; and two months, I 
think, a reasonable time to put him 
in order - But for fear two months 
is not enough, I will give you till 
the last of Maroh. Now, sir, come 
down, enter into writing with me, to 
run at 1.1aJ. Blackburn's, or at 
Lexington course 1f 1t can be had, 
on the last Thursday in March, for two 
or three hundred pounds, the four mile 
heats, or a distance - weight for age. 
This informat1on was told to me through correspondence by 
Mr. Charles R. Staples, Lexington, Kentucky 
- 14 -
And in so dOing you will very much 
oblige 
January 22, 1796 
Your humble Servant, 
Simeon Buford 
tlN.B. You will enter into writing 
with me in two weeks from this date, 
or I shall not run my horse till next 
fall, if at all." 1 
It is questionable as to whether Mr. Claiborne and Mr. 
Buford were able to determine who owned the better horse; no 
further account of the match race was recorded. 
It seems rather unusual that the contest was slated for 
the spring of the year as heretofore all racing had taken 
place during the autumn months. As central Kentucky has 
always been an agricultural community, the farmer-owners 
probably devoted their time to their tobacco, hemp and other 
produce and waited until October and November to test their 
thoroughbreds. 
By the year 1797, horse racing in Lexington had developed 
to such an extent that a Jockey Club had been organized. 
Meetings were held at Mr. John Postlethwait's tavern, a low, 
rambling log building which was located at the corner of ltiain 
and Mulberry [Limeston~ Streets. Mr. Bradford's paper 
carried an account of the October 17th meeting of the Club. 
1 
"At a meeting of the Lexington Jockey-
Club, at Mers. Postlethwait's on Tuesday, 
The KentuckY Gazette, January 23. 1796, p. 2 
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October 17. 1797. 
"RESOLVED, That there be a Purse 
run for over the Lexlngton Course, on 
the Second Wednesday and the two 
followlng days in November next: the 
flrst day, four miles, the heats,- the 
second day, three miles, the heats, -
and, the thlrd day, (for four years 
old and under,) two miles, the heats; 
aged horses carrylng 130 lbs. - six 
years old 120 lbs. - f1ve ditto, 110 
lbs. - four dltto, 100 lbs., - three 
dltto. feather. (70 lb.) 
IIResolved, That Samuel Downing, 
A. Holmes, G. Anderson, R. W. Downlng, 
and J.B. January, be a commlttee to 
admlt personS wishing to become members 
of this club. 
"Resolved, that the next meeting 
of this club be at this house on thls 
day week, at six o'clock P.M. 
From the Minutes, 
C. BANKS, Secy. II 1 
The next public mentlon of a meeting was the following 
September. All members were asked to be pointed in their 
2 
attendance. 
Racing continued ln Lexington and the surrounding towns 
through the turn of the century. Frequent advertlsements 
appeared in the Gazetteannoundlng two and three day meetlngs 
in Balrdstown, Shelbyvl11e, Georgetown, and, of course, 
1 
Ibld., October 21, 1797. p. 2 
2 




The War of 1812 slackened racing on the Lexington course 
to some extent although private farms, notably that of Henry 
Clay, continued to put their thoroughbreds to trial. 
Less than a year after the battle of New Orleans, racing 
was held near Harrodsburg on the Greenville Turf. The public 
announcements were pointed not only to the local stables but 
also to those who had to travel a distance to the race course. 
The fame of Kentucky racing had undoubtedly become more 
widely known through the conversations of the Commonwealth's 
many soldiers who had served at DetrOit, Ft. McHenry, New 
Orleans and other battlegrounds. 
This advertisement of the Greenville Turf must have 
attracted many owners - both local and out-of-state: 
1 
"On the 1st Thursday in October next, 
a sweepstake race now amounting to 300 
dollars, (and must be increased by more 
subscribers) entrance 100 dollars each; 
will be run the two mile heats, over the 
GreenVille Turf near Harrodsburgh, free 
for any three or four. year old horse, mare 
or gelding in the state of Kentucky or 
Tennessee. The second day's purse is made 
up by subscript1on, and is-now worth 150 
dollars; th1s day's races will be free for 
all description of nags, and will be the 
two mile heats. The third and last day's 
running will be the mile heats; it will be 
Ibid., September 8, 1797, p. 3 
August 29, 1798, p. 3 
November I, 1797, p. 3 
May 30, 1799, p. 1 
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for one of the most valuable and elegant 
Saddles and Br1dles wh1ch can be made by 
~. Hulett, who is so much oelebrated in 
his profession, and who resides in 
Nashville. The suooessful nags on the 
two preoeding days are to be exoluded on 
the third. The rules of the Greenville 
turf are the same of the Lexington turf. 
"Persons com1ng from a distance may 
be furnished with stableage, corn, oats, 
and fodder, &c. II 1 
There 1s no record of any pamphlet containing the rules 
of the Lexington turf that might have been published during 
these formative years. However, in 1821, TheKentuokY 
,i 
Reporter_announced, 1n connection with the fall raoe meeting 
of that year, a set of rules and.regulatlons adopted by the 
subsoribers of the Lexington Jockey Club: 
1 
"The horses each day to carry the 
follow1ng we1ghts: 
Aged horses, •••••••••••••• 120 Ibs. 
6 years old, •••••••••••••• 114 
5 years old, •••••••••••••• 103 
4 years Old,., ••••••••••••• 90 
3 years old, •••••••••••••• 75 
"The horses are to be entered with 
the Secretary on or before the day 
preced1ng each day's race, 1n the names 
of members of the Club only. Entrance 
eaoh day ten dollars - but horses not 
the property of any member, are required 
to pay thirty dollars. Twelve o'clOck 
16 the hour of starting each day. The 
rules of the Club will be str1ctly 
The KentuckY_ Reporter, August 2, 1815, p. 1 
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adhered to in every respect. 
E.J. WINTER, PRESIDENT" 1 
s. Keen, Sec I ry 
Lexington, August 27, 1821 
The rules of racing used at all central Kentucky race 
meetings prior to this announcement were probably very 
similar to these adopted by the Lexington Jockey Club. The 
most important points to be considered were the weight that 
a horse should carry, the age of the horse, the distance to 
be run. 
The first permanent race course in the state, the Kentucky 
Association for Improving the Breeds of Stock, was established 
in Lexington in 1826. In order to form this organization, 
there was first circulated a writing entitled "Constitution, 
or Articles of Agreement It: 
1 
"We, the subscribers, agree to form 
ourselves 1nto an Association, for the 
purpose of promoting the purchase and sale 
of stock, and to encourage the breeding of 
horses upon the following condit1ons: 
"The Association is to purchase a 
suitable s1te for the·exhibitlon and sale 
of various stock and manufactured articles, 
and the trial of speed and bottom of our 
horses; the title of the ground to be 
invested in seven Trustees, who are to 
have the management thereof and application 
of the funds; the Trustees to be' chosen by 
the members; each member voting one vote 
tor each share he may hold, on all questions 
for the consideration of the proprietors. 
tiThe stock to be nttI, dollars per 
Ibid., August 27, 1821, p. 3 
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share, one half 1n hand and the other 
half 1n n1ne months, for wh1ch notes are 
to be executed, and on failure of 
payment to forfe1t to the use of the 
others all r1ght wh1ch. such stockholder 
may have acquired. On the last payment 
be1ng made, certificates of stock are 
to issue, draw1ng interest from that 
date at the rate of six per cent per 
annum, payable yearly. 
"All surplus funds after paying 
the aforesaid 1nterest and other expenses 
of the inst1tution, to be applied as 
follows: The money rece1ved during the 
days of the Fa1r, after paying a fair 
ratable proportion of interest on stock 
certif1cates, 1s to be applied exclus1vely 
to promote that object, and to premiums by 
advert1sing and prov1d1ng suitable places 
for the exh1bition of various stock and 
manufactured art1cles. The money rece1ved 
for the use of the grounds and during the 
races, to be applied exclusively to that 
object in the way of purses~ after paying 
the fa1r ratable proport10n' of interest 
on stock. All transfers of stook to be 
made by the Secretary of the Association 
on the order of the Cha1rman of the 
Trustees and three of his associates. 
"The Trustees are to be chosen during 
good behavior but to be removed by a 
majority of all the votes of the Association, 
and others substituted by the same vote. 
"The f1rst election of Trustees to 
be held after two weeks' notice in a 
newspaper, and a majority of boys present 
to elect a member. 
"Any member wishing to dispose of his 
stock, shall give the first offer of it to 
the Association, at the or1ginal subscription 
pr1ce. 
"The members pledge themselves separately 
to the Association, that they will exert 
themselves to have every· match or sweepsta.ke 
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race in which they are engaged, run over 
the Course purchased by virtue of this 
agreement. 
tIThe subscription not to be 
obligatory until there shall have been 
sixty subscribers obtained; after which 
period adVertisement shall be made calling 
the members together at an early period. tt 1 
The following list of names were the sixty subscribers to 
the foregoing articles: 
1 











Will R. Morton 
O. Keene 
Geo. H. Bowman 
Ater & Boswell 
Edward Lafon 









rl.. Hawes, Jr. 
J .M. Pike 
Jno. C. Talbot 






Pr1tchard & Robinson 
Wm. Buford 
Leali e Combs 
J.S. Berryman 
D. Parrish 
Jas. C. Rodes 
Downing, Grant & Co. 
Thos. Stevenson 
J • L. Downing 
J olm Hunni cut 
E. Yeiser 
B. W. Dudley 
John Brand 
Robert Wickliffe 
Ralph B. Tarlton 
S. Davenport 
Charlton Hunt 
Geo. & Abram K. Smedes 
John Tilford 
L. J. Fenwi ok 





Geo. :iiller 2 
A Souvenir (Book) from the Kentucky ~1.ssociatlon, Inc., 




At the first meeting of the subscribers, Jull 29, 1826, 
William Pritchart was elected president and John Wirt. 
secretary. It was arranged that the Williams Track be the 
location for the race meetings until land could be purchased 
and a race course built. The unaugural meeting under the 
auspices of the Kentucky Association was held for three days, 
1 
beginning October 19, 1826. 
On July 15, 1828, a deed was recorded in the Fayette 
County Court House 
1 
If •••••• between William Hanson and Alley, 
his wife, of the County of Shelby and State 
of Kentucky, of one part; and Elisha Warfield, 
John Postlethwait, Thomas Smith, James Shelby, 
Richard Downing, David Migonan and Elisha J. 
Winter, Trustees for the Kentucky association 
for Improving the Breed of Horses of the 
County of Fayette and State aforesaid of the 
other part ••••• for and in consideration of the 
sum of one hundred and sixty dollars ••••• a 
certain tract or parcel of land Situated, 
lying and being in the County of Fayette on 
the Waters of the Town fork of Elkhorn 
containing four acres and one hundred and 
twenty eight poles and bounded as follows: 
towit: Beginning at a stake in the South 3ide 
of Pasture Street, Corner to lot No. 17 
running thence with said Street N 42° E. 
Twenty poles to a stake in the line of lot No. 
19 thence with said line S 59 E 40 poles 
to a stake in Orchard Street, thence with said 
Street S 420 W 20 poles to a stake corner to 
lot No. 17 thence with a line thereof N 59 
W 40 poles to the beginning ••••••••• " 2 
In 1834, a second tract of land was purchased from 
~., p. 7 
2 
Fayette County Deed Book, n. 4, p. 181. The complete deed 
~an: bef' found in the Appendix, p. 119 
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Jeremiah Murphy which extended the acreage to sixty-five 
in all. 
At the fall meeting of the Association in 1830, a set 
of rules and regulations were adopted; eight years later an 
act was passed by the State legislature to incorporate the 
1 
organization. 
Although the rules and reglllations of 1830 called for 
only one race meeting a year, there were often two and 
sometimes three held during the twelve months. The exception 
to this was the year 1862 when General Kirby Smith, C.S.A., 
camped his army on the course during the autumn months. 
Lexington' s streets were sometimes patrolled by the Grays 
and at other times guarded by the Blues, but the Kentucky 
Association for the Improvement of the Breeds of Stock 
maintained its organization. Horse racing was continued 
regardless of what flag was flown over the City! 
Due to financial difficulties, the Club was disbanded in 
1933, 107 years after its inauguration. In November, 1935, 
the plant was sold and the dismantling of the &randstand, 
clubhouse and stables made way for the construction of a 
federal low-cost housing project. 
The only markers that were salvaged were the iron gates 
that are now inSide the grounds of the Keeneland Race Course 
I 
The complete rules and regulations and the incorporation act 
can be found in the Appendix, p. 120 and p. 126 
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on the Versailles Pike and an old gatepost that guards the 
entrance. Oddly enough, the letters "K.A." at the top of 
the gates fit both the old and the new. 
Chapter II 
Early Racing in Louisville 
1783 - 1870 
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Chapter II 
Records of horse racing in Jefferson county are not as 
complete as those in central Kentucky. This is due mainly 
to the fact that the community did not have a publication 
contemporary with the ,Kentugky, Gazette, which is an 
indispensable index to the early history of the Commonwealth. 
Col. J. Stoddard Johnston in his MemorialHlstorx .Q1 
Louisville mentions that races were held as early as 1783 
on what is now Market Street. Afterward, there was a race 
track near the foot of Sixteenth Street, at which horses were 
1 
run for purses. 
This track, to which Colonel Johnston referred, was the 
Hope Distillery Course. ~,Louisv111e.Daily Focus of 
October 5, 1827 announced: 
"The Louisville Joekey Club will 
commence on the first Wednesday 1n 
October, 1827, on the Louisville turf, 
Hope Distillery, and continue for fo'::lI' 
days. First day, three-mile heats, i120j 
second day, two-mile heats, #80; third 
day, one-mile heats, iso; fourth day, 
three best in five, one mile and repeat." 2 
Four years later on October 8th the same paper pub11shed 
a four day race program of the Louisville Agricultural 
1 
2 
Johnston, J. Stoddard, editor, Memorial, History,,Q!, Louisville, 
v. 2, p. 323 
Golden Anniversary of the Kentucky Derby and Churchill Downs 
(Book), 1924, p. 1 
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1 
Soclety. These meetlngs were held once a year on the 
grounds of the Soclety whlch were located near the present 
slte of the Loulsville Water Company on Frankfort Avenue. 
They were slmilar to a county or a state falr. 
The flrst organized racing institution ln Loulsvl11e 
paralleled the Kentucky associat1on for the Improvement of 
the Breeds of Stock in Lexlngton. It was called the 
Loulsvl11e Associatlon for the Improvement of the Breed of 
Horses. 
The first meeting was held at the Washlngton Hall on 
November 5th, 1831: Dr. John M. Talbot was called to the 
Chair and Alfred Tarlton was apPointed Secretary. The 
following Constitution was read and unanlmously adopted: 
1 
"The SoCiety shall be called the 
Loulsville Association for the Improvement 
of the Breed of Horses. 
tiThe Assooiation is to purchase a 
suitable tract of land for a race oourse, 
the title of which shall be vested in 
seven Trustees, who are to have the 
management thereof and the appllcation of 
the funds of the Society. 
tiThe Stock is to consist of Seventy-
five Shares of One HW1dred Dollars each, 
upon which such payments will be made as 
shall be requlted by the Trustees, and 
on failure to pay the whole, the 
delinquent to forfeit whatever he may 
have pald, to the use of the other 
proprietors. On the last payment being 
made or satisfactorlally seoured, 
The Louisvll1e, Dai.¥ Focus, August 8, 1831, p. 3 
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certificates of Stock are to be issued, 
drawing interest from date, at the rate 
of six per cent, per annum, payable out 
of the funds of the ~ssociation, after 
paying the Purses offered by the Society 
and the other incidental expense of the 
annual Meetings. All transfers of stock 
to be made by the Secretary of the 
Association, on the order of the President 
of the Society and three Trustees. 
"The Trustees to be chosen at the 
first meeting of the Society, and to 
hold their offices during good behaviour, 
but removable by a majority' of all the 
votes of the Soc1ety, and other 
subst1tuted by the same vote. 
"Any Member w1sh1ng to sell h1s 
Stook shall give the f1rst offer of it 
to the Associat1on at the or1g1nal 
subscr1ption pr1ce, if dec11ned by them, 
he may sell 1t to another person who may 
be approved of by the Soc1ety, there 
being present not less than seven Members, 
always including the President; and three 
black balls to exclude the person 
nom1nated. 
"The officers of the Association 
shall be, beside the President and 
Trustees above referred to, a Treasurer 
and Secretary. tt 
"The meeting then proceeded to ballot 
for the officers, when the following 
gentlemen were found to be unanimously 
elected: 
Dr. John M. Talbot, Eresident 
Samuel Churchill, 
B.R. M'Illvaine, 




John Ai. Talbot, 
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B.R. ~'Illva1ne, Treasurer 
John Poe, SecretaryU 1 
The rules and regulat10ns of the Assoc1at1on, wh1ch were 
almost 1dent1cal to those of the Lex1ngton organ1zation, were 
2 
read and adopted at the same meet1ng. The stockholders were 




James Anderson, Jr. 
G.W. Adams 
L.D. Add1son 






Br1ndley & Breece 
Robtt. Breckenr1dge 
Fred. Bremeker 
W. C. Baum 
C.F. Barker 
Jas. M'G1lly Cuddy 
J. D. Colesn11 
D.S. Chambers 
Thomas L. Caldwell 
Sam'l. Churchill 
Leander Clark e 
Chapman Coleman 
Ja's. B. Danforth 
Garn et t Dun can 
J.P. Declary 
P.R. D1llon 
Issac S. Everett 
F.B. Ernest 
S11as Field 
Wm. C. Fellowes 
A. Hasbrook 
D. He1nsohn 
John I. Jacob 















Wm. H. Pope 











Worsley, W. W., pr1nter, Const1 tut1onof.~ .. _Louisv111e 
Assoc1at10n1.Ql:.,the. Improvement Qf,.~Breed..QL Horses, 
,~, Rul,s.and.Regulat1ons m . the .. Government. of ~ 
Course Book), pp. 5-6 
The complete rules and regulat10ns can be found 1n the 
App end11/l, p. 128 
S. Forde 







Jno. M. Talbot 
C.W. Thurston 
A. Tarlton 
W. W. Worsley 
A.R. Wolley 1 
A comm1ttee, conslsting of B.H. M'Illvalne, A. Tarlton 
and John O'Belrne, was appolnted to purchase a sultable tract 
of land for the race course. They s1gned an agreement with 
the Churchl11 faml1y in 1832. It provided: 
" ••••• Samuel Churchill and Ab1gal1, 
h1s wife, of the one part and Henry Churchill 
and Cathar1ne, his wlfe, ot the second part 
and John )(. Talbot, Bowes R. MoIllva,ine, 
John a'Beirne, James Anderson, Alfred Tarlton 
and Garnett Duncan of the third part •••• 1n 
consideration of the sum of f1fty dollars 
for each and every acre of land ••••• south of 
Louisvl11e and west of the Salt R1ver Road 
containing fifty-one acres 282/1000 and 
bounded as follows, to w1t - Beginnlng at 
Henry Churchill's land near the land of 
Pary & Sneads helrs at a tree marked H.C. 
wh1ch 1s a corner of Henry Churchill and 
also of Samuel Churchill west of the Balt 
River Road and running thence N. 24 1/3-E. 
Sixty-seven and 7/10 poles to an old tree 
at McConnell t s corner East of the road thence 
north 88· 24 W. one hundred and ten poles to a 
stake north of the fence thence south 16°30 E. 
one hundred and twenty-e1ght poles to a stake 
near a pond thence north 79°53 East thirty 
poles to the beginnlng ........ 2 
Although, these boundar1es now seem rather vague, the 
tract of land was actually located at what 1s now Seventh and 
Magnolla Streets. At that time, Louisville proper extended 
1 
Worsley, ~. ~., pp. 11-12 
2 
Jefferson County Court Deed Book, n. 51, pp. 31-33. The 
complete deed can be found 1n the Append1x, p. 134 
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south only as far as Green [Libert~ Street; the new race 
oourse was quite a distance lnto the country and could only 
be reached over dlrt roads. Because of the many oak trees 
that surrounded the grounds, the course was called Oakland. 
The first published record now avallable ot a meetlng 
held at the course was ln May, 1833, whenthe.Journal ~ 
1 
locus announced that purse races would be held. 
the most noteworthy day of the Oakland Race Course was 
Monday, September 30, 1839 when the first of two famous 
races was held between the prlde of all Kentuckians, Grey 
Eagle, and the Louislana. horse, Wagner. The growing 
competition between the two thoroughbreds had actually 
developed 1nto a rivalry between the two states represented. 
Although there had been ten subscribers to the race at 
#2,000 each, only tour horses started in the four-mlle 
heats, best two ln three. All eyes were focused upon: 
1 
"l-Y.N. Oliver & Miles W. Dickey, of 
Kentucky, named gr. c. Grey Eagle 
by Woodpecker, out of Ophe11a by 
Wild Medley, 4 yrs. - Dress, Red, 
Blue and Orange. 
8-Jas. S. Garrison, ot LouiSiana, 
named oh. h. Wagner, by S1r 
Charles, out of Mar1a West by 
Marlon, 5 yrs. - Dress, Red and 
Red." 2 
fu.Journaland Focus, May 27, 1833, p. 1 
2 
The ~1.Q!!L.I!Y:r. Register and_ Sporting. Magazlne, January, 
1840, p. 120 
• 
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Wagner won both heats and the purse of .14,000. The 
Kentucklans were not satlsfied with the results, and, although 
almost bankrupt, demanded a second contest between the two 
horses. Thls was held on October 5th for the Jockey Club 
Purse of $1,500. 
Grey Eagle won the first heat; Wagner the second. The 
exc1tement was intense durlng the running of the thlrd heat, 
but the race was never finished. Grey Eagle gave way in the 
second mlle; he had broken down and never raced again! 
Will1am T. Porter, editor of the con.teroporary publication, 
.na Amerlcan .IYtl. Res!ster . .§wLSportins.Magazlne, recorded his 
observations of the contests at Oakland. His account of the 
races themselves 1s excellent, but h1s picture of the 
gather1ng 1s even more vividly written: 
WAGNER AND GREY EAGLE' 5 RaCES 
at Louisville, Kentucky 
t'The Edltor of this .Magazine had the 
pleasure of attending the last. meeting of 
the Louisville Jockey C~ub, and w1 tnes6ing 
the two splendid races between Wagner and 
Grey Eagle. Those mo have notlced the 
spiri t with which everything connected with 
breedlng and raclng ls carried' on at 
present ln Kentucky, w11lhardly be surpr1sed 
to hear that the late meet1ng has never been 
equaled 1n the excellence of the sport, or 
ln the number and character of the v1s1tors. 
Turfmen, and d1stingu1shed s.trangers from 
neighboring States, mustered in great 
force; while the Kentuck'l8,ns themselves 
turned out 1n such numbers, that the hotels 
and lodging houses llterally overflowed. A 
week ot more delightful weather we have 
rarely known; the fields were large every 
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day, the horses ran well, "all the world 
and his wife" were on the course, the 
"pressure" was forgotten, and all 
appeared to enjoy themselves without 
stint or measure. 
"The Oakland Course was ln the flnest 
posslble order, the Stewards were in 
uniform and well mounted, and the 
arrangements of the proprietor, Col. Oliver, 
and of the Club, for the gratificat10n and 
convenlence of the1r guests, were not only 
ln good taste, but complete 1n all respects. 
"We have not room to speak 1n th1s 
place of a. var1ety of 1nteredtlng 
circumstances connected. with. the meeting, 
but shall be pardoned for allud1ng to the 
unusual number of distingu1shed 1ndiv1duals 
present, and the blaze of bea.uty reflected 
from the Lad1es' Pavi110n, on the occas10n 
of the first race between the champ10ns of 
Lou1siana and Kent.ucky. The number of 
lad1es 1n attendance was est1ms..ted at e1ght 
hundred, while nearly tWG thousand horsemen 
were assembled on the f1eld. The stands, 
the fences, the trees, the tops of carriages, 
and every eminence overlook1ng the course, 
were crowded; probably not less than t.an 
thousand persons composed the assemblage, 
comprlsing not only several d1st1nsulshed 
Senators, and nearly the ent1re Kentucky 
delegat10n 1n Congress, with the1r fam1l1es, 
but of the e11te of the beauty and fash10n 
of the State. 
"Among the ear11est on the ground were 
the Hon. Judge Porter of Louisiana, the 
d1st1ngu1shed ex-Senator, and Mr. Clay_ 
His colleague in the Senate, Mr.- Cr1ttenden, 
soon followed, w1th Gen. Atk1nson, Maj. 
Stewart, and Capt. Alexander, of the army, 
Judge Woolley, Gov. POindexter, Judge Rowan, 
the Hon. Messrs. Menifee, Allan, Letcher, 
Hardin, Graves, Hawes, etc •••••••• 
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"Good breed1ng forbids an enumeration 
of the distinguished throng of belles ••••• 
The gentlemen were unmatch'ed tor variety; 
the Bar, the Bench, the Senate, and the 
Press, the Army and the Navy, and all the 
et cetera that pleasure or curiosity 
attracted, were here represented." 1 
Regular race meetings were held at the Oakland Course 
2 
through June, 1847. The following year broughttrott1ng 
3 
and pacing races on Saturdays only. 
There is no Louisville newspaper available for the 
II.nth of June, 1849; ~,Louisville .. Da.ilI,JournaJ. of May and 
June, 1850 does not mention the Oakland Race Course. It is 
assumed that the track ceased to operate after the weekly 
meetings in 1848. 
Through the combined efforts of central Kentucky breeders 
and local racing patrons, the Woodlawn Course waa established 
in 1866. In a deed recorded in the Jefferson County Court 
House from Gray & c. to National Race Course, the Association 
purchased 
1 
" •••••• land which lies on the north side 
of the Louisville and Frankfort Railroad ••••• 
situated on the muddy fork of Beargrass 
Creek •••• beginning at a stone in the middle 
of the Westport Road 1n the 11ne of George 
Rudy near a small blue ash thence with said 
Rudy's line and passing one of the corners 
s. 390 12' E. 119 6/10 poles to a beech tree 
Ibid., pp. 116.132 
2 
Morning, Courier, May 31, 1847, p. 2 
3 
Ibid., May 31, 1848, p. 2 
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marked as a corner & with the letters 
T.T. thence N Sl- E. 63 poles to a 
stone thence s. 390 E. 108 SilO poles 
to a stone thence N 49° 2S' E. 124 
4/10 poles to three beeches thence 
N 39 8' W 111 8/10 poles wlth Herrs 
llne to· one of hls corners, a stone 
near a small old Haw tree thence with 
another of the linea of said Herrs 
Corners near the South bank of the 
Muddy Fork of Beargrass Creek thence 
N 380 30' West 20 6/10 p.oles to a 
stone in the middle of the Westport 
Road 5 47° 50 W. 124 6/10 poles to the 
beginning. The.,seeond Tract adjoins 
the above described land containlng 
two acres Blore or leds and lles on the 
north side of the Rail Road and is 
bounded as follows • Beginning at a 
stone corner to Smith and Phillips thence 
3. Sl 1/10 W 41 6/10 poles to the middle 
of the Rail Road track thence with the 
middle ot said RailRoad N. 7S- E 24 
poles still continuing in themidd1e of 
said Road thence N 390 W 8/10 poles to 
the beginning said two tracts of land 
containing in the ag~e8ate two hundred 
and one aeres....... 1 
a', Atchison Alexander, owner of the famous stallion, 
LeXington, and a prominent breeder in the Bluegrass region, 
and Isaac EVerett were named the Trustees for the Assoclation 
to which Thomas H. Hurrt, Richard Atkinson, William B. 
Reynolds, Benj. I. Adams, James K. Duke, R.A. Alexander, 
A. Throckmortin, Thomas I. Martin, Gerard B. Bate, John 
Burks, James A. Grinstead, A. Buford, E. Eagle, Robert A. 
Bell, W.D.C. Whips and others were subscribed to the new 
racing organization. 
1 
Jefferson County Court Deed Book, n. 104, pp. 98.101. The 
complete deed can be found in the Appendix, p. 136 
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~Loulsvllle.Dally_Journal of Saturday, September 5, 
1868 publlshed an account of races held at the Woodlawn 
Course. The story enthuslastically described the large 
1 
attendance and mentloned the pool method of wagering. 
The last advertisement of the Course, whlch announced 
a six day meeting, appeared in the Courier Journal of May 24, 
2 
1870. 
Although the raclng of thoroughbreds began in Loulsville 
as early as in central Kentucky, the interest of the cltizens 
was spasmodlc ln contrast to the continuous attentlon pald to 
the sport by the Bluegrass vlclnity. Louisville, with its 
advantageous slte on the Ohio river, developed into an 
agricultural community. With thelr favorable soil and rolling 
topography, Fayette, Woodford, Bourbon, Clark and surrounding 
counties naturally leaned toward the breedlng and racing of 
horses. 
Thls, no doubt, ls the reason why the Kentucky Assoclation 
Course found no difflculty in holding unlnterrupted race 
meetlngs - even through the strife of clvl1 war, whereas 
LoUisville had no natural incentlve to support a race track. 
Wlth the close of the Woodlawn Course, the-largest city ln the 
state was without a raCing oval for five years. 
1 
The Loulsville,Dal1y.,Journal, September 5, 1868, p. 4 
2 
The Courier Journal, May 24, 1870, p. 4 
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Col. M. Lew1s Clark, a Lou1sv11le gentleman and sportsman, 
felt that, with the right leadersh1p and the establ1shment of 
permanent stake races, . a race course could be made a lasting 
institution in Louisville. It was through his untiring 
efforts that the Lou1sville Jookey Club and Dr1ving Park 
Assoc1ation came into existence. 
Chapter III 
Churchill Downa 




The foundatlon for Churohl1l Downs, the home of the 
Kentuoky Derby, was laid when the artioles of incorporation 
of the Louisvl11e Jockey Club and. Drivlng Park Assoolatlon 
were reoorded by the olerk of the County Court of Jefferson 
County on the 20th day of June, 1874. The artlo1es read as 
follows: 
1 
ttThe 'Wldersigned thls 22n day of June, 
1874 hereby oonstitute themselves their 
assoolates and successors a body corporate 
to be called the Louisville Jockey Club & 
Dri vlng Park Assoclation for the purpose 
of purohasing or leasing and improving 
(or leasing with privilege of buying) 
property in the vacinity of Louisville to 
be used as a driving park wlth the privilege 
of holding races over the same at such times 
as the dlreotors & president may see flt. 
"The oapltal stook ot said Corporatlon 
shall be ilOO,OOO ln shares of $100 eaoh 
payable in installments of $25 eaoh, $25 
cash & the balance ln 1, 2 & 3 months for 
which the subscribers shall give their. 
indlvidual notes and upon failuer of any 
subscriber or stockholder to pay any of said 
notes at maturity the whole amount of stock 
of such member or members shall be sold on 
notioe ot ten days such notice to. be 
published in one or more of the dally 
newspapers publlshed in the Clty of louiSVille. 
For more than a decade the traok was referred to merely as the 
"Louisville Jockey Club Course". In 1886, a writer for 
~ oplrit_Qi !h§ Times, oalled it Churchill Downs. The 
name beoame immediately popular, and it was ttChurchill 
Downs r. thereafter. "Churchill", no doubt, came from the 
family who owned the ground and I·Downs tI from EPsom Downs 
in England. (Menke, Frank G., Chrchill. Downs ... @.nd the 
Kentucky. Derbl .. sinc§ l§15, p. 15 
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"The affairs of said corporatlon 
shall be managed by a Presldent, 3 Vice 
Presidents & a dlrectory consistlng of 
13 members and also a Seoty and a 
Treasurer to be appolnted by the board 
seveni of whom wl11 be a quorum. 
ItThe lndebtedness or l.iabl1l ty of 
said corporation whether direct or 
oontlngent shall not at any time exceed 
120,000. 
"For the purpose of rais1ng money 
to defray the expenses of said 
corporatlon, lts board of directors may 
from time to time at any meeting of 
whioh notloe of the time and p.laoe shall 
have been given to each member of the 
board make assessments or calls upon 
the stock & shall thereupon cause noti ce 
in wrlting to be glven to eaoh stookholder 
of the amount assessed agalnst hlm 
provlded, however, the amountswhlch may 
be assessed do not exceed in the 
aggregate of 20 per centum on the amount 
of stock subsorlbed. 
"No member or stockholder in the 
corporatlon shall be liable over and 
above the amount of stock subscribed & 
paid for by such member (all private 
property to be exempt.) 
"When #15,000 of stook shall have 
been subscribed & a President,. Vlce 
PreSidents, Board of Dlrectors (and an 
Executive Committee of the Directors 
appointed by themselves) shall have been 
eleoted, the Corporation shall have the 
right to either purchase or lease (wlth 
privilege of buylng) a tract of land 
suitable for the purpose aforesald & 
erect thereupon bulldings & make such 
other lmprovements as the PreSidents, 
Directors & Executive Committee may seem 
fit. 
"Any purchaser buying a ahare of the 
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stock of the c~rporatlon shall not be 
a member of the Jockey Club or entltled 
to the pr1vl1ege of tbe Club House or 
stand unless elected by the Board of 
Dlrectors tho they will be entitled to 
the dlvidends trom sald stock but all 
stockholders ownlng an origlnal share 
shall be fully entitled to all the 
priv1leges of the grounds & bul1dlngs 
thereupon. 
"The Presldent shall be a member 
of & shall preslde over the Board of 
Dlrectors. 
E.H. Chase 
M. Lewls. Clark, Jr. 1 
R.A. Newhouse 







Isaac H.. Tyler 
R.A. Brownlsk1 
A.B. Sohl1l" 2 
Wlth the exceptlon of Mr. Browniskl and Mr. Schl1l, 
the gentlemen who slgned thelr names to these artlcles of 
1 
2 
Colonel Clark had Just returned from Europe where he had 
studled raclng conditlons. ln .England and in l;t"rance. 
He was most impressed with the Epsom (Engllsh) Derby, 
the EPsom Oaks and the St. Leger Stakes and determlned 
that these were to be patterns for classlc races ln 
Kentucky. The Engllsh or (Epsom) Derby became the 
Kentucky Derby, open to 3-year-olds (colts, geldlngs 
or fll1les), at a mile and one-half; the Epsom Oaks 
became the Kentucky' Oaks, limited to 3-year-old fillies, 
at a ml1e and one-half; the St. Leger became the Clark 
Stakes, distance two miles, for 3-year-olds. (Menke, 
Q2. ~. pp. I} and 15) 
Corporation Book, Jefferson County Court, n. 1, pp. 374-375 
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1 
1ncorporat10n were all res1dents of Lou1sville. They were 
men of sound f1nanc1al stand1ng and were well known 1n 
Louisv111e bus1ness circles. 
They entered the undertak1ng of establishing a permanent 
race course in Lou1sv111e with a set determinat10n that 1t 
would not end in bankruptcy as the two prev10us tracks, 
Oakland and Woodlawn, had done. They be11eved that Lou1sville, 
as the largest city 1n the state and one of the growing 
metropo11s of the South, should be able to support such an 
enterprise. 
It was ,with th1s intense eagerness and enthusiasm that 
the f1rst meet1ng of the Louisv11le Jockey Club and Driving 
1 
E.H. Chase, (E.H. Chase & Co. whole whisk1es, 12 3d, nr 
Water), bds 102 Chestnut, nr 4th. 
M. Lew1s Clark, Jr., r 8 Broadway, ab 1st. 
R.A. Newhouse, genl aft Ohio R1ver and Kanawha Salt Co., 
29 ed, nr. Main, and also (Alford, Thorp & Co.) 
r 611 Jefferson, nr 15th. 
John E. Green, vice pres. Lou. Car Wheel Co., r 148 Broadway 
cor 4th. 
James Graves, (Graves & Son), r Chestnut, se cor 26th. 
A.V. DuPont, (A.V. and B. DuPont), proprs Central Park, 
bds Galt House. 
W.H. Henderson, bds. 92 Broadway, nr Floyd. 
Miller Stewart, manager Miller citewart & Co., whol liquors, 
21 Main, bet 1st and 2nd, r 477 2d near Breckenridge. 
A.A. Wheeler, carriage mnfr. Main, sw cor 1st, r Broadway, 
se cor Highland av .• 
F.B. Carrington, 11very and sale stable, 26 Main, nr 1st, 
r 278 Washington, nr Clay. 
Isaac H. Tyler, aft Levi Tyler's estate, bds 460 6th nr 
Breckenridge. 
(Caron, C.K., publisher, ,Directory, of, the,Gi ty_£l.t"Lou,svill~ 
for l.§15, v. 5, pp. 150, 153,424, 250,248, 196, 277, 
536, 589, 145 and 563) 
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Park Association was held at the Galt House on Monday, June 
22, 1874. The CourierqJoyrnal carried a notioe in the next 
morning's edition: 
"Quite a number of gentlemen assembled 
at the Galt House to attend the oall of the 
Jockey Club and Driving Park Associat1on, 
and the art1cles of incorporation having 
been previously pr.epared, the members 
present, after full disoussion, adopted and 
signed the. same, and as soon as it can be 
prepared, a full text of 1t will appear for 
the requisite number of days 1n th1s paper ••• 
A portion of the stook, of which #19,000 
has already been subscr1bed, 1s reserved for 
the reg10n around_Lexlngton, Ky. and 
Nashville, Tenn., the comm1 ttee for th1s 
subscr1ption leaving the o1ty to attend the 
sale at J.W.H. Reynolds and A.J. Alexander's, 
23d and 24th inst., when all of the horse-
10v1ng oommun1ty w1l1 be aasembled ••••• lt 1s 
1ntended to make ,th1s track an interseot10nal 
plaoe of m.eetingand· it 1s hoped that 1t will 
prove one of the most successful 1n the 
country." 1 
Four days later theCour1er.JoMrnal reported that the 
comm1ttee met w1th s1gnal success 1n the Bluegrass sect10n of 
the state. 
1 
" ••••• and with such men as D. Swlg@rt, 
A.J. Alexander, Gen. A. Buford, J.W. Hunt 
Reynolds, E.H. Taylor, Jr., H.C. MoDowell, 
R.P. Pepper and others, both Frankfort and 
Lex1ngton w1l1 be represented, and Louisv1l1e 
can take her place,. as. the point where 
thousands of strangers oan come to see 
Kentucky's finest horses contest the liberal 
purses to be offered by the assooiation ••••• tI 2 
The, Cour1er Journal, June 23, 1874, p. 4 
2 
~., June 27, 1874, p. 4 
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M. Lewis Clark, Jr., in behalf of the Jockey Club, 
leased some land adjoining the southern limits of the city 
from his two uncles, John and Henry Church111, and work 
1 
began on the construction of the new race course. Probably 
due to a combination of adverae factors that included weather 
cond1tions, labor, building materials, etc., the racing oval 
d1d not near completion until the following spring. 
In a Sunday feature column devoted entirely to "Turf 
Topics", ~Daill Louisville.,.QQmmercial fully descr1bed the 
the new project: 
1 
"The course is one of the finest 
and safest 1n the country. The turns 
and stretches are a quarter of a mile 
each, and are respectively s1xty and 
eighty feetwlde. On the inside of 
the rail is a trainlng track, graded 
11ke the main track, and sixty feet 
wide all around. The solI is light 
and early, and the track is a near a 
water-level as can be,so the time 
made over it ought to be as good as 
that at Saratoga or Lexington. 
liThe stabling is new and after the 
most approved plans. Water is brought 
in pipes from theei ty supply, so there 
is no chance of it ever giving out 
unless the Ohior1ver dries up. 
Arrangements ha.ve been made to 
accommoda.te.;;- any number of horses, and 
the rules adopted to prevent diseased 
animals being smuggled into the stables 
are very stringent. 
I1The stands are to be open to the 
public, the club-house alone being 
Menke, 2l2.- ill-, p. 78 
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reserved for members and their guests •••• 
The grand stand, with all its fair 
proportions, looms up bigger than two 
meeting-houses, and will furnish 
accommodation for more than f1ve 
thousand spectators. In addition a 
large field stand, to which admission 
will be free, is to be erected. 
"The Nicholson pavement extends to 
within a mile of the course, with a 
macadamized road the rest of the way. 
In a few days the Fourth.street cars 
will be running to the entrance gate 
of the course. The track is already 
down as far out as the House of Refuge, 
and a large force of men is steadily at 
work grading and laying the track." 1 
On May 9th the column reported that the new course was 
judged to be as fast, if not faster, than any in the 
country. Some of the horses 1n training had run trials 
over 1t that astonished the1r owners and made them th1nk 
something must have been the matter with their watches. The 
track had also proved to be an early one and able to stay 
good under most unfavorable weather c1rcumstances. Th1s was 
proven when several horses, which were trained earlier 1n 
the spring, won 1n Nashville over horses trained much further 
2 
South. 
The author of "Turf Top1cs" was not alone in his zealous 
comments regarding the Louisville Jockey Club and Driving 
Park Assoc1ation; various bits of news concerning the 
1 
The Daily Louisville ,Commercial, April 18, 1875, p. 2 • May 2, 1875, p. 2 
2 
IQ1d., May 9, 1875, p. 2 
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enterprlse were sprinkled throughout the paper during the 
weeks preceding the opening day of the Club. 
The Paris Mutuels pool, a new and entirely mechanlcal 
devlce designed solely for the purpose of wagering bets, was 
placed on exhlbltlon in the rotunda of the Galt House. Other 
than the fact that lt superseded the old system of pool-
selllng and was very slmple when once understood, the Loulsville 
papers dld not further comment on thls lmportant French 
1 
lnvention that was to later revolutionize horse raclng. 
Perhaps if the followlng observatlon had been reprinted 
at a later date fromThe . .3plrit .. 2,L~ Times, a weekly New 
York publication devoted entirely to sports and the theatre, 
the betting machine WOuld have met with more success at the 
new race course. 
"We will take thls opportunity to 
say that after a French pool is opened, 
and a certaln number of horses are 
indicated as started, such pool cannot 
be tampered with in any manner whatever. 
Above all, the name of no other horse 
can be injected into the pool after 
tickets are sold." 2 
It was not until 1878 that the Paris Mutuel machine first 
operated at the Louisville course and continued lts stay, at 
3 
that time, for seven years. 
1 
Ibid., May 1, 1875, p. 4 
2 
The 3pirit£f. .. ~ Times, May 15, 1875, p. 347 
3 
Menke, Ql2.. ill .• p. 78 
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The Derby cup was displayed by Kitts & Werne, Jewelers 
located at 120 Main Street. An elegant piece of silver 
exquisitely finished in every detail, it weighed 104 ounces, 
was seventeen inches high, and eight inches in diameter. In 
1 
its pink satin case, the cup attracted all passersby. 
The first advertisement of the Louisville Jockey Club 
races appeared in the amusement column of The. Daily Louisville 
Commercial on May 5th. It held the select position at the 
top of page one. 
1 
"Louisville, Ky., Jockey Club 
and 
Driving Park Association 
Organized June, 1874 
Inaugural Meeting May 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21 and 22, 1875 
FIRST DAY, MONDAY, MAY 17 - First Race -
Association Purse of-$300; dash of one 
and one quarter miles. 
Second Race - The K~ntucky Derby for 
three-year-olds, $50, payor play, 
Association to add $1,000; second 
horse to have j200;dash of one and 
one half miles; closed with 42 
nominations. 
Third Race - Association Purse of $500; 
second horse to have .100; mile heats. 
SECOND DAY, TUE.3DiiY, MAY 18 - First Race -
The Alexander Stake, for two-year-old 
colt~, $25, play or pay, Association to 
add $250; second horse to have ilOO; 
dash of a half-mile; closed with 24 
nominations. 
Second Race - Association Purse of i800; 
second horse to have $200; two mile 
heats. 
The Da.ily Louisville_Commercial, May 7,1875, p. 4 
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Th1rd Raoe - Assoo1at1on Purse of $250; 
dash of one and one e1ghth m11es. 
THIRD DAY, WEDNESDAY, MAY 19 - F1rst Race -
The Kentucky Oaks, for three-year-old 
f1111es; $50 entrance, half forfe1t; 
Assoo1at1on to add #500; second horse to 
have $100; dash of one and one half 
m11es; closed w1th 27 nominat1ons. 
Seoond Race - Louisv11le Lad1es' Stake for 
two-year-old f1111es; $25, play or pay; 
Assoc1at1on to add 1250; second horse to 
have #100; dash of a half mile; closed 
with 19 nominat1ons. 
Third Raoe - Assoc1at1on Purse of $500; 
second horse to have $100; dash of two 
and one th1rd miles. 
FOURTH DAY, THURSDAY, MAY. 20 - F1rst Race -
Falls C1ty Stake, for three-year-olds 
that have not appeared in pub11c prior 
to January, 1875; #50 entrange, half 
forfeit; Assoc1at1on to add $400; second 
horse to have 1100; mile heats; closed 
with 28 nominations. 
3econdRace - The Louisville Cup, value 
,1.000, for all ages; #50; play or pay; 
dash of two and one quarter m11es; 
closed with 22 nom1nations. 
Third Race - Association Purse of $500; 
mile heats, three 1n f1ve. 
FIFTH DAY, FR.IDAY, MAY. 21 - First Race -
The Tennessee Stake, for two-year-olds; 
425, play or pay (winners of the Lou1sville 
Ladles' or Alexander Stakes to carry five 
pounds extra); Assoclation to add $250; 
second horse to have ilOO; dash of three 
quarters of a mile; closed with 30 
nominat1ons. 
Seoond Race - The Gentleman's Cup, value 
1250, members of this or any other club 
to r1de; 150 Ibs. m1nimum weight; dash 
of one and one third m11es. 
Third Race - Purse of $300; hurdle race; 
welter weights; dash of two miles, over 
eight hurdles, 3 ft. 6 In. h1gh, second 
to have i50. 
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SIXTH DhY, SATURDAY, MAY 22 - First Race -
The Clark Stake, for three-year-olds; 
#50 entrance, half forfeit; Association 
to add $500; second to have &100; dash 
of two miles; closed with 29 nominations. 
Second Race - Association Puraeof $800; 
second horse to have 1100; winner of 
Louisville Cup to carry 8 lbs. extra; 
dash of three miles. 
Third Race - Consola.tion Purse of &400; 
for beaten horses; once, allowed 7 Ibs.; 
twice, 12 Ibs.; three times, 16 Ibs.; 
mile heats; second horse to have $100; 
third horse #50. 
"Address all communications to the 
Secretary, or Galt House, Louisville, Ky. 
M. LEWIS CLARK, JR., President 
Wm. Murphy, Secretary" 1 
Although the Jockey Club published a small booklet 
stating the rules and regulations of the associat10n, a 
few governing entrance requirements appeared with the 
advertisements that were published 1n the local papers from 
2 
time to t1me in the week prior to the meeting. 
Ra11road and streetcar time tables appeared simultaneously 
with these annoUncements. The Short-line Railroad and the 
l&:N ran special tra1ns that connected the city with the racing 
oval, while the Fourth Street mulecars traveled the newly 
laid tracks to the entrance gate. 
1 
Ibid., May 5, 1875, p. 1 
2 
The complete rules and regulations can be found in the 
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"HO~ FOR THE RACES 
Special Tra1ns 
Durlng the Races, commenc1ng 
Monday, lI4ay 17, 
THE 3HORT-LINE RAILROAD 
will run Spec1al Tra1ns between Lou1s-
vll1e and the Race Course Dally. Trains 
wl11 start from Short-line Depot, corner 
Brook and Jefferson streets, at 12:30 and 
1:30 p.m., returning 1mmed1ately after 
the races. 
flRound-tr1p Tickets for sale at 
Fourth and Jefferson, Fourth and Main 
and at Depot." 1 
"TIME-TABLE 
of the 
FO un TH STREET CARS 
to the 
RACE COURSE 
"For Saturday - Fare 25 cents 
Leav1ng Fourth and Main Streets as follows: 
7 a.m., 7:30 a.m., 8:25 a.m., 9:15 a.m., 
10:05 a.m., 10:55 a.m., 11:54 a.m., 12:35 p.m., 
1:25 p.m., 2:15 p.m., 3 p.m., 3:50 p.m., ~ 
4:35 p.m., 5:25 p.m., 6:10 p.m., 7 p.m. 
"Qulck I1ne all day Sunday, from Fourth 




ttFrom Bridge and L&:N Depots 
The Daily Lou1sv1l1e,Commerc1al, M.ay 14, 1875, p. 1 2-
1l2lJ! •• liay 15, 1875, p. 1 
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Dur1ng the week tra1ns w111 run as follows: 
Leave Bridge Depot - 12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 
3:45 p.m. 
Leave Maple-street Depot - 1, 2, 3:05, 
4:10 p.m. 
Arr1ve at Race Ground - 1:15, 2:15, 3:20, 
4:25 p.m. 
Tra1ns w111 stop for passengers at 
Fourteenth and Walnut Streets. 
Tra1ns from New Albany and Jeffersonv111e 
make close connect10n w1 th Race-ground 
trains. 
Two tra1ns will be in wa1t1ng to carry 
passengers to the c1ty as soon as the 
races are over. 
Fare Round Tr1p - From New Albany, 55¢; 
Jeffersonv1l1e. 55¢; Bridge Depot, 35¢; 
Fare Single Tr1p - New Albany, 35¢; 
Jeffersonville. 35¢; Br1dge Depot, 25¢; 
Fourteenth and Walnut, 25¢; L&N Depot, 
15¢. 
When fare is collected on train 25¢ w111 
be charged each way from Bridge and L&N 
Depot. 
Tickets on sale at depot, offices 1n New 
Albany, Jeffersonville, and Lou1sville, 
and at corner Third and Main, Fourth 
and Ma1n~ and Fourteenth and Walnut 
streets. 1 
Lou1sv111e pub11cat10ns naturally concentrated on the 
importance of establish1ng a permanent race course 1n the 
c1ty and the d1v1dends that were to be received, they hoped, 
from 1t. It was p01nted out that St. Lou1s had her fa1r, 
Cincinnat1 her mus1cal festival, New Orleans her Mard1 Gras 
and there was no reason why Louisville could not ga1n equal 
fame for her races. The Lou1sv1l1e Jockey Club had 
1 
~., May 16, 1875, p. 1 
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originated an enterprise that would be a source of wealth to 
the city. All that was needed was cooperat1on from the 
buslness men and the general publlc, and the Lou1sv1lle 
region could hold her place among the great race courses in 
1 
the country. 
The New York scr1bes were tnterested 1n the Kentucky 
Derby only because ~f lts relatlon to other three-year-old 
races of the year. The. Splrlt,.Q..tthe Tlmes remarked: 
"The Kentucky Derby •••• llke 1 ts 
prototype, the Engl1sh Derby, 1s one 
m1le and a half, and no leas than 42 
three-year-olds, the flower of the 
Amer1can thoroughbreds, have been 
entered ••••• The 1nterest attached to 
thls race 1svery great among turfmen, 
for 1t 1s generally thought the result 
wll1 throw cons1derable 11ght on the 
subsequent great three-year-old raced 
for the W1thers, Belmont, Travers, and 
Kenner Stakes at Jerome Park and 
Saratoga •••• We trust that the Loulsvl11e 
Jockey Club wl1l be favored w1th f1ne 
weather durlng the continuance of their 
meeting, in whlch event we confidently 
pred1ct for them a brilliant and 
successful carnlval of racing sport. u 2 
On the night before the opening day of the inaugural 
meetlng, pool-selling was conducted on twelve horses entered 
1n the Derby. At the Galt House and the Lou1sville Hotel, 
H.P. McGrath's entry, Chesapeake, was the favor1te, Searcher 
and Verdigris selling next. In the first pool, Searcher was 
1 
Ib1d., p. 4 
2 




first Kentucky Derby program 
~rogranvnf-~irst iJay, Monday, May 1'1, 18'l6.
r
::) 
NUMBERS MARK.l::D ,*J WILL PROBABLY SI'AI\T." 




Dought as first choice for i20,while McGrath's colt sold 
1 
for fifty-odd. 
The optimistic enthusiam of the press was not unfounded. 
The opening day of the Louisville Jockey Club was all that 
could have possibly been anticipated. Mr. R. Baude, who 
lives at 1436 Eastern Parkway, remembers attending the races 
on Monday afternoon, May 17, 1875. He left the corner of 
Brook and Jefferson Streets on the Short-line train and rode 
to within three or four blocks of the race course. He walked 
through a woods between the railroad and the track where a 
number of people were operating games of chance. He sat in 
grandstand which was on the east side of the track. Drinks 
were served but no food. Mr. Baude recalls that he attended 
the races alone that day as he was very anxious to see the 
2 
new Kentucky course. He remarked that he was not disappointed! 
Another elderly Louisville citizen, who requested that 
her name remain anonymous, lived on Breckenridge Street 
between Second and Third during the year of the inaugural 
meeting of the Jockey Club. She drove to the raCing oval in 
a carr1age with a group of friends that included a young girl 
who was a guest of the governor of the State. Her outstanding 
reminiscence is that they all had a grand time and that the 
1 
The Daily_ Louisville_Commercial, May 16, 1875, p. 4 
2 
This information was told to me in an interview with Mr. Baude 
in November, 1943. 
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occasion was one of the most gala that the city had ever 
1 
experienced. 
ill "Keggie" Jones, an old Negro who works at the mule 
barns at Churchill Downs, remembers walking from his home on 
Green Street to the track with a group of other youngsters. 
They found themselves a cool, comfortable spot under a shade 
tree and stayed there the entire afternoon. It was difficult 
to see the far side of the track becauae of the wagons, 
carriages and ox-carts that swarmed the centerfield. tlKeggie" 
was greatly impressed with the exciting finish of the Derby 
and the fast time over the new, unharrowed track. 
"It was a more exci tin' and much purtleI' race den! 1/ he 
2 
emphatically declared. 
The attendance was fully ten thousand people. The ladies 
were largely represented, not only in the stand but also in 
conveyances at the side of the track. Prominent merchants and 
business men dotted the crowd. The day could easily have been 
compared with the unforgetable afternoon when Grey Eagle and 
Wagner dueled at the Oakland Course thirty-s1x years before. 
"We are confident If, The Louisville Dallv_ Commercial 
reported, "that from the ausp1cious opening of yesterday that 
1 
This information was told to me in an interv1ew in November, 
1943. 
2 
This information was told to me in an interview with Ed Jones 
in February t. 1944. 
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1t w1ll be such as to g1ve the Louisville races a prestige 
equal with any in the world. Louisville has a better 
opportunity now to make herself the great rac1ng center of 
1 
the country than ever before. It 
Th1s reporter was so ardent in his zeal to 1mpress upon 
the reading pub11c the importance of maintaining a race 
course 1n Louisville that he treated the actual running of 
the races secondarily. Unfortunately, his account of the 
"event of the day" - the Kentucky Derby - had been clipped 
from the files of I!!.!. Daily .. Louisville. Co~erc1al and the 
only available record is that wh1ch was published 1n the 
!~eklY .Cour1er Journal of May 26th: 
1 
If Colonel Johnson [Col. W.H. Johnson, 
pres1dent of the Nashv111e Blood Horse 
assoc1atioq] got his cavalry marshaled 1n 
two ranks at the half-mile pole, and sent 
them away to a good start. Aristidea, 
McCreery and Volcano seemed to get off in 
front, Chesapeake,. who is a vicious starter, 
being one of the last away. McCreery got 
to the front before round1ng the turn, and 
was f1rst under the string, with Aristides 
second and Volcano third, the rest in a 
bunch close behind them. Before reaching 
the turn, McCreery retired ••••• 
"Aristides went on with the lead after 
McCreery retired, with Ten Broeck, Volcano, 
Bob Wooley and Verdigris, who had begun to 
close up, not far 1n his rear; the others 
seemed to be outpaced, for Aristides was 
cutting out the running at an awful speed, 
getting back to the half mile pole in the 






(The dresses are sketched 
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neighborhood of 1:43. Here Volcano 
dropped back, his rider, with good 
judgment, taking a pull on him. Lewis 
on Aristides, too, seemed to take a 
pull on his horse, expecting Chesapeake 
to come in and take up the running, but 
where, oh where, was Chesapeake - away 
back in the ruck and not able to do 
anything for his stable; fortunately for 
the favorites, McGrath was near the head 
of the, stretch, and taking in the position 
of affairs,at a glance, waved his hand for 
Lewis to go on with the good little red 
horse and win if he could all alone. 
Right gallantly did the game and speedy 
son of Leamington and Sarong answer the 
call on his forces,. for he held his own 
all down the stretch in spite of most 
determined rushes on the part of Volcano 
and Verdigris, and dashed under the wire 
the winner of one of the fastest and 
hardest run races ever s.een on a track. 
The time made, 2:37 3/4, is the best for 
the distance ever accomplished by a three 
year old with 100 Ibs. up •••• The stake 
was worth $3,100 to the winner. 
SUMMARY 
Aristides ••••••••••• l 
Volcano ••••••••••••• 2 
Verdigris ••••••••••• 3 
Time 2:37 3/411 1 
The3piritoflli Times adequately summarized the long-
awaited events in saying: 
1 
"'The Louisville Jockey Club is to 
be congratulated in the brilliant and 
enthusiastic success which has attended 
their inau§ural meeting during the current 
week. •• • • • 2 
WeeklI Courier Journal, May 26, 1875, p. 1 
2 
The Spirit of the Times, May 22, 1875, p. 377 
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Oolonel Clark saw his dreams realized during the week 
of May 18, 1875. The Louisville Jockey Club and Driving 
Park Association had been enthusiastically received by the 
citizens of Louisville, a stake race had been run each day 
of the meeting, ,and the leading stables of the South had 
contested their horses. 
For the following fifteen years the meetings of the 
Club were events of c ountry ... wide importance. The Kentucky 
Derby became the object of every turfman's ambition, and 
Parole, Vagrant, Luke Blackburn, Hindoo, Runnymede (by 
Billet), and other champions of the East were sent to c.ontest 
1 
it. 
However, with the beginning of the last decade of the 
19th century, interest began to wane. Churchill Downs was 
overshadowed by the more fashionable tracks of the East. The 
Louisville Jockey Club continued to ablde by rules and 
regulations that had been drawn up in 1874. And, as a result, 
very few owners felt it imperative to race their horses on a 
course where distances were too great and purses were too 
small. 
So it is not surprising that the Louisville papers 
criticised the policies of the Club and found it necessary 
to warn that times had changed. 
1 
Vosburgh, W.B., Racing in Amerlca~ 1866-~, p. 55 
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Chapter IV 
itA CAKE WALK 
AND NOTHIHG MORE" 1 
These headlines, which appeared in The Lou~sville 
Commerc1al on the morning of May 16, 1894, adequately 
described the twent1eth Kentucky Derby_ The fervent writer 
continued his denunciations by saying that when the Kentucky 
Derby degenerates into a bench.show - a contest of dogs - it 
2 
is time to alter its conditions. 
What had led to such uncomplimentary press notices when 
nineteen years before the same newspaper expressed nothing 
but glorious praise for the Louisville Jockey Club, its 
inaugural meeting and the init1al running of the Kentucky 
Derby? 
In order to answer this potent quest10n and to comprehend 
fully the wrath of the Journalist, one must first understand 
several facts so important to the racing of thoroughbreds. 
First, the distance of the three-year-old race was one mile 
and a half and it usually took place sometime within the first 
eighteen days of May. Most thoroughbreds are taken up, that 
is, go into regular training with a work-out every third day, 
about the first of February. In Kentucky, where a great 
1 









The ~ourier Journal, May 16, 1894, p. 1 
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majority of racing stock was schooled, the weather is not 
a.lways favorable during these ea.rly spring months and the 
training process wa.s somewhat retarded. .As a result it 
was almost an impossibility to have a colt fully ready for 
such a long distance so early in the racing season. 
Secondly, the fact cannot be overlooked that gradually 
horses were belng bred for shorter distances and greater 
speed. This ls proven by the tact that heat races were 
belng successtully succeeded by stake race, allowance races, 
clalmlng races and contests agalnst time, all of which were 
1 
shorter in distance. 
The writer vividly pointed out that racing was no longer 
a sport; lt was a business. And wlth this converslon, the 
motto of the turf had changed. Men no longer raced for glory. 
Owners no longer entered good colts and trainers no longer 
raced them a mile and a half in early May for the money that 
the Louisville Jockey Club could afford to otter. The time 
had come for a change and that change was to cut the Derby 
2 
distance so that the contest ,could be kept above contempt. 
No reflectlon was made upon the administration of the 
Club except excesslveidealism. In fact, the writer commended 
Colonel Clark most highly: 
1 
2 
This information was told to me in February, 1944 by Smith 
Buchanan, a Negro who has trained thoroughbreds tor 
many years. 
The Loulsville.Commerclal, May 16,1894, p. 1 
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"Above all other men of the West 
for years M. Lewis Clark has stood for 
what is good and honorable in racing. 
He has held the Kentucky Derby to the 
standard of the extreme test of oourage 
and endurance as well as speed; a noble 
oontest, in which no penalties are 
imposed and no favors asked; a race in 
whioh victory brings to horse, owner, 
trainer and jookey victory above all 
money value. But when ideals, however 
admirable, become impossible, it is 
time to abandon them ••••• The dollar is 
king and the Derby of a mile and a half 
is dead. 1f 1 
Moreover, the finanoial stability of the Jockey Club 
itself was uncertain. Only one dividend of 10 per cent had 
declared since the inaugural meeting in 1875. Colonel Clark 
2 
had turned all profits back into improvements of the traok. 
This pecuniary instability came to a climax when there were 
55 entries for the Derby in 1894 and only five horses started 
the race. 
This unpromising spring meeting was the last to be held 
under the direction of Colonel Clark and the Louisville 
Jockey Club. The policies of the organization had been built 
upon the old school of thought of the Southern turf - the test 
of horse against horse for courage, endurance and speed above 
all else. But these standards were apparently obsolete. The 




Menke, QR. ~., p. 23 
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M. Lew1s Clark 1 
1895 
1 
The Loulsv111~ Commercial, May 7, 1895, p. 1 
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philosophy of rac1ng; the Louisville Jockey Club ceased to 
be an organization. 
On November 26, 1894, the articles of incorporation of 
the New Louisville Jockey Club were filed in the County 
Clerk's office. The incorporators were Messrs. Emile 
Bourlier, Henry Wehmhoff and W.E. Applegate, each of whom 
held twenty shares valued at $100 per share, W.F. Schulte and 
C.J. Bollinger, fifteen shares, and M.S. Simonton, ten shares. 
1 
The capital stock was fixed at 110,000. 
With the exception of Mr. Bollinger, who l1ved in 
Cincinnati, all of the directors of the New Louisville Jockey 
Club were residents of Louisville. Mr. Bour1ier and Mr. 
Wehmhoff were the proprietors of the Turf Exchange, 243 Third, 
where auction pools on races, were held. Mr. Applegate owned 
a whickey company at 130 Second Street and Mr. Schulte headed 
The Newmarket, 239 Third, a company also engaged 1n bookmaking. 
Mr. Bollinger was a clerk at the Turf Exchange before he moved 
2 
to Ohio. 
The new directors had had experience at the Turf Exchange 
and at the Newmarket with a public that was more interested in 
the gold rather than in the glory that was connected with a 
1 
Ih.!. Courier ~ Journal, liovember 27 J 1894, p. 6. The complete 
articles of incorporation can be found in the Appendix, 
p •• 153 
2 
Caron, £me cit., for 1895. v.25, pp. 102, 170, 971 and 1,140; 
for1&.2.l,_v. 23, p. 178; ill 1894, v. 24, P e 180 
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horse race. The dollar reigned supreme and Messrs. Bourlier, 
Schulte and the other directors of the new organization were 
keenly aware of it. There was no procrastination in taking 
advantage of great possibilities! 
The first step toward steadying and eventually increasing 
the monetary status of the Jockey Club was the erection of a 
new grandstand on the west side of the track. The cost was 
estimated to be around $66,000. The building was 285 feet 
long, constructed mostly of brick, and had a seating capacity 
of about 1,500, but the wide stairways made it possible for 
1 
some 2,000 persons to stand and view the entire course. 
The two tall, tapering spires have since become a landmark. 
A bar, a lunch counter, the Secretary's office, the 
paddook and the betting stand were on the first floor. All 
were paved and drains were built so that any exoess water 
might be carried away. Patrons were able to place bets 
regardless of the weather. Rooms for the ladies were on the 
top floor. Space was provided for the orchestra right under 
2 
the roof so that everyone might hear the music. 
From the oppos1te side of the track, newly whitewashed 
stables and pa1nted fenoes took the place of a glaring western 
sun that had shOne upon those who had watched all previous 
1 
Menke, ~. cit., p. 24 
2 
The Louisville Commercia;]" May 6 ,1895, p. 2 . 
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Derbies. The original grandstand remained standing but 
unused. 
For the first Derby under the new management, there were 
twenty places for bookmakers. Choices for position in the 
large open structure just east of the bar and the lunch 
counter were made by the throw of dice. In addition to these, 
there was a foreign betting stand and a wire running into the 
1 
track where results could be obtained after each race. 
A season paddock badge, with all privileges, sold for 
$15.00; daily paddock badge, with all privileges, $1.50i 
daily admission, including grandstand, $1.00; ladies' tickets, 
#.50. Free admission to the infield was allowed as in all 
2 
previous years. 
From all outward appearances, the Derby of 1895 gave 
promise of outshining those of other years. To anyone 
returning after an absence, the new grandstand with its 
imposing towers, the convenient betting faCilities, the 
recently whitewashed stables all would have seemed alien and 
strange. The only remaining symbol of the day when Aristides 
led the field to win the first Ken~ucky Derby was the 
distance of the race itself. That had been untouched by the 
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This, undoubtedly, was a grave mistake and was proven 
so on the sixth day of May when only four horses waited for 
Mr. C.H. Pettingill, the starter, to lower his red flag as 
a signal to go. The number was one less then the preceeding 
year. 
Entries were necessary for the successful continuance 
of the Derby, and, in order to attract more horses to compete, 
it was imperative to shorten the distance. Finally, in 1896, 
two furlongs were clipped from the Derby, thus making the 
route one mile and a quarter. The length of the race has 
remained the same to date. 
The results of this decision were immediate; 171 horses 
1 
were entered and eight started the race. This was a vast 
improvement over the two previous years. Owners could now 
enter their horses without feeling that intense early training 
would hinder their chances for later racing in the summer. 
Another change took place that same year; there was no 
free field. ThiS, indeed, was a blow to the many hundreds of 
persons, both white and Negro, who had spent happy hours 
within the inside of the racing oval watching the horses, 
drinking lemonade, chancing their luck at dice and the old 
shell game. To them, no free field prevented an annual 
holiday that had been enjoyed since the first day of the 
1 




The directors of the New louisville Jockey Club well 
knew that the public was anxious to spend its money and 
that horse racing, because of its gambling appeal, could 
be made popular with the multitude. This appeal, plus a 
new and pretentious grandstand with convenient betting 
facilities, attracted a group that was deeply concerned 
with the pleasure and excitement of betting. The social 
digni ty that had adorned the ~thering at the inaugural 
meeting of the Jockey Club had completely vanished during 
the 1890·s. In its place stood the clamoring throng eager 
for tips on "sure things II and "long shots If. 
1 
This information was told to me in an interview with Ed Jones 
in February, 1944. 
I 
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Chapter V 
The gold over glory policy of the New Louisville Jockey 
Club was short lived. In 1898, four years after its 
organization, Mr. Bourlier died and Mr. Wehmhoff retired from 
the club. Messrs. Applegate, Bollinger and cichulte attempted 
to carryon the management of Churohill Downs, but each year 
showed a greater finanoial loss than the year before. By 
1902, it seemed as though the gates of the racing oval would 
be permanently olosed. The outlook for horse raoing in 
Louisville was very dark. 
A meeting of the stockholders and the directors was held 
on Ootober 1st in the office of the Jookey Club, room 17 
Courier. Journal building. R.umors were circulating concerning 
the get-together. It was oertain that the old offioers would 
retire and that a new group of men would take over the reins 
in an effort to put the olub at least on a paying basis. It 
had even been stated that Mr. Louis V. Bell, a wealthy New 
York horseman, had purchased a oontrolling interest in the 
Club. It was assumed that Mr. Charles F. Gr&inger, Mayor of 
LouiSVille, and Mr. Charles F. Prioe, an active member of the 
1 
Jockey Club, would govern the destinies of the track. 
These assumptions were gleaned from an 1nterview w1th 
Mr. Applegate, who had just returned to Louisv111e after a 
1 




w. F. Schulte 1 
1902 
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lengthy business trip in the East. Mr. Applegate told 
reporters: 
"I can't outline what will be done, 
but I am of the opinion that there will 
be a complete change in the directory of 
the Club, a complete change in the 
ownership and also a very considerable 
change among the officers. 
ttl believe that after the new 
directors have been elected they will 
elect Mayor Charles F. Grainger preSident, 
Charles F. Price secretary and Matt Winn 
vice president. I don't know who will be 
the new treasurer, but it may be some one 
whose name has not yet been mentioned. 
"No, I am not at liberty to state 
who will be the new owners of the Jockey 
Club. In fact, this is a matter that I 
have not asked about in detail. I know 
the New Louisville Jockey Club has cost 
me a lot of money; that I own the 
controlling interest of the stock; and 
that I believe other people can make more 
out of it than I did. With a new deal 
all around I believe the New LOUisville 
Jockey Club. will prove a big success. I 
will be glad to see it. I will also be 
glad to get out of the Club. II 1 
Mr. Applegate's wish was granted; his connections with 
the Jockey Club came to an end with the reorganization 
meeting. Messrs. Bollinger, Schulte, Hamilton Applegate and 
D.F. Dressen also severed affiliations. 
With the exception of Mr. Price, the new officers and 
the new Board of Directors were an entirely different group 
of men. Mr. Grainger was elected president; Mr. M.J. Winn, 
1 
Ibid. 
.. 72 .. 
Charles F. Price 1 
1895 
1 
The Louisville COID@ercial, May 6, 1895, p. 1 
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v1ce president; Mr. Price, secretary and treasurer; Mr. J.C. 
Boardman, ass1stant treasurer. The Board of Directors was 
composed of Messrs. Price, Winn, Boardman, Grainger, Saunders 
1 
P. Jones, Walter E. Glover and Louis Seelbach. 
Eighty-three per cent of the Jockey Club stock, which 
had been held by Mr. Applegate and Mr. Bollinger, had been 
transferred to Messrs. Price, Winn and Boardman, who would 
have an opt10n on the purchase of the stock for seven years, 
the rema1n1ng number of years that the Club had a lease on 
Church111 Downs. These new stockholders, it seems, simply 
held the stock in trust, or as trustees, held an option on 
the stock for that length of time if they desired to buy 1t 
2 
dur1ng that perlod. 
It was Mr. Grainger's ambltlon to place Churchill Downs 
once again on the high level of sporting competltlon and of 
soc1al grace that had origlnally been Colonel Clark's aim. 
The home of the Kentucky Derby had undergone changes that had 
1 
Charles F. Pr1ce, r 1805 4th. 
Martin J. Winn, ta110r, 609 4th. 
Jerome C. Boardman, mngr The Boston Co., saloon, 337 w. Mkt. 
Charles F. Gralnger, Mayor Clty of Lou1sville and pres. 
Gra1nger & Co. proprs. Phoenix Foundry and Mach1ne 
Works, 129 to 141 10th. 
Saunders P. Jones, (Paul Jones & Co., wh1skie3, 136 E. Maln). 
Wal ter E. Glover, dressmaker., Tyler bldg., 341 W. Jeff. 
Lou1s Seelbach, pres. Seelbach Hotel Co. 600 W. Main. 
(Caron, ~.ill., for 1902, v. 32, pp. 1,028, 1,394, 189, 
515, 688, 501 and 1,156) 
2 






been the result of an era of commercialism. And in doing so. 
it had lost a great amount of its prestige. Local enthusiasm 
had waned under the policies of the directors of the New 
Louisville Jockey Club; the whole orga.nization was "down at 
the heels". so to speak. 
With a new deal all around as Mr. Applegate had so amply 
phrased it~ the first object in the change of management was 
to get the citizens of Louisville intensely interested in the 
undertaking. To that end additional stock would be issued to 
persons of well-known social standing and the money thus 
acquired would be spent in various improvements, chief among 
1 
which would be a clubhouse, a cafe and a summer garden. 
However, it was realized by these new executives that 
this one goal would not be adequate to put Churchill Downs on 
a par with the great tracks of the country. It would be 
necessary to make the stakes and the purses attractive enough 
to interest the thoroughbred magnates of the country. In 
securing their entries, the track would be more than just a 
racing oval for mediocre horses drawn from the racing stables 
below the Mason and Dixon line. 
The Ihitneys, the Belmonts and the other millionaire 
owners raced their horaes in the East and in Europe; they were 




only wealth that Churchl11 Downs possessed. As a result of 
this, the best thoroughbreds of the natlon, a great percentage 
of whlch were bred 1n central Kentucky, never raced in thls 
vlc1nlty. And the standard of the contest naturally suffered 
from thelr absence. 
Mr. Grainger well knew that the Jockey Club could not 
meet the blg money of the East, but, at least, the Derby 
could be rehabl1itated. This would be the beg1nnlng! 
The spr1ng of 1903 brought a change in the appearance of 
of Churohill Downs. A new one-story frame clubhouse had been 
erected Just beyond the finlsh 11ne alongside the grandstand. 
The soolety page of The Lou1svl11e Times of May 1st declared 
that lt would lend an additional interest and, with lts broad 
verandas, would afford an opportunity for promenade and 
displaying of gowns. The verandas had 'been fitted w1th green 
chaird and settes; the dlnlng-room was furnished in green and 
yellow, the club colors. The wlndows were hung in lace 
curtains and green draperieQ. 'rhe chlna was marked with a 
horse shoe and the olub monogram. The tables seated parties 
of four and six. Potted plants were distributed about and the 
Flemish fireplace was filled with growlng trees. The ladles· 
reception-room adjoined the dinlng-room and was attractlvely 
furnlshed ln green. The bar was in the rear of the building 




The clubhouse was not the only sect10n of the track that 
d1splayed a gay and fest1ve a1r. Over each stable floated 
the pennant of the owners of the horses that were bedded 
beneath. The1r var1egated colors added greatly to the scene 
2 
as one looked across the centerfield from the stands. 
Tallyhos and 11ght veh1clesbrought part1es to the scene 
and a special train of cars carried city officials direct to 
the track, the City Hall having been closed at noon in order 
3 
to allow the usual half holiday in honor of the Derby. The 
Mayor's party included Mayor David S. Rose, of Milwaukee, 
Mayor Julius Fleischmann, of Cincinnat1, Mayor James M. Head, 
of Nashville, and Mr. Trigg Moss, an alderman of New Orleans, 
4 
who was formerly a resident of Louisville. 
Admission to the Derby was one dollar for gentleman and 
5 
fifty cents for ladies; boxes sold for five and eight dollars. 
The fourth race of the afternoon was the Kentucky Derby, 
valued at $6,000 from which sum the winner netted $4,850. 
Only six of the 140 nominat10ns started the race. Early, the 
l 
.D!.!Lou1sv111e Tlmee.M.ay 1, 1903, p. 6 
2 
TheCouriEg.Journal, ¥lay 2, 1903, p. 8 
3 
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The Lou1sville Times, May 2, 1903, p. 8 
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favor1te, ran second to Judge H1mes, on whom the bookmakers 
1 
had la1d odds of 10 to 1. 
There was no doubt that one goal had been reached by 
the newly organ1zed Jockey Club: local society had turned 
out for the 29th running of the Kentucky Derby and, moreover, 
had been greatly pleased over the rejuvenation of the track. 
And, as a result, Mr. Gra1nger hoped, add1t1onal stock 1n 
the Club would be 1ssued. If this materia11zed, the other 
goal of the Club, the attraction of Eastern raCing stables, 
could eventually be developed. The hope, however, seemed 
dark at that time. 
A striking example of th1s was shown Just before Derby 
Day. A short time before the meet1ng, Onatas, who would have 
been the favorite for the classic, was purchased for 115,000 
by E.R. Thomas, the latest millionaire addit10n to the turf 
ranks, and was immed1ately sh1pped East. Then Early became 
the favorite. Several days before the race this colt was 
purchased by b1g Chicago turfmen for #12,000 and ordered 
shipped at once. Pat Dunne, the former owner, persuaded the 
2 
new owners to allow the colt to rema1n for the race. 
It is true that Early only placed in the contest, but 
certainly h1s presenGe added to the competition. Accord1ng 
to the bookmakers and the orowd that thronged the stands, he 
1 
Menke, ~. c1t., pp. 56~ 58.and 60 
2 
The lPuisv111e Times, May 4, 1903, p. 12 
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was by far the favorite in the race. Judge Himes~ who was 
rarely ment10ned 1n the pre-race newspaper reports, won 
only through a turn of fate. 
Mr. Grainger made an effort to restore Church111 DOWDS 
to the soc1al and sporting plane that had been set by Colonel 
Clark and h1s associates. In their seven months of 
adm1nistration, he and his confed~rates had accomplished a 
great deal in again interesting local society in Churchill 
Downs. The attraction of the leading stables of the country 
through an increase in purses would develop only after the 
finances of the Club became more steadfast. 
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Chapter VI 
After the reorganization of the New Louisville Jockey 
Club in 1902, the development of Churchill Downs was rapid 
and extensive. 
The first step toward permanency was taken in the autumn 
of 1905. The land on which the course was built was purchased 
from the Churchill estate. The deed was recorded in the 
County Clerk's office on November 1st between The Fidelity 
Trust Company, executor and trustee, and Charles F. Grainger, 
trustee on behalf of Samuel S. Brown, William E. Applegate, 
Martin J. Winn 'and Andrew Vennie. The price paid for the 81 
1 
acres was #135,000. 
The following year an act was passed by the General 
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky to establish a State 
Racing Commission. It was approved on March 23, 1906. This 
Governor-apPOinted group was to regula t'e all racing of 
running horses in the state, to issue license to corporations. 
desiring to hold race meetings as well as to trainers and 
jockeys, to revoke such licenses, if necessary, and to subject 
2 
the hearing to the courts of the state. 
1 
2 
The importance in the founding of this commission was 
Jefferson County Court Deed Book, n. 631, pp. 341-343. The 
complete deed can 'be found in the Appendix, p. 156 
acts of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
1906, pp. 466.469. The complete act can be found in 
the Appendix, p. 160 
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Kentucky State Rac i ng Commission 
C.-I. no ... 
COMBS HEADS RACING COMMISSION-The newly appointed Kentucky State Rac-
ing Commission held its first organization meeting Monday afternoon at Churchill Downs 
and elected Leslie Combs II of Lexington chairman and Vertner Smith of Louisville vice-
chairman. Shown seated are Mr. Combs, Mrs. Edward Shinnick, secretary, of Lexington, 
and Mr. Smith. Standing are A B. Gay of Spring Station and C. P. Lebus of Cynthiana. 
Harry Reed of Louisville was ~b]e to attend because of a war work conference. 
1944 
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laid in the fact that racing in Kentucky was at last recognized 
as a permanent institution; one that required supervision and 
set rules. Pioneers had begun matching their horses as early 
as 1780 on the race paths bordering the forests. From that 
time the sport was continued in small groups of two, in 
three-day race meets, in organized corporations that made their 
own rules and regulations. With the formation of the S~ate 
Racing CommisSion, all running races 'were governed by this body 
of five men; set standards and rules were made for the entire 
state. And as a result, a man could enter his horae at any 
track in the Commonwealth and would know that the oonditions 
would be the same at all plaoes. 
The year 1906 also marked the beginning of running raoes 
at the trotting oval of the Douglas Park Jockey Club, which 
was looated about two miles south of Churchill Downs. This 
meeting oocurred at the same time as tha.t of the New LouiSVille 
Jockey Club, thus creating an undeSirable situation for both 
traoks. 
An agreement was reaohed whereby the two clubs would not 
compete again, and, to insure harmonious conditions, the two 
corporations formed the Louisville Racing Association in 
February, 1907. The Association had supervision, so far as 
dates for raoe meetings were concerned, over both tracks, but 
1 
each organization retained its separate corporate identity. 
1 
Menk e, Q.Q.. 9i t., p. 28 
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The last raoe meeting to be held at Douglas Park was in 
the fall of 1918. Since that time 1t has been used as a 
supplementary training track to Churchill Downs. 
A wave of reform had been sweeping the country since the 
turn of the century and horse racing was mainly the object of 
all critic1sm. Breeders, owners, jockeys and corporated race 
tracks were greatly concerned. If legalized horse racing was 
voted out by state legislatures, an 1mmense and prosperous 
business would meet its death. However, when the New York 
legislature defeated a b11l to abolish racing in that state 1n 
Apr1l, 1908, the people who were so greatly concerned felt as 
though the nation would follow this example set by the Emp1re 
state. 
The threat, though, had 1ts effect. And the New Louisville 
Jockey Club was able to see the handwriting on the wall. 
Bookmakers were ruled off the course, and, in their place, the 
pari-mutuel system of betting was again established, having 
made its appearance for the last time 1n 1889. 
This method of wagering was conceded to be the fa1rest 
ever known on the turf. It is a form of sweepstakes in which 
each 1nvestor puts an equal amount into the pool, and the 
winner takes 1t all. There 1s no bookmaker to get his 20 to 
40 per cent w1th his additional advantages of stable 
information, his expert handicapping, his knowledge of horses 
and of men who control them. It is the public, that 1s, 
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the bettors as a whole and not the bookmakers, that makes 
the odds. The entire amount of money that is received in 
all of the pari.mutuel machines goes into a general pool 
from which the winning tickets are paid. As the term 
Itpari_mutuellt indicates, it is an equal or reciprocal 
participation by all alike. The words are French, "pari tt 
meaning equal and "mutuel" and interchange, division or 
1 
participation. 
The public had to become educated to this new and 
strange form of wager1ng. Anticipating this, Mr. Price 
wrote a booklet entitled "Pari-mutuels - How Calculated"; 
it was distributed among the spectators at the Downs during 
the spring of 1908. The explanation was simple and straight 
to the point so that it could be easily understood by 
everyone. 
1 
"There will be eleven pari-mutuel 
machines 1n operation, seven of them 
being devoted to straight betting, two 
of them for the place (1.2) and two of 
them for ttshow" betting (1-2-3). The 
tickets issued from them are marked 
respectively "straight", "second'" and 
"third't, so that there can be no mistake 
in determining their denominations. All 
the machines are placed in a row on one 
side of the betting ring, the seven 
Ustraight" ones being grouped together 
and plainly deSignated by a large si§D 
overhead; then follow the two "place 
maohines, coupled or side by side; then 
the two "third" (or "ShOW" )machines al so 
coupled. 
The Courier ,Journal, April 5, 1908. s. 4, p. 10 
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"Each form of betting - straight, 
second and third - is a separate system 
of its own, independent of the other 
two. The seven straight machines are 
practically one, so far as the result 
is concerned. Each of them has 1ts own 
tota11sator, showing the number of 
tickets sold in that machine on all the 
horses in the race about to be run, but 
all seven of them are automatically 
connected or controlled by a grand 
totalisator which 1ndicates the number 
of all the straigh,t tickets wherever 
sold. This totalisator is placed 
conspiciously so that anyone can see at 
a glance the aggregate number of t1ckets 
that have been sold at any time dur1ng 
the progress of the betting. It matters 
nothing, therefore, in which one of the 
straight machines a ticltet is purchased; 
the $5 paid for it goes into a common 
pool of all the mo,neys received from the 
seven machines, from which pool the 
winning tickets are paid. 
liThe two second or "place" machined 
are also considered a unit, the amount of 
money bet in both being comb1ned or 
lumped into a single amount, from which 
the winning tickets from those two 
machines only are paid. The same applies 
to the third or /tahow" machines. These 
two also make a unit that is separate and 
distinct from the straight and place 
betting. 
"Each pari-mut-u.el machine has ten 
small co,mpartments or boxes, showing on 
its face. Each of these compartments 
bears the name of ,s. horse in the race to 
be run, and each name so displayed has a 
number, from 1 to 10, corresponding with 
the t1cket purchased thereon. If there 
be more than ten horses in the race, nine 
of them are listed separately - one each 
to nine of the compartments - and the 
others grouped in the fifield", the latter 
embraCing such horses as are commonly 





Each of these compartments contains a 
set of figures, controlled automatically 
by a small lever or crank showing the 
number of tickets sold on that particular 
horse. As each ticket 1s sold, it is 
recorded by the operator in view of all. 1 
fiLet it be presumed that a race in 
wh1ch~there are twelve horses is about to 
be run, and the following diagram 
represents the number of tickets sold 
against one horse: 
STRAIGHT 
Horse Tickets sold 
1. H1ndoo •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 285 
2. Checkmate ••••••••••••••••••••••• 215 
3. Parole ••......•.................• 168 
4. Thora........................... 94 
5. Luke Blackburn •••••••••••••••••• 113 
6. Bancroft •••••••••••••••••••••••• 102 
7. Fellowp1ay •••••••••••••••••••••• 60 
8. Lelex............................ 52 
9. Liatunah •••••••••••••••••••••••• 26 
lO.Field (three Horses) •••••••••••• -lZ-
Total 1,132 
tfLet it be presumed that Parole won. 
Fellowplay was second and Hindoo third. 
This calculation, however, only concerns 
the first horae, or wlnner. 
Number of straight tickets 
sold on the race •••••••••••••• 1,132 
Multiply by 5 to obtain 
amount 1n dollars............. 5 
Total amount 1n pool •••••••••••• i5,6g0 
Deduct 5 per cent commission 
for expenses.................. 283 2 
Balance ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15,377 
In 1944, 10 per cent commission plus breakage on the dime was 
deducted for expenses. (Ipid., June 23, 1944, s. 2, 
p. 9) 
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Divide $5,377 by 168, which is the number 






Parole therefore pays $32.00 for each 
straight ticket, or nearly 5i for 1. 
PLACE CALCllLATION 
"In the same race, presuming that the 
following number of tickets were sold, the 
caloulation would be: 
Horse Tickets sold 
1. Hlndoo ••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 210 
2. Gheckmate ••••••••••••••••••••••• 183 
3. Parole .•••.••.••.•.•.•.••••••••• 112 
4. Thora ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 91 
5. Luke Blackburn •••••••••••••••••• 102 
6. Banoroft •••••••••••••••••••••••• 83 
7. Fellowplay •••••••••••••••••••••• 58 
8. Lelex •••••.•••••.••••••••••••••• 45 
9. Liatunah •••••••••••••••••••••••• 22 
10. Field ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
Total 924 
Number of tickets sold •••••••••••• 924 
5 
Which, at $5 each, would make ••• #4,620 
Deduct 5 per cent commission.... 231 
Leaving a balance of •••••••••••• i4,389 
Add together number of tickets 
sold on the two horses that 
ran 1-2, viz: 
Parole •••••• 112 
Fellowplay •• ~ 
170 
Reduce to dollars •••••••••• --5-
$850 
Deduct this sum from the 
~4,389 in pool ••••••••••••••••••• 850 
. '3,539 
Divide this '3,539 in halves, which makes 
$1,769. 50 each. 
1 
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Divide $1,769.50 by 112, which is the number 
of tiekets sold on Parole, and also by 58, 















To each of the above results (#15.70 and $30.50) 
must be added the original investment money of 
i5 each, which was deducted in the first 
instance so that Parole pays $20.70 ( or about 
3 to 1) and Fellowplay ~35.50 for each place 
ticket. 
THIRD OR "SHOW" CALCUUTION 
If The calculation for the third place 
tickets is similar to the foregoing, the 
only difference being that, in making it, 
provision must be made for three sets of 
window tickets in the pool, instead of two, 
as in the place betting. The sums received 
by both of the third-place machines are 
combined, and after making the necessary 
deductions (in like manner as shown above), 
the remainder of the pool is divided into 
three parts, one-third being apportioned to 
the"show"tickets on Parole, one-third to the 
show tickets on Fellowplay, and the remaining 
one-third to the show tickets on Hindoo. 1 
UIn the event that two horses run a 
dead heat for first place, the money in the 
straight mutuels is divided in the same 
.manner as in the division of the place money 
in the Parole-Fellowplay case. 
"When two horses run a dead heat for 
second place, the division is made as tollows: 





Churchill Do ... 
22 
~·l 
8338 • FA U •• 3aa 
1943 
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The winner receives his full share of one-
half the place mooey, and the two dead-
heaters receive one-half each of the 
balance, or one-fourth each of the whole. 
"If a horse should win a race upon 
which no ticket has been sold (a very 
remote possibility), such horse is 
eliminated entirely from the calculations, 
the straight money going to the horse 
which comes in second; the place money is 
divided between the second and third horses, 
and the third money among the horses which 
finished second, third and fourth. 
If If , while the betting is in progress, 
a horse should be excused by the Judges 
because of disability or other cause, the 
pooling is not affected thereby, and all 
mutuel bets stand. The tickets purchased 
on the horses that have been declared are 
redeemed at #5 each, such amount being 
subtracted from the pool. 
ItTo avoid any possibility of collusion 
or fraud in the operation of the pari-mutuel 
machines, they will be locked from the 
judges' stand when the horses reach the post. 
Each machine has a contrivance which is 
controlled by electricity, so that when a 
button is pressed in the Judges' stand, all 
of the machines are locked simultaneously. 
It will thus be impossible to ring up 
additional tickets on the winner after or 
while the race is being run." 1 
In the matter of peroentage alone, there was a saving to 
the bettor of from 10 to 30 per cent when he wagered through 
the mutuel machines instead of a bookmaker. An average 
case - not an extreme or an exaggerated one - shows the 





Hyperion •••••••••••••• 9-5 
Hasty Agnes ••••••••••• 4-1 
Colloquy •••••••••••••• 8-5 
Blagg ••••••••••••••••• 7-1 
Grimaldi •••••••••••••• 5-1 
Faust ................• 50-1 











Here was a percentage in the bookmakers' favor of 
26.94 - lacking but a fraction of 27. Where there was keen 
competition and the betting was light, the bookmaker would be 
content with 10 or 12 per cent; otherwise, he would force the 
1 
bettor to accept anywhere from 20 to 40 per cent. 
In the mutuels the public, and not the bookmaker, makes 
its own odds and its own favorites. There is no percentage 
other than the small one taken out by the association for 
2 
expenses. 
Mr. Winn told the CourietJourual early in April that the 
innovation in betting was causing comment allover the country, 
notably in New York. "This method", he declared, "will prove 
the salvation of racing and will be the popular form of 
3 
wagering on all race courses with a few years. It 
When Mr. Edward Corrigan, one of the nation's leading 






lQ1g., April 14, 1908, p. 10 
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he, no doubt, referred to the new system of wagerlng when he 
sald, "I am pleased to see turf condltions improving every-
where. The turf, in my opinion, will thrive more ln the 
immediate future than it has in a long time. Why? The public 
in general is reachlng a sane stage. Everybody likes personal 
I 
liberty and they will not be denied. tf 
The bookmakers, it seems, were the only group of men who 
disapproved of the parl-mutuel machines. This was considered 
by the officials of the New Louisville Jockey Club, however, 
2 
as a tribute, which was impressive under the circumstances. 
The pari-Inutuel machines were rea.dy for their test, the 
floral horseshoe that was to grace the Derby winner was being 
designed, Merry Widow hats headed the fashion promenade, the 
"Great Race" was the talk of the town --- when, suddenly, the 
possibility of not having a Kentucky Derby during the month 
of ~y, 1908, struck the New Louisville Jockey Club completely 
unaware! 
This momentarily grave Situation can be best described 
in Mr. Grainger t s report to the Courier .. Journal on the day 
preceding the Derby: 
1 
"Several week ago I asked the IJiayor 
Mayor James F. Grinstead if he thought 
the Board of Safety would send a detal1 
Ibld., April 20, 1908, p. 6 
2 
Ibid., May 2, 1908, p. 9 
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of police to the track to act during 
our spr1ng meeting. He agreed with 
me that at gatherings such as would 
be likely to attend the races at 
Churchill Downs, it would be necessary 
to have suitable police protection and 
that he would bring the question of 
sending the police to the track before 
the board at once and endeavor to make 
arrangements to that end ••••• 
"en Saturday last I met Mayor 
Grinstea& at a meeting of the Water 
Board and ••••• l asked him what action 
had been taken with reference to the 
arrangements for policing Churchill 
Downs. He replied that the City Attorney 
was to give an opinion that day •••••• 
When I reached my home about 6:45 
o'clock, the Mayor called me to the 
telephone and said: 'Mr. Grainger, we 
have decided to send the police to the 
track as requested.' 
ItI expressed my thanks and then 
asked if I should see Chief Haager to 
make arrangements for the detail. Mayor 
Grinstead replied, 'We will attend to 
that. I will send you a letter.'" 1 
That letter from Mayor Grinstead to Mr. Grainger was a 
complete contradiction to the attitude that the Mayor had 
verbally shown toward the New Louisville Jockey Club. 
1 
"May 2, 1908 ... Charles F. Grainger, 
Esq., Louisville, Ky .... Dear Sir: In 
response to your verbal request that I 
should furnish a detail of police at the 
New Jockey Club grounds during the 
coming race meeting, I beg to advise you 
that, being in some doubt as to our 
right to use the city police for any 
purpose outside of the city limits, I 
referred your request to the Hon. A. E. 
Richards, City Attorney. 




tiThe City Attorney gives it as his 
opinion that the police may be sent 
outside of the city limits 'to either 
prevent a violation of the State laws or 
to arrest Offenders'. 
"I will, therefore, accede to your 
request and will direct the Board of 
Safety to send a sufficient detail of 
police to attend the coming race meeting 
at the New Louisville Jockey Club for 
the purpose of protectlng--the public and 
preventing any violation df'the State 
laws and to arrest offenders. 
ttl understand from the newspaper 
reports of the coming race meeting that 
there will be installed there what are 
known as French pools, or pari-mutuels, 
and that it is expected to operate them 
and sell pools on the races at the 
racetrack. I am advised that the operation 
of such machines or the selling of such 
pools at the racetrack is in violation of 
Section 1977 of the Kentucky Statutes, 
which reads as follows: 
ft. If any person or persons shall 
engage in any hazard or game on which 
money or property is bet, won or lost 
such person or persons shall be subj ect 
to a fine of not less than $20 nor more 
than ilOO.' 
11I, therefore, deem it proper to 
notify you that I w111 instruct the 
Board of Safety to issue such orders to 
the police as will prevent the violation 
of the above section of the statute by 
the operation of What is known as pari-
mutuels, or the selling of pools at the 
racetrack or by any other form of betting 
on the races. Very trUly yours, 
J.F. GRINSTEAD, Mayor." 1 
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Mr. Grainger oontinued his oomments in saying: 
"It seems to me that the unexpected 
action of the .l\IIayor, coming as it did 
after he had practically agreed that the 
Louisville Jockey Club and its patrons 
are entitled to police protection, is 
ill advised. It has been the custom for 
the past thirty-four years to police the 
racetrack during the meetings there. 
That the work has been efficiently done 
is attested by the fact that the daily 
gatherings at Churchill Downs have been 
of the highest class and at all times 
orderly. 
"We are willi.ng to provide a test 
case.· This offer has been refused by 
Mayor Grinstead and the chairman of the 
Board of Safety. 
"A meeting of the directors of the 
Jockey Club will be held to-morrow 
morning, and I can assure you now that 
our meeting will be held in its entirety 
as announced." 1 
Late Derby Eve afternoon a temporary restraing order was 
granted by Judge Samuel B. Kirby in favor of the New 
Louisville Jockey Club, thus tying the hands of the oity 
administration for at least ten days. Betting on the raoes 
at Churohill Downs oould not be interferred with during that 
length of time. The law gave the Judge ten days before he 
would be required to act upon a petition for a temporary 
1njunotion. Had Judge Kirby granted a temporary i~Unation 
instead of a temporary restraining order, it would have been 




before one of the Judges of the Court of Appeals at Frankfort 
and to have entered a plea for the dissolving of the 
temporary inJunct10n, but the temporary restraining order 
1 
prevented this. 
No uniformed police were sent to the immediate scene of 
the Derby; they stayed at the entrance gates and within the 
2 
vicinity of the track. 
The mutuel machines operated throughout the afternoon. 
There was confusion as any new undertak1ng is bound to br1ng; 
confusion among those in charge of the cashiers' w1ndows as 
well as among the bettors. However, before the runn1ng of 
the last race, the whole process began to work more smoothly. 
As Mr. Fred Cook, a noted bookmaker, remarked, "People would 
3 
have to wait and see 1f the system would be successful. II 
There was probably 11ttle doubt, though, as to the 
future of the pari-mutuels. For every $5 winning ticket 
wagered on Stonestreet, the w1nner of the Derby, i123.60 was 
rece1ved by the bettor. This was just one example of the 
poss1bili ties of a Itlong shot tt, and the spectators liked it! 
Little t1me was lost in straightening out the matter that 
almost stopped speculation on the thirty-fourth running of the 
Kentucky Derby. The rights of the New Louisville Jockey Club 
1 
llli· , ~y 5, 1908, p. 1 
2 
Ib1d. , May 6, 1908, p. 7 
3 
Ibid., pp. 7 and 8 
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to sell oomb1nat10n pools or to accept wagers through the 
pari-mutuel machines was fully sustained on May 7~h by the 
Court of Appeals, the ent1re court, with the except10n of 
Judge O'Rear, sitt1ng. It was deoided that the Legislature 
had intended, by exempt1ng from the provisions of the 
gambllng act of 1893 combinations or French pools, to allow 
bett1ng by such methods. 
This settled for all t1me the right of the racetrack 
to operate the par1-mutuel machinea,and:.established that 
system as legal, so that the c1Vil authorit1es have no right 
to interfere with it. 
Judge Hobson explained the dec1sion in one sentence 
after the court had adjourned, "We dec1ded that they can sell 
1 
pools and use the pari-mutuel machines. It 
1 
1Q1g., May 7, 1908, p. 1 
Chapter VII 
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Chapter VII 
Three consecutlve Kentucky Derbles in 1913, ~914 and 
1915 focused the natlonal sporting spotllght on Churchl1l 
1 
Downs. 
In 1913, a number of eastern turfmen of natlonal 
reputa.tlon Journeyed to Louisvll1e for the Derby. Among 
them were Messrs. August Belmont, chalrman of the New York 
Jockey Club, F. R. Hltchcock,. Phil Dwyer, H.K. Knapp. J .G. 
Follanshee, M.H. Sanford, James Butler, S. Street, B. Cochran 
and Wlll1a.m Bird. Th1s was Mr. Belmont's first v1s1t to the 
2 
home of the New Louisv1l1e Jockey Glub. 
This attendance of such outstand1ng turf notables meant 
that the Kentucky Derby was gaining ln natlonal raclng 
lmportance. Mr. Gralnger was at last reallzlng hls wlsh that 
the Derby be patronized by the well known eastern breeders. 
The race 1tselfthat year was one of great surprlse to 
the par1-mutuel wagers; Doneral1, the winner, pald i184.90 
for e.ery two dollar stra1ght ticket held on him. The colt 
was ridden by Roscoe Goose, a Lou1svl1le jockey. 
Mr. Grainger, speak1ng as pres1dent of the Jockey Club, 
must have been exceedingly pleased wlth the results of the 
afternoon when he told the press: 
1 
Thls 1nformatlon was told to me ln an intervlew with Mr. 1l.J. 
Wlnn in October, 1943. 
2 
The Courier, Joyrnal, May 10, 1913, p. 11 
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tilt was a great Derby, a brilliant 
racing day from every standpoint, and 
as grand a race ad I ever saw run off. 
Ifl don't think I ever saw a race 
assemblage that'outlooked the crowd that 
saw to-day's sports decided at Churchill 
Downs. In-numbers it was the record 
30,000 for a dayts racing in Kentuoky, 
and in class it could not be excelled. 
"The greatest American turfmen were 
present to see Donerail win the classic, 
and the gatherin~ was l'epresented 
sooially •••••••• 1 
The following year the Derby was again viewed by the 
Eastern delegation of turfmen. They saw Old Rosebud, the 
gelding owned by H.C. Applegate and Company, Loulsville, 
break the Derby and track record at Churchl11 Downs for the 
distance of one ml1e and a quarter. The tlme was 2:03 2-5; 
2 
a record that was held for seventeen years. And the traok 
was sald to have been more than a second slow! The gross 
value of the race was $12,575 with a net sum of #9, l25:;to,.i 
3 
the wlnner. 
In 1915, Mr. Harry Payne Whitney brought his filly, 
Regret, to Louisville in hopes of winning the Derby and also 
of bettering the time of Old Rosebud. This was the f'irst 
tlme that the colors of' the famous ~hitney stable had ever 
started the three-year-old race. 
1 
1:Q1g., May 11, 1913, s. 4, p. 1 
2 
3 
The mile and a 
ls held by 
quarter record of' 2:01 2-5 at Churchill Downs 
Whlrlaway, the wlnner of the 1941 Derby. 
TheCourlerJoytnal, May 10, 1914, s. 3, p. 2 
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Regret eas1ly led the f1eld of sixteen horses and won 
the race easing up - the only f111y ever to achieve this 
distinction. Her time, however, was short of the record by 
two seconds. The net value of the race to the winner was 
1 
,11,450. Legend says that Mr. Whitney completely forgot 
the check and that it stayed in the South Lou1sville Savings 
and Deposit Bank for a year. 
These three remarkable years gave a new prest1ge to the 
Kentucky Derby and to Churchill Downs. The Eastern turfmen 
at last had been attracted to the ever-growing wealth of the 
three-year-old classic. The best thoroughbred blood in the 
wealthiest stables of the nat10n had competed on the Louisville 
course. Now the future of the Derby seemed assured! 
Each succeeding year brought improvements over the year 
before. In 1917, the gross value of the Derby was 115,000. The 
• 
sum remained the same until 1919 when it was raised to 120,000. 
The same year marked a reorganization of the New 
Louisville Jockey Club. On February 21st, the art1cles of 
incorporat1on were filed in the County Clerk's off1ce by the 
Kentucky Jockey Club, which was to take over Laton1a, Douglas 
Park, the Kentucky Assoc,iat1on and Church1l1 Downs, the four 
racetracks in the state. The papers were signed by Messrs. 
1 
~., May 9, 1915, s. 3, p. 9 
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1 
Lawrence Jones. P.J. Hanlon and A.J. Carroll. Each of them 
held at least $3,000 of the cap1tal stock, wh1ch was placed 
at $3,000,000. Of th1s sum, #1,000,000 was preferred, 
bear1ng 1nterest at the rate of 7 per cent. per ann~rwh11e 
there was 42,000,000 of common stock. Wh11e the gre, ... ter 
port1on of the stock was underwr1tten by the synd1cate, over 
il,OOO,OOO was placed in the hands of brokers, most of wh1ch 
2 
was purchased by owners and breeders. 
W1th such a f1nancla1 set-up plus 1ncreas1ng attendance, 
the Derby purse jumped to #50,000 1n 1921. It remained at 
this figure unt11 1934 when 1t was reduced to $30.000. The 
next year brought it up to $40,000, to #50,000 1n 1937 and to 
175,000 in 1940. This sum added to the nominating and 
starting fees makes the Derby the r1chest three-year-old 
3 
stake race in the world. 
Under present conditions, 1t costs only $25 to nominate 
a horse for the Kentucky Derby. The deadline for rece1v1ng 
entr1es 1s usually February 15th, the race' be1ng run 1n lI4ay. 
All entered horses are named through the entry box the day 
1 
Lawrence Jones, pres. Paul Jones & Co, dist111ers, 118-122 
E. Main, r Glenv1ew. 
Patrick J. Hanlon,off1ce 613 The Paul Jones, r 1390 S 3d. 
4Q~ony J. Carroll, 40 We1ssinger-Gau1bert Apts. 
(Caron, £m.c1t., i2r. l2.l2., v. 49, pp. 762, 611 and 286) 
2 
3 
The. Courier"Journal. February 22, 1919, p. 7. The complete 
art1cles of 1ncorporat1on can be found in the Append1x, 
P.163 
Menke. ~. 01 t •• p. 91 
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before the race and are eligible to start in the Derby until 
45 minutes before post time on Derby Day. Owners of horses 
which start in the ra.ce must pay $500 additional for the 
privilege, thus making the gross cost to them $525. 
For example, there were 150 Dominations for the 1942 
Kentucky Derby at $25 each (43,750) and fifteen starters at 
$500 each (i7,500). making a total stakes of $11,250. The 
owner of the winning horse received all of the stakes money 
plus a 453,500 share of the $75,000 added by Churchill Downs. 
This made a gross of #64,750 for the winner. The net 
winning totaled 164,225 after having deducted his nominat1ng 
tee of $25 and his start1ng fee of $500. In add1t1on, the 
owner rece1ved a gold cup valued at #5,000. 
The rema1ning money was d1str1buted thusly: 
1
8,000 for second horse, 
3,000 for third horse, 
1,000 for fourth horse, 
$6,000 for successful tra1ners, div1ded: 
1
,,000 for trainer of winner, 
2,000 for trainer of second horse, 
1,000 for trainer of third horse, 
#3,500 for successful breeders, d1vided: 
12,000 for breeder of winner" .' 1,000 for breeder of second horse, 500 for breeder of third horse. 1 
The swelling attendance necess1tated an enlargement of 




sldes ot the old, steepled grandstand so that there ls now, 
almost solldly, an expanslon of seats from the quarter pole 
to the flrst turn, a dlstance of approxlmately three-elghts 
of a mlle. 
In 1938, a tunnel was cut under the track ln order to 
connect the terraced lnfleld wlth the grandstand. Thls 
enabled some 15,000 people to vlew the race from the once 
free lnfleld. Refreshment stands and bettlng booths were 
lnstalled thus maklng the area completely lndependent. 
The followlng year a terraced sect10n was bullt border1ng 
the northeastern end of the track. The f1fty cents admlss10n 
prlce and the dollar bettlng machlnes favored those who could 
not afford a seat at the finish 11ne. 
Estlmates of the crowd on Derby Day during recent years 
have var1ed. Cons1dering the great number of employees, the 
many compl1mentary t1ckets and passes that are glven away 
each season, and the throngs who come e1ther through or over 
the fence w1th no t1cket of admlss10n at all, 1t 1s extremely 
diff1cult to state an accurate attendance f1gure. .It 1s 
bel1eved, however, that the 1942 Derby was w1tnessed by 




The par1mutuel bett1ng mach1ne has, 1noompar1son, 
Th1s 1nformat1on was told to me by the General Off1ce, 






paralleled the Derby crowds. From the meager beginning in 
1908 with eleven machines, the number on Derby Day in 1944 
had grown to 350 sellers and 334 oashiers. Tiokets sold 
for 12t is, jlO, and 150 on straight, plaoe or show ohoices. 
A total of $2,144,620 passed through the maohines for the 
nine races, $655.372 on the Derby alone. The record for one 
race at Churohill Downs was set in 1926 when ~694,870 was 
2 
wagered on the three-year-old event. 
1 
It is possible that post-war plans will inolude the 
installation of a totalizator, an electrical machine whioh 
prints and serves the ticket when the vendor pushes a button 
opposite the name of the horse requested. The totalizator 
reoords the bet electrically, flashes it on a bulletin board, 
showing the number of wagers on each entry, and, in addition, 
flashes the odds against eaoh horse as the betting makes and 
3 
changes them. 
It is said that the great n~ber of windows neoessary 
for Derby Day makes the totalizator impraotioal. However, 
several members of the Raoing Commission have expressed a 
4 
desire to go more thoroughly into the question. 




·The ,courier Journal, Ma, 7, 1944, s. 1, p. 1 
3 
Parmer, Charles B., E2I:..Gold and Glorv, p. 177 
4 
The Courier Journal, June 23, 1944, s. 2, p. 9 
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. the place of the Kentucky Jockey Club. 
Mr. M.J. Winn, president of the American Turf Association 
of which Churchill Downs, Inc. is a subsidiary, and Mr. 
William H. Shell~y, .racing. secretary, are the only two members 
of the present administrative forces who were active in the 
restoration of Churchill Downs in 1~02. They have been with 
the organization for forty-two years and, during that time, 
have seen the KentucKY Derby grow into.a news event of world-





The complete articles of incorporation can be found in the 
Appendix, p. 167 
The Derby shares this honor wi'th its companion races, the 
Kentucky Oaks and the Clark Handicap, which were also 
inaugurated in 1875. 
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In concluding this history of racing in central Kentucky 
and Jefferson county, it is well to summarize some of the 
outstanding features of its development. The pioneers who 
settled central Kentucky relied wholly on the horse for their 
means of transportation, communications. and, in some instances, 
livelihood. The favorable soil for raising horses coupled with 
their inherited love for racing immediately led to the 
1 
contesting of thoroughbreds. The first recorded races in the 
land that was to become Kentucky were held in OctOber, 1789, 
although there were race paths on the edge of the forest 
dating back as early as 1780. 
With such a beg1nning, 1t is not d1fficult to understand 
why the vicinity has patronized a race course since 1826. Over 
2 
a period of 118 years, there was only a lapse of three years 
when there were no running races in Fayette county. In 1933, 
the Kentucky Association Course disbanded; on October 15, 1936, 
the Keeneland Race Course began its inaugural meeting. 
The attitude of the citizens of Louisville, prior to 1875, 
was somewhat different from that in central Kentucky. The 
1 
2 
The earliest Jockey Club. in the world appears to have been 
founded at Charleston, Virginia in 1734. (Adams, James 
Truslow, Provincial.Society, !§.2Q-l.1.§.:i, p. 214, A History 
Qi.American ~, v. 3) 
Due to the war restrictions on transportation, the 1943 and 
1944 spring meetings of the Keeneland Associat1on were 
held at Churchill Downs. There were no fall meetings. 
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people liked horses, enjoyed seeing them run and received 
pleasure from the wagering that every horse race stimulated, 
but their interest was not as keen as in central Kentucky, 
where horse breeding was a leading industry. The Oakland 
Race Course had survived from 1831 to 1848 and the Woodlawn 
Course from 1866 to 1870; both had ended in bankruptcy. 
Col. M. LewiS Clark and a circle of friends thought 
that racing in Louisville might be reVived if it were placed 
under competent leadership. Colonel Clark journeyed to 
England and to France for the purpose of studying racing 
conditions and returned with new ideas which he immediately 
put into action. Permanent stake races, of which the Kentucky 
Derby was one, were to be the main feature of the newly formed 
Louisville Jockey Club and Driving Park Association. The 
opening day was May 18, 1875. 
The meeting was a success. Those interested in the races 
predicted that the Kentucky Derby would become a classic event 
by which outstanding three-year-olds of the country would be , 
judged; the ladies, whom the Club had made a special effort to 
attract having taken a hint from the success of Jerome Park in 
1 
New York, were Jubliant over the social advantages offered: 
the merchants and the hotels were in favor of the many out-of- . 
town viSitors whose sojourn in Louisville increased the asset 
side of the ledger. 
1 
Vosburgh, sa- Cit., p. 55 
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Th1s intense interest in Louisville rac1ng continued 
for f1fteen years and then, gradually, the enthusiasm 
decreased. The people, however, were eager to chance their 
newly acquired money on the racing of thoroughbreds, but 
the more important owners were not willing to race their 
horses for the meager purses offered by a Jockey Club whose 
rules had remained the same since its beginning. It was 
necessary to make a change. 
In 1894, the New Lou1sville Jockey Club'was formed by 
a group of men who had previously dealt in bookmaking and 
in auction pools with a public that desperately wanted to 
spend money. Every change that was made on the racing oval 
held this thought above all other considerations. A new 
grandstand was erected that provided twenty stalls for 
bookmakers. In addition to these there was a foreign betting 
stand and a wire running into the track where results could 
be obtained after each race., The people wanted to brandish 
their money; here was an unequaled opportunity! 
ThiS, however, did not increase the number of horses 
that started the Derby. It was not until the distance was 
reduced from a mile and a half to a m1le and a quarter in 
1896 that more horseacontested. 
The Bame year marked the discontinuance of the free 
center field which, in turn, el1minated an annual holiday 
for many hundreds of people who could not afford a seat in 
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the grandstand. 
This gold over glory policy of the New Louisville Jockey 
Club came to an end in 1902 when Mr. Charles F. Grainger took 
over the leadership of the organization. His ambition for 
Churchill DOWDS was to place the club once again on the high 
level of sporting competition and social grace that had 
originally been Colonel Clark's aim. 
By building a clubhouse that provided space for promenades, 
dining rooms and verandas, by extending invitations to the 
mayors of neighboring cities, by giving the club the ·'right ll 
publicity, it was not difficult to place Churchill Downs again 
in the social limelight. To increase the purses and thus 
ent1ce the leading stables of the country to participate 
depended upon the financial steadiness of the club. 
Rac1ng at the century's turn was an urban sport, making 
its appeal primarily to metropolitan masses. The country 
fellow who, a century ago, would have bought a colt Sired by 
Diomed, now hitched his trotter to a sulky and drove to the 
1 
county fair. As a class he d1d not approve of running races. 
His Calvin1st1c heritage d1d not favor gambling as that is 
what the turf had become: a gigant1c gambling mach1ne for the 
masses. Jockey Club members might breed and race thoroughbreds, 
but it was the crowds from the streets which kept the courses 
1 
Parmer, .Ql2.. ill., p. 140 
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open. With the cities jammed with people, parks few and 
playgrounds virtually unknown, the masses seldom could 
participate in sport; they had to be spectators. Racing 
offered a half-day's escape from the choking collar of 
1 
mediocrity. 
Fraud and the evils of betting that accompanied the 
majority of running races were throwing a black light on 
the sport throughout the country. In the South, where lithe 
sport of kings tI had been a hobby and a recreation as well 
2 
as a leading industry Since colonial days, a race meet 
seldom lasted more than two weeks, New Orleans excepted. 
After 1900, these fornights of racing brought hordes of 
flashy gamblers and tipsters from the North into communities 
that had previously enjoyed the sport and the wagering as a 
gentleman's activities. There was no pretense of gentility 
by these invaders, but merely the arrogant boasting of how 
the game was played in New York and Chicago! 
In vain, the Southern turfmen objected to this influx 
of the gambling fraternity. The people, however, soon took 
up the matter, and the politicians, quick to sense public 
opinion, coupled the slogan "Down with Racing fl with the 
fervent "Down with the Saloon If that had become a growing 
1 
.!Q1.g., p. 141 
2 
Tennessee along with Kentucky was the locale of extensive 
horse farms. 
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plank in their platforms. 
In 1906, the last horse race was run in Tennessee; 
Georgia and Alabama soon followed the example set by their 
1 
neighbor. 
The preceding year marked legislation against racetrack 
2 
bett1ng in M1ssour1 and Illinois and three years later New 
York attempted to d1scontinue racing in that state. Many 
owners either sold their horses or transferred their act1v1ties 
to Europe; peSSimism se1zed rac1ng enthusiasts. 
The New Louisville Jockey Club was able to foresee its 
end if bookmakers continued on the tracks; horse racing might 
be outlawed 1n Kentucky. Action to avert this threat was 
taken 1mmediately; pari-mutuel machines were installed at 
Churchill Downs in 1908. They have been in operation Since 
that date. 
Racing revived and continued to thrive throughout the 
country. It was reported in 1912 that nearly 1,600 meetings 
were held in' the U. S. in which about 15,000 horses participated 
3 
and six million dollars in purses and stakes were distributed. 
Churchill Downs profited from this increaaed national 
interest in having more horses to attend each meeting along 
1 
Parmer, QQ. Cit., p. 163 
2 
3 
Faulkner, Harold Underw90d, The Quest,for, Social, Justice, 
l§.2.§-121!b p. 288, .. ltHistoryof,Amer1can L1fe, v. 11 
Ib1d., p. 289 
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with greater crowds and larger purses. Mr. Grainger's goal 
was reached in 1915 when Mr. H.P. Whitney brought his 
outstanding filly, Regret, to contest the Derby_ The East 
had once again recognized the Kentucky Derby to be as 
important a race for three-year-olds as the Preakness in 
Maryland and the Belmont Stakes in New York. 
Since that year the success of Churchill Downs under 
the tutelege of Mr. M..J. Winn has progressed by the proverbial 
leaps and bounds. The Derby purse, the Derby attendance and 
the seating capacity increased yearly. 
As in the minds of a few men, the histories of some 
countries are a series of biographies of outstanding rulers, 
so also in the minds of many men, racing is associated with 
outstanding events such as the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness, 
the Withers, the Belmont Stakes. The Kentucky Derby was but 
one race out of 345 run in Louisville during the fall of 1943 
and the spring of 1944. While 344 of these races have been 
forgotten, the 345th, which was broadcasted allover the 




Hanson to Warfield, etc. Deed 
This indenture, made the 15 day of July in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty eight 
between William Hanson and Alley his wife of the County of 
Shelby and State of Kentucky of the one part., and Elisha 
Warfield, John Postlethwait, Thomas Smith, James Shelby, 
Richard Downing, David Migonan and Elisha J. Winter Trustees 
of the Kentucky Association for Improving the Breed of Horses 
of the County of Fayette and State aforesaid of the other 
part, that the said William Hanson and wife for and in 
consideration of the Sum of one hundred and sixty dollars 
to them in hand paid, the receipt whereof they do hereby 
acknowledge, have granted, bargained, sold, aliened and 
conformed, and by these present, do grant, bargain, sell, alien 
and confirm to the said part of the Second par~ and their 
3uccessors and assigns, a certain tract or par·eel of land 
situate, lying and being in the County of Fayette on the 
Waters of the Town fork of Elkhorn conta.inlng.four acres and 
one hundred and twenty eight poles and bounded as follows: 
to wit: 3eginning at a stake in the South Side of Pasture 
Street, Corner to lot No. 17 running thence with said Street 
N 42 0 E. Twenty poles to a stake in the line of Lot. No. 19 
thence with said line 3. 59. E. 40. poles to a stake in 
Orchard Street, thence with 3'd Street S 42° Vi 20 poles to 
a stake corner to lot No. 17 thence with a line thereof 
N. 59. W 40 poles to the beginning, Belng lot known and 
deSignated in the plot of John Fowler by its No. 18 and 
conveyed to said Hanson by George Clarke and wife by deed 
bearing date 13 day of March 1824. Together with all and 
singular the premises there unto belonging on in any wise 
appertaining: To have and to hold the said tract or parcel 
of Land with all and singular its appertenan.ces to the said 
Trustees and their successors and assigns forever, to them 
and their only proper use and behalf - And the said William 
Hanson and wife for themselves and their heirs, the said 
Tract or parcel of Land, with its appertenances to the said 
Trustees and Successors and assigns, against the claim of 
every person whatsoever do and will warrant and forever 
defend by these present. In witness whereof the said William 
Hanson and wife have hereto set their hands and seals the 
date afore written. 
1 
William Hanaon (seal) 
(seal) 1 
Fayette County Deed BOOk, n. 4, p. 181 
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Rules and Regulat10ns 
of the 
Kentucky Assoc1at10n 
1. There shall be one meet1ng in each year, to commence 
the first Wednesday in October. 
2. There shall be a Pres1dent and Recording Secretary, 
to be app01nted by ballot. 
3. It shall be the duty of the President to preside in 
all meetings of the Club, to act as Judge in 
each day's race, app01nt his ass1stant Judges 
for each day's race, report the result of each 
day's race, and stand as Judge in all sweepstakes. 
4. It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to 
attend the Judges in eaoh day's raoe, ass1st them 
with h1s oounsel, keep a book in wh1ch he shall 
record the members' names, rules of the Club, 
and add to them amy resolut10n wh1ch may change 
the character of e1 ther; also, record the 
proceedings of each meeting, and entr.ies of horses, 
1n which shall be set forth the names of the 
respect1ve owners, the colour, name and age, and 
name of sire and dam of each horse, description of 
the rider's dress, and an account of each day's 
race, 1ncluding the t1me of runn1ng each heat. 
5. There shall be three Judges 1n the starting stand, the 
Pres1dent and two assistant Judges, and the 
t1mers. The Judges shall keep the stand clear 
of any 1ntrusion during the pendency of a heat, and 
also see that the riders are dressed in Jockey 
style. 
6. There shall be two distance Judges and three patrol 
Judges, who shall repair to the Judges· stand after 
each heat and report the nags that are distanced 
and foul riding, if there be any. 
7. All disputes shall be decided by the Judges of the day, 
from whose decision there shall be no appeal, 
unless at the Judges' discretion, and no evidence 
shall be received of foul r1d1ng, except from 
the Judges and patrols. 
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8. All Sweepstakes advertised to be run over the course, 
shall be under the cognizance of this Club, and 
no change of entries once made, shall be allowed 
after the cloSing, unless by consent of all the 
parties. 
9. The distance stand shall be s1xty yards from the 
Judge's stand for mile heats, and sixty additional 
yards for every mile in a heat, unless it be the 
best three in five, when n1nety yards to a mile 
shall be the distance. 
10. The time between heats shall be thirty minutes; thirty 
for two mile heats; forty for three mile heats; 
and forty-five for four mile heats. Some signal 
shall be sounded from the Judges' stand five 
minutes before the period of starting, after the 
lapse of which time, the Judges shall give the 
word, as, "Are you ready? It but should any horse 
be restive in saddling, the Judges may delay the 
starting word a short interval, at their own 
discretion. 
11. No persons shall enter a horse for any purse under the 
control of this Club, other than a member, and 
producing sat1sfactory evidence of his horse's age; 
nor shall any member start a horse, if his 
entrance and subscription be not paid before 
start1ng. 
12. All entries of horses to run, shall be made in open 
Club, on the evening preced1ngeach day's race by 
9 0' clock, or during the sitting of the, Club; and 
the owner or person then present shall give his 
name, colour, age and sex, and name of sire and dam 
of the horse, if known, with the dress of the 
rider, in writing, which shall be placed in a box 
apd not opened until the time of entry expires; 
this does not preclude any person from entering 
his horse openly; and no entry made after the time 
has expired shall be allowed. Provided, if there 
be no meeting of the Club, then with the 3ecretary 
or President, by 9 o'clock. 
13. No two riders from the stable shall be allowed to ride 
in the same race; nor shall two horses trained in 
the same stable be allowed to start in the same 
race, for any putse ot thia club. 
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14. Riders shall not be permitted to rlde, unless well 
dressed ln Jockey style, to wit: Jockey cap and 
silk jack et. 
15. Riders, after a heat is ended, must repair. to the 
Judges' stand and not dismount till ordered by 
the Judges and the horses uncovered, and then 
with thelr saddles, repalr to the scales to be 
weighed, under penalty of being considered 
distanced. 
16. The horses which won the preceding hea.t will be entitled 
to half the track, and the others placed ln the 
order in whlch they came in. The leadlng horse 
shall be entitled to half the track. A horse 
shall not, when locked by another horse, occupy 
more than half the track, nor press his adversary 
to the outSide, doing which will be deemed foul 
rlding. A rider may take the track on the inslde, 
but he must do it at his own perll. Should he be 
poled ln making the attempt, it will not be 
considered foul. Should any rider cross, Jostle 
or strike an adversary or h1.s horse, or run on 
his heels intentionally, or do anything else that 
may impede the progress of his adversary, he will 
be deemed distanced though he may come to ahead, 
and the purse be given to the next best nag and 
any rider offend1ng against this rule shall never 
be permitted to ride again or attend any horse 
on this course. 
17. If a nag shall run on the inside of any pole, it will 
be deemed distanced, although it may come out 
ahead, and the purse be awarded to the next best 
nag, unless it be turned around again entered on 
the course at the point from whence it swerved. 
18. A nag that does not win a heat out of three, shall not 
be entitled to start for a fourth, although he 
may have saved his distance, except in a race the 
best three in five - then, a horse not winning 
one in five shall not start again. 
19. No combination or agreement between any two persons 
starting horses, or. their agents or grooms, not to 
oppose each other upon a promised division of 
the purse, shall be permitted or allowed, and no 
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person shall run their nags in conjunction, that 
is, with a determination to oppose jointly, any 
other horse or horses which ~ey may run against. 
In either case upon satisfactory evidence, 
produced before the Judges, the pur.se shall be 
awarded to the next best nag, and the person so 
offending shall never again .be permitted to start 
a horse on this course. 
20. All members and their families shall pass the gate free, 
and all who are not members shall pay the 
following tolls, viz: 
For every four-wheel Carriage •••••••••••• 75cts. 
For every Gig or two-wheeled Carriage •••• SOcts. 
For every man on horseback ••••••••••••••• 25cts. 
21. The age of horses shall take date from the first day of 
May in the year in which they were foaled, viz: a 
horse foaled in 1830 shall be conSidered a 
yearling until the first of May in the year 1831, 
and so on. 
22. The following weights shall be carried, viz: 
Two years old •••••••••••••••••••••••• A feather 
Three years old ••••••••••••••••••••••• 801bs. 
Four years old •••••••••••••••••••••••• 941bs. 
Five years old •••••••••••••••••••••••• 106 Ibs. 
Six years 01d ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ll4 lbs. 
Seven years old and upwards ••••••••••• 120 Ibs. 
A proposition to alter these weights must lie 
over one year. An allowance of three pounds to 
mares and geldings. The Judges shall see that 
each rider has his proper weight before he 
starts - two pounds allowed at coming in. 
23. New members can be admitted only upon nomination, there 
being not less than seven members present, including 
the PreSident of the Club; and two black balls will 
exclude the person nominated. Seven members shall 
constitute a quorum for business, but no alteration 
shall be made in the established rules and 
regulations of the .Club, except in open seSSion and 
the number of members present not less then fifteen. 
24. In betting, when both parties are present either party 
has a right to demand that the money be staked 
/ 
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before the horses start, and if one refuse, the 
other may declare the bet void. at his option. 
If either party be absent on the day of the race, 
the party present may declare the bet void in the 
presence of the Judges before the race commences, 
but if any person present offers to stake for the 
absentee, it is a confirmed bet. 
25. a bet made on a heat to be run is no bet unless the 
horses bet on run in said heat to come. 
26. If one horse be taken against the field, the withdrawal 
of one horse from the field shall not vaid the bet. 
27. A bet made during the heat is not determined until the 
race is finally decided, unless the heat be 
particularly mentioned. 
28. If an entered horse dies, or a member entering him dies, 
no forfeit shall be required. 
29. A premium given to another to make a bet shall not be 
refunded, although the bet is not run for. 
30. All bets made between horses that are distanced the 
same heat, are considered drawn, and when between 
two horses throughout a race and neither of them 
wins it, the horse that is best at the termination 
of the race wins the bet. 
31. When a dead heat be run, they may all start again, 
except the dead heat between two horses that if 
either had been winner the race would have been 
over, in which case they two only shall start 
again, to deCide which shall be entitled to the 
purse. Such horses as are prevented by this rule 
from starting again, shall be drawn and not 
distanced. 
32. When two horses are bet against each other for the purse, 
if each win a heat and neither is distanced, they 
are equal, but if one win a heat and the other does 
not, the winner of the he&t is best, unle3s he 
afterwards be distanced, in which case, the other 
if he shall save his distance, shall be considered 
best, and when both are distance they shall be 
considered equal. 
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33. Judges may postpone a race, but only in case of rain 
or bad weather - no fresh entry of horses will be 
permitted. 
34. No gambling shall be permitted on the grounds under the 
control of the Club, and a committee shall be 
designated by the President for the time being, 
with authority to employ police officers to aid 
them to arrest and bring to punishment, all 
persons attempting to violate this rule. 
35. A meeting of the Club can be at any time called by the 
President, or at the instanceo! any three members, 
the notice of said meeting to be given by the 
Recording Secretary one month previous thereto, in 
a public newspaper printed in Lexington. 
36. Entrance fee for a horse shall be ttl per cent on the 
amount of the purse for members, and for other 
than members of the Club, 10 per cent on the purse 
to be run for. 1 
1 
A Souvenir (Book) from the Kentucky Associat1on, Inc., 




To Incorporate the Kentucky Association for the Improvement 
of the Breeds of Stock 
WHErtEAS, it is represented to the General Assembly that an 
Association has been formed, of fifty shareholders, for the 
improvement of the various breeds of stock, and for thelr 
purposes have purchased a tract of land near Lexington, 
Kentuc1{y, whlch has been conveyed to Trustees chosen by 
said AssOCiation, as will a.ppear by various deeds of record 
in the Clerk's Office of the Fayette County Court, and, also, 
have acquired a small amount of personal property; but that 
owing to the death of some of the Trustees, the title to 
their property has become embarrassed, and from the number 
of persons interested, it is difficult to remedy 
inconveniences and embarrassments as they arise, and, therefore, 
they deSire perpetual succession - which is deehled reasonable -
therefore, 
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky: That the said fifty shareholders 
of said Association be incorporated, and they are hereby 
created a bodypolitic and corporate, by the name and style 
of "THE KENTUCKY A3JOCIATION FOR THE L~iP.L~OVEMENT OF THE 
BREED3 OF .3TOCK II , and by that name shall have perpetual 
succession, with the powers incident to corporations for 
limited purposes. 
dECTION 2. That all the property purchaded by said ASSOCiation, 
and conveyed to the Trustees thereof, shall be, and is 
hereby vested in said Corporation; and that said Corporation 
shall be authorized to purchase, acquire and hold real 
estate; provided the same, at no one time, exceeds two 
hundred acres; and to receive and hold personal estate, 
provided the same, at no one time, exceeds twenty thousand 
dollars in value; and said real and personal estate may sell, 
alien and convey. 
SECTION 3. That the shareholders of sald Corporatlon shall 
have power to elect such Officers as may seem to them 
necessary for the management of their concerns; and by thelr 
rules and by-laws prescribe the dutles of said Officers 
and the regulation of their concerns. 
SECTION 4. That the shares ln said Corporation shall be 
deemed personal estate, and transferable in such manner 
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as sald Corporatlon shall, by lts rules and by-laws. prescribe. 
APPrlOVED February 1, 1838. 1 
1 
Aots of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
1838, p. 144 
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Rules and Reg~lations 
of the 
Louisville ~ssociation 
1. There shall be one Meeting in each year, at such time 
as the Trustees may think proper to apPoint. 
2. It shall be the duty of the President t'o preside in 
all meetings of the Club, to act as Judge in 
each day's Race, appoint his Assistant Judges 
for each day's Race, and stand as Judge in all 
Sweepstakes. 
3. It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to 
attend the Judges in each day's ~ace, assist 
them with his counsel, keep a book in which he 
shall record the members' names, Rules of the 
Club, and add to them any resolution which may 
change the character of either; also, record the 
proceedings of each meeting, and entries of 
Horses, in which shall be set forth the names of 
the respective owners, the color, name and age, 
and name of Sire and Dam of ,each Horse, description 
of Rider's dress, and an account of each day's 
Race, including the time of running each Heat. 
4. There shall be three Judges in the starting stand, the 
President and two Assistant Judges, and the 
timers. The Judges shall keep the stand clear of 
any intrusion during a Heat, and also see that 
the Riders are dressed in Jockey style. 
5. There shall be two Distance Judges and at least four 
Patrol Judges, who shall repair to the Judges' 
stand after each heat and report the nags that are 
distanced, and foul riding, if th6re be any. 
6. All disputes shall be decided by the Judges of the day, 
from whose deCision there shall be no appeal, 
unless at the Judges' d1scretion, and no eVidence 
shall be received of foul r1ding, except from the 
Judges and Patrols. 
7. All Sweepstakes advertised to be run over the Course 
shall be under the cogn1zance of this Club, and no 
change of entries once made shall be allowed after 
closing, unless by consent of all the parties. 
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3. The Distance Stand shall be sixty y~rds from the Judges' 
.Stand for mile Heats, and sixty additional yards 
for every mile in a Heat, unless it be the best 
three in five, when ninety yards to a mile shall 
be the distance. 
9. The time between Heats shall be thirty minutes for mile 
Heats; thirty for two mile Heats; forty for t~ree 
mile Heats; forty-five for four mile Heats. ~ome 
signal shall be sounded from the Judges' Stand, 
ten minutes before the period of starting, after 
the lapse of which time the Judges shall give the 
word as t'are you readytlj but should any Horse be 
restive in saddling, the Judges may delay the 
starting word a short interval, at their own 
discretion. 
10. All entries of Horses to run shall be made in open Club, 
on the evening preceding each day's Race, by nine 
o'clock, and the owner or person then present shall 
give his name, color, age and size, and name of 
Sire and Dam of the Horse, if known, with the dress 
of the Rider, in writing; which shall be placed in 
a box and not opened until the time of entry 
expires. This does not preclude any person from 
entering his Horse openly; and no entry made after 
the time has expired shall be allowed. Provided: 
If there be no meeting of the Club, then with 
Sec'y. or President, by nine o'clock. 
11. No two Riders from the same i3table shall be allowed to 
ride in the same race; nor shall two Horses trained 
in the same Stable be allowed to start in the same 
race, for any Purse of this Club. 
12. Riders shall not be permitted to ride, unless well 
dressed in Jockey style, to wit: Jockey Cap and 
Silk Jacket. 
13. Riders, after a Heat is ended, must repair to the Judges' 
Stand and not dismount till ordered by the Judges, 
and the Horses uncovered, and then with their 
saddles, repair to the Scales to be weighed, under 
penalty of being considered distanced. 
14. The Horse which won the preceding Heat will be entitled 
to half the track, and the others placed in the 
order they come in. The leading horse shall be 
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entitled to half the track. A Horse shall not, 
when locked by another Horse, occupy more than 
half the track, nor press his adversary to the 
outside; doing which, will be deemed foul riding. 
A rider may take the track on the outside, but 
he must do i t at his own per1.1;,. .;ili.ould he be 
poled in making the attempt, it will not be 
considered foul. Should any rider cross, jostle 
or strike an adversary or his Horse, or run on 
his heels intentionally, or do anything else that 
may impede the progress of his adversary, he will 
be deemed distanced, though he may come out ahead, 
and the purse be giv:en to the next best nag; and 
any rider offending against this rule shall never 
be permitted to ride again or attend any Horae 
on this course. 
15. If a nag shall run on the inside of any pole, it will 
be deemed distanced, although it may come out 
ahead, and the purse awarded to the next best nag, 
unless it be turned around and again entered on the 
course at the point from whence it swerved. 
16. A nag that does not win a Heat out of three shall not 
be entitled to start for a fourth, although he may 
have saved his distance, except in a race the best 
three in five; then a Horse not winning one in 
five shall not start again. 
17. No combination or agreement between any two persons 
starting Horses, or their agents or grooms, not to 
oppose each other, upon a promised division of the 
purse, shall be permitted or allowed; and no persons 
shall run their nags in conjunction, that is, with 
a determination to oppose jointly, any other Horse 
or Horses which they may run against. In either 
case, upon satisfactory eVidence produced before 
the Judges, the purse shall be awarded to the next 
best nag, and the persons so offending shall never 
again be permitted to start a Horse on this course. 
18. All Members and their Families shall pass the Gate free, 
and all who are not members shall pay the' 
following tolls: 
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Every foot passenger ••••••••••••••••• 12·~ Cents 
do. person on Horseback •••••••••••• 25 II 
For every two wheel'd Carriage ••••••• 50 tI 
tI every four wheel'd Carriage •••••• $l.OO 
19. The age of Horses shall take date from the first day of 
May in the year in which they were foaled, viz: a 
Horse foaled in 1830 shall be considered a 
yearling until the first of May, in the year 1831. 
and so on. 
20. The President of the Club shall have the right to demand 
satisfactory evidence of the age of every Horse 
entered for the purse of the Association and to 
exclude such as may not have such evidence with 
regard to them when required. 
21. The following weights shall be carried, viz: 
Two years old, ••••••••••••••••••••••• A Feather 
Three years old, ••••••••••••••••••••• 801bs. 
Four years old, •••••••••••••••.•.•••• 94 II 
Five years old, •••••••••••••••••••••• 106 II 
Six years old, ••••••••••••••••••••••• l14 II 
Seven years old and upwards, ••••••••• 120 II 
A proposition to alter these weights must lie over 
1 year. An allowance of three pounds to Mares 
and Geldings. The Judges shall see that each Rider 
has his proper weight before he starts. Two 
pounds at COIJling in. 
22. New Members, until the number of Stockholders be 
completed to seventy-five, can be admitted by the 
Trustees, the whole number and the PreSident being 
present, and two Black Balls shall exclude the 
person nominated. 
23. Seven ~ember8 shall constitute a quorum for bUSiness, but 
no alterations shall be made in the established 
Rules and Regulations of the Club, except in open 
seSSion, and the number of ~embers present not less 
than fifteen. 
24. A bet made on a Heat to be run 1s no bet ID11ess the 
Horses bet on run in said heat to come. 
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25. If one Horse be taken against the field, the withdrawal 
of one Horse from the field shall not void the bet. 
26. A bet made during a Heat is not determined until the 
race i3 finally decided, unless the Heat be 
particularly mentioned. 
27. If an entered Horse dies, or a Member entering him dies, 
no forfeit shall be required. 
28. A premium given to another to make a bet shall not be 
refunded, although the bet is not run for. 
29. All beta made between Horses that are distanced the same 
heat are considered drawn, and when between two 
Horses throughout a race, and neither of them wins 
it, the Horse that is best at the termination of 
the race wins the bet. 
30. When a dead Heat be run, they may all start again, except 
the dead he~t between two horses, that if either had 
been winner the race would have been over, in which 
case they two only shall start again to decide 
which shall be entitled to the Purse. Such Horses 
as are prevented by this Rule from starting again 
shall be drawn and not distanced. 
31. When two Horses are bet against each other for the Purse, 
if each win a heat and neither is distanced, they 
are equal, but if one win a heat and the other does 
not, the winner of the heat is best, unless he 
afterwards be distanced, in which case the other 
if he shall saved his distance shall be considered 
best, and when both are distanced, they shall be 
considered equal. 
32. Judges may postpone a race, but only in case of rain or 
bad weather. No fresh entry of Horses will be 
permi tted. 
33. No gambling shall be permitted on the grounds under the 
control of the Club, and a committee shall be 
deSignated by the President for the time being, with 
authority to employ Police Officers to aid them to 
arrest and bring to punishment all persons 
attempting to violate this Rule. 
1 
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34. A meeting of the Club ca.n be called at any time by the 
President at the request of any three members, 
the notice of said meeting to be given by the 
Secretary, one week previously, in a city newspaper. 
35. Entrance for a horse shall be ten per cent on the 
amount of the purse to be run for. 
36. No race shall be run on the Association track without 
perm1ssion of the President and Trustees, and 
under their direction. The Judges to be members 
of the Club, and the riders to be dressed in true 
Jockey style. Match races to be entered in the 
book of the Secretary stating the hour of starting, 
and Horses' ages, Sire and Dam when known, and 
riders' dress. 1 





Trustees for Improvement of Race Horses 
This indenture made this day of one thousand eight 1 
hundred and thirty two, by Samuel Churchill and Abigail his 
wife of the one part and Henry Churchill and Catharine his 
Wife of the second part and John M. Talbot, Bowes R. 
McIllvaine, John OtBeirne, James Anderson, Alfred Tarlton 
and Garnett Duncan of the third part witnesseth that the 
said parties of the first part and the second part for and 
in consideration of the sum of fifty dollars for each and 
every acre of land hereafter mentioned the receipt whereof 
is hereby acknowledged have granted bargained and sold and 
do hereby bargain and sell grant and convey to the parties 
of the third part, a certain parcel of land south of 
Louisville and west of the Salt River Road containing fifty 
one acres 282/1000 and founded as follows, to wit - Beginning 
at HeJ1rl .. ,· Churchill' 8 land near the land of Pray & Sneads 
heirs at ~ tree marked H. C. which is a corner of Henry 
Churchill and also of 5amuel Churchill west of the 5alt River 
Road and running thence N. 24 1/3~ E. sixty seven and 7/10 
poles to an old tree at McConnell's corner East of the road 
thence north 88 Q 24'W. one hundred and ten poles to a stake 
north of the fence thence south 16 0 30' E. one hundred and 
twenty eight poles to a stake near a pond thence north 79° 
53' East thirty poles to the beginning - To have and to hold 
the said parcel of land together with the appurtenance 
thereto belonging to them the said parties of the third part 
and to the survivors of them, and to the survivor of such 
survivors and to heirs of such survivor forever. PrOVided 
however as a condition and reservation of this conveyance 
that a perpetual right of way is granted to Henry Churchill 
his heirs and assigns for himself and themselves and for 
their servanta agents and friends upon the northern twenty 
feet of said parcel of land, to wit - upon a road twenty 
feet wide bounded on the north by said line from the old 
tree at McConnells corner East of the said stake on the 
north side of the fence. And the said Henry Churchill 
covenants for himself his heirs etc., to warrant and defend 
to the said Grantees forever the title of eleven and 935/1000 
acres of said parcel of land against all claims whatever 
which part so warranted is bounded as follows: Beginning at 
the stake north of the fence and running thence 3. 16° 30' 
E. one hundred and twenty eight poles thence N. 79° 53' E. 
thirty poles to the said tree marked R.C. thence N. 29° 16' 
1 
This deed was recorded in 
Office May 10, 1838. 
to Garnett Duncan May 
the Jefferson County Clerk's 
The original deed was delivered 
22, 1838. 
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w. one hundred and thirty four & 7/10 poles to said stake 
north of the fence and the said Samuel Churchill for 
himself his heirs exsrs.& admors. convenants to warrant 
and defend to said Grantees the title of the residue of 
said fifty one & 282/1000 acres against all claims whatever. 
All the said parties of the third part do hereby acknowledge 
that they have made this purchase with the funds and for 
the benefit of The Louisville Association for the Improvement 
of the Breed of Horses which association is not now but 
expects to be hereafter incorporated making the shares 
personal estate and transferrable as such without the right 
on the part of any shareholder to demand a disposition and 
division or the right of selling without the consent of the 
managers - and in the event of any act of Incorporation for 
said association the title of said parcel of land is to be 
conveyed to the corporation and it is further provided that 
until such charter shall be procured the parties of the 
third part, and their survivors aud assigns shall hold said 
parcel of land as Trustees subject to the rules and by laws 
of said association. 
In testimony thereof the parties aforesaid have hereto Signed. 







John id. Talbot 
~~rnett Duncan (seal) 
J. Anderson 
John O'Beirne 
B. R. McIllvaine 
Alfred Tarlton 1 
Jefferson County Court Deed Book, n. 51, pp. 31-33 
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Gray & c. 
to 
National Race Course 
Whereas George E. H. Gray is the owner of the following 
described tracts or parcels of land lying & being in the 
county of Jefferson and State of Kentucky situated on the 
muddy fork of Beargrass Creek & bounded as follows to-wit: 
~ First Tract beginning at a stone in the middle of the 
Westport Road in the line of George Rudy near a small blue 
ash, thence with said Rudy's line and passing one of the 
corners S. 39G 12' E. 119 6/10 poles to a beech tree marked 
as a corner & with the letters T. T. thence N 51° E. 63 poles 
to a stone thence 5. 39° E. 108 5/10 poles to a stone thence 
N. 49· 25' E. 124 4/10 poles to three beeches thence N. 39 
8' W. III 8/10 poles with He~rs line to one of hia corners, 
a stone near a small old Haw tree thence with another of 
the linea·of said Herrs corners near the South bank of the 
Muddy Fork of Beargras a Creek thence N. 38 0 30' West 
20 6/10 poles to a stone in the middle of the Westport Road 
.3 47 0 50 W. 124 6/10 poles to the beginning. The Second 
Tract adjoins the above described land containing two acres 
more or less & lies on the north side of the Rail Road & is 
bounded as follows - Beginning at a stone corner to Smith & 
Phillips, thence S. 51 1/10 W. 41 6/10 poles to the Middle 
of the Rail Road track thence with the middle of said Rail 
Road N. 750 E. 24 poles still continuing in the middle of 
said Road thence N 39° w. 8/10 poles to the beginning said 
two tracts of land containing in the aggregate two hundred & 
one acres be the same more or less - and whereas the said 
George E. H. Gray by deed dated the 5 of March 1857 and 
lodged for record in the County Court Clerk's Office of 
Jefferson County on the 21st day of March 1857 conveyed and 
assigned said tract of land with other property to A. Harris 
in trust to pay the dredttors of Gray & Co., and the 
individual creditors of Geo. E. H. Gray and whereas Speed 
and Beatty and other creditors of Gray & Co., attached said 
land to pay their debts and there are now pending divers 
suits in the LouiSVille Chancery Court, wherein said Speed & 
Beatty and other attaching creditors and the assignee Alfred 
Harris are contending as to whether the deed of assignment or 
attachments have priority - And whereas the National Race 
Course association are desirous of purchasing all that part 
of said tracts of land which lies on the north Side of the 
LOUisville and Frankfort Rail Road supposed to contain one 
hundred and fifty acres be the same more or less at and for 
the sum of twenty one thousand dollars, one fifth cash and 
the balance in three equal (-instalments atone, two and three 
years with interest from date and all the parties interested 
to-wit: Geo. E. H. Gray and wife, A. HarriS, assignee of 
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said Geo. E. H. Gray and all the attaching creditors are 
willing that said sale be made upon the terms above named 
and whereas all said parties have consented to said sale, 
and in conformity with said consent an order has been made 
by the Chancellor in the case of 3peed & Beatty vs. Gray & 
Co., and appointing Alfred Harris a commissioner to make 
upon the terms above set forth - Now therefore this indenture 
made and entered into this 12 day of April 1859 by and 
between Geo. E. H. Gray and Lucy Ann Gray his wife and 
Alfred Harris as assignee of Geo. E. H. Gray and as 
commissioner appointed by order made in said ca3e of Speed & 
Beatty vs. Gray & Co., to sell and convey said land all of 
the County of Jefferson and State of Kentucky of the first 
part, and R. Atchison Alexander and Isaac Everett, Trustees 
for National Race Course association, the former of Fayette 
and the latter of Jeffer30n County Kentucky parties of the 
Second part, witnesseth that the said Gray and wife and 
Harris as assignee of Geo. E. H. Gray and also as commissioner 
appointed in the above named suit of 5peed & Beatty vs. 
Gray & Co., for and in consideration of the Sum of four 
thousand two hundred dollars cash in hand paid to Harris 
Commissioner afs. and three bites of the said dlexander and 
Everett at one, two and three years for five thousand six 
hundred dollars each of even date herewith, and bearing 
interest from date executed to said Harris Commissioner afs. 
knowledged have this day bargained and sold and now by these 
present do bargain and sold alien convey and confirm unto 
the said R. Atchison Alexander and Isaac liverett, Trustees for 
the National Race Course association to which Thomas Hurrt, 
Richard Atkinson, William B. Reynolds, Benj. I. ~dams, James K. 
Duke, R. A. Alexander, A. Throckmartin, Thomas I. Martin, 
Gerard B. Bate, John Burks, James .t~. Grinstead, A. Buford, 
E. Eagle, Robert A. Bell, W. D. C. --Whips and others are 
subscribed, all that pertain of the above described tracts of 
land which lies north of the Louisville & Frankfort Rail Road 
supposed to contain one hundred and fifty acres be the same 
mor or less and all the estate right, title, interest and fee 
of them the parties of the first part of in and to the same -
a lien is hereby retained. to secure the payments of said 
notes - To have and to hold said tracts of land to the said 
R. Atchison Alexander and Isaac Everett, Trustees aforesaid, 
or to the survivors of them and his heirs in trust for the 
use and benefit of all who are now or may hereafter become 
members of the--National Race Course association and to be 
by them or the Burvivor convey to such other trustees or 
such company should one hereafter be incorporated by act of 
Legislature as they may be instructed by a majority of the 
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memb8rs of said association. The said Geo. E. H. Gray hereby 
covenants to warrant and defend the title to said tract or 
parcel of land against the slaims of all person whatever - In 
witness whereof Geo. E. H. Gray and Lucy Ann Gray his wife 
who joins for the purpose of relinguishing her right of 
dower in and to the land hereby conveyed and Alfred Harris an 
aS8ignee of Gray and as Commissioner aforesaid who assists 
in this deed for the purpose of conveying suoh title as he is 
authorized by the deed of assignment and as oommissioner 
aforesaid to sell and convey have hereto set their hand the 
day and date first above written. 
L 
Geo. E. H. Gray 
Lucy A. Gray 
A. Harris, assignee of 
Geo. E. H. Gray & 
Commissioner 1 




Rules and Regulations 
of the 
Louisville Jockey Club 
RULE 1. Members 
No person shall be admltted as a member of thls 
associat1on unless nom1natedby a member of and admitted 
by a vote of the Executive Committee. In voting upon the 
adm1ssion of a member one black ball shall exclude the 
appl1cant. Sa1d applicant must own one or more shares of 
stock in this association. 
RULE 2. Regular Meetings 
Regular meeti~gs ot the members of the association for 
the election of d1rectors shall be held on the first Monday 
in January of each year, atsueh hour and place as the 
President may direct.. Regular meet1ngs of the Board of 
Directors shall be held on the fourth Fr1day of each month 
tor the transaction of business. 
RULE 3. Called Meetings 
A members' meeting may at any t1me be called by the 
President, by publication. 1nsome newspaper published in 
Louisville, signed by the President or the Executive 
Comm1ttee. The object of the meetlng shall be stated in 
the publication. 
RULE 4. Quorum 
A majority ot the stock subscribed, including the 
President or one of the Vice .... presidents, shall constitute 
a quorum for the election of directors a.t the regular meeting 
ot members in January, or at. any called meeting of this 
association. At ameatingof the directory no alteration 
of the rules shall be made, or any new rule adopted, unless 
the same be offered as the report of the Executive Committee. 
RULE 5. Transfer of Stock 
No transfer ot stock shall be authorized until the 
certificate of stock is surrendered and a tra.nsfer thereof 
ma.de on the transterbook, but the owner or his attorney, to 
the purchaser, when a new certifica.te shall be issued, 
sealed w1 th the seal of the corporation', attested by the 
President and Secretary. 
/ 
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RULE 6. Officers of the Association 
The officers of this association shall be a President, 
three Vice-presidents, and a directory consisting of 
thirteen members; also a Secretary and Treasurer to be 
apPointeg by the board, seven of whom will be a quorum. 
RULE 7. Executive Committee 
There shall be elected at the first regular meeting of 
the Board of Directors in each year an Executive Committee, 
conSisting of five members of the board, who with the 
President shall have exclusive control of the management of 
the grounds of this association, issue and enforce such 
orders for its proper management as they may deem fit, and 
institute such rules as they may deem fit for the best 
interests of the club. 
RULE 8. Elections 
All elections shall be by ballot. Elections for directors 
shall be held at the meeting of the members on the first 
Monday in January, and elections by the directory shall be 
held at the first regular meeting after their election, when 
a majority of the votes shall elect. At stOCkholders' 
meeting each share of stock shall be entitled to one vote. 
RULE 9. Vacancies 
In case of the death, removal, or resignation of the 
PreSident, his duties shall be performed by the senior 
Vice-president until the first regular meeting of the 
directory in January. When a vacancy shall occur in any 
other office it shall be the duty of the PreSident, or 
Vice-president in the absence of the PreSident, to provide 
for the discharge of the duties until the next regular 
meeting of the directory. 
RULE 10. PreSident's Duties 
The President shall preside at all meetings of the 
directory or association; decide all questions whiah may 
arise, being governed in his decisions by the general rules 
of parliamentary law; shall act as judge of all races run 
over its course, or appoint a judge of the day, and shall 
appoint assistant judges and timers. The judge of the day 
shall declare the result of each race. The President shall 
have power to give such orders as shall be, in his judgment, 
useful or necessary for the preservation of good order and 
decorum on the course and grounds; and shall, ..l!ll.h !h! 
Executive Committee, decide all matters relating thereto. 
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He shall also have power to appolnt a Ladles' CommiUee and 
such number of Stewards as he may think proper, and change or 
remove the same at wl11 and appoint others, and to fill 
vacancies from death, removal, or resignatlon. In the 
absence of the President his duties shall be discharged by the 
senior Vice-president present. The President shall be a 
member of the Executive Committee of five. 
RULE 11. Secretary's Duties 
It shall be the duty of the Secretary to attend the 
judges in each day's race; reoord the names of the members, 
the rules of the assoclation, the proceedings of each 
meeting (which shall be signed by the President and Secretary 
within twentyfour hours after the meeting, except the 
proceedings of the last day of each regular meeting, whlch 
shall be reduced to writing and signed within one week); 
the color, name, age, sire, and dam of each horse, with a 
description of each rider's dress; attend to weighing the 
riders and seeing that they are dressed in jockey style. He 
shall also record an account of each day's racing and the 
time of each heat; and after the races are over he shall 
publish the result, with a description and pedlgree of the 
winner. It shall also be his duty to keep the seal and 
transferbook, register all transfer of stocks, counter sign 
all stock-certificates, and cancel all surrendered. He shall 
recelve all entrance and forfeit money, pay the same to the 
Treasurer, and report in writing to the directory the amounts 
.recelved and the names of the persons from whom received at 
the succeeding meeting of the board. 
RULE 12. Treasurer's Duties 
The Treasurer shall receive and disburse all the funds 
of the association, shall keep an account thereof, and have 
the- same always subje-ct to the lnspectlon of the officers. 
He shall give bond with good securlty, to be approved by the 
PreSident, in such sum as he shall reqUire, for the faithful 
performance of hls duties. At the first regular meetlng of 
the directory after each spring and fall race meeting he shall 
present ln writing a statement of his receipts and expenditures 
slnce his last report, approved by the Executive Comml ttee. 
RULE 13. Stewards 
The Stewards shall attend on the course, preserve order, 
clear the track, keep the crowd from the horses when 
approaching the stand, and exercise vigilance to prevent 
disorder, deteot foul riding and other mi~onduct, and perform 
such other duties as the President may assign to them. 
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RULE 14. Superintendent 
The Juperintendent shall, under the direction of the 
President, exercise a general supervision and control over 
the grounds, stables, and other buildings of the association, 
and shall have the outside track put in condi tiOD for trial-
runs two weeks before each race meeting, and his compensa~ion 
shall be fixed by the Executive Committea. He shall prevent 
diseased animals from coming or remaining on the grounds, :a.nd 
h1s failure to enforce the rule shall subject him to a fine 
of fifty dollar!;) in each case. Persons wishing to tra1n 
horses upon the grounds of the assoc1at.ion, and use stables 
thereon, shall make application to the Superintendent to do 
so, who may, subject to the control of the President, grant 
such permission and assign to such person stables to be used 
and occupied by him; but shall not have the power to place 
such applicant in a private stable; and no person shall 
occupy such stables without the .wri tten permission of the 
owners, unless all the stables belonging to the aSBociation 
shall be completely filled; in the event the stables of 
private persons may be used after assignment by the 
Superintendent. 
RULE 15. Forfeiture of Membership 
Any member who shall transfer his ticket of membership, 
or violate any of the rules of this aSSOCiation, or be 
guilty of any ungentlemanly conduct on the grounds of the 
association, shall forfeit his membership to the same, and 
be entitled to be readmitted. 
RULE 16. 
ItMembers' tickets" or usubscribers~. tiCkets" are not 
transferable, and must be presented only by the one in whose 
name they are issued, on penalty of forfeiture. 
RULE 17. Judges and Timers 
No person shall be admitted to the judges' stand during 
the pendency of a heat except the President or Judge of the 
day and his assistants. The timers shall occupy a separate 
stand, from which in like manner all other persons shall be 
ex~luded during the running of a heat. The timers of the day 
shall report the time made in all miles run in any races; and 
the time thus reported shall be, and ls, in the opinion ot 
this club, an official record. 
RULE 18. Disputes DeCided 
The Judges shall decide all disputes that may arlse, and 
I 
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no appeal shall be allowed without their consent. In all 
questions relating to the race, and not provided for by 
these rules, the judges will decide according to their best 
judgment and the usages of the turf in like cases. No ~ 
interestedl!! ~ result of ~ race, either because of 
ownership of any horse, bets, or otherwise, shall act ~ 
Judge ~ starter therein. 
RULE 19. Postponing a Race 
The judges for the day may postpone all races on account 
of weather, but for no other cause; and when postponed the 
entries then made in purse races shall be considered VOid, and 
the race, reopened the day previous to its being run. For the 
information of the public, when the .races have been postponed 
notice shall be given at the principal hotels and at the 
club grounds. 
RULE 20. Entries - nhen to be Made 
All entries to purse races shall be in writing, and 
deposited in the Secretary's box at the track within thirty 
minutes after the close of the last race of the day preceding. 
When the thirty minutes shall have expired the Secretary, in 
the presence of a member of the Executive Committee, shall 
proceed to open the entries and make out a listef them, to be 
posted and published. The name, color, age, and pedigree 
(sire and dam) of horse, mare, or gelding entered must be 
given with entry. 
RULE 21. Per Cent 
Entrance to all purses shall be free unless otherwise 
stipulated. 
RULE 22. Walk Over 
In any case of walk over only one half the purse shall 
be given. 
RULE 23. Purse Entries - By Whom Made 
Every entry for purses shall be in the name of the owner 
or controller of the horse, mare, or gelding entered. 
RULE 24. Defaulters 
No persons shall be permitted to start in any race over 
this course who whall have failed to pay all forfeits due by 
him on account of stakes run over this or any other organized 
course. Nor shall any horse be permitted to run over this 
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course in the name of any person whatever so long as forfeits 
incurred by the horse remain unpaid. No defaulter shall 'be 
permitted to make a nomination in any stake to be run over 
this course. Nor shall a nomination be made by another person 
of a horse in which a defaulter has an interest; and all 
such nominations are hereby declared void. After each day's 
race the Secretary shall make and record on the books of the 
association a list of the defaulters, and give orders for 
amounts due the winners of stakes against the delinquents. 
RULE 25. Nominations 
Nominat10ns to stakes must g1ve the name, color, age, 
and pedigree of the animal entered and mailed or delivered 
to the President or Secretary on or before the day on which 
such events close, otherwise such entry will be void. 
No person shall be permitted to nominate in any stake 
to be run over this course any horse of which he is not the 
owner, unless by written permission of the owner, to be filed 
with the Secretary; but by such permission of the owner shall 
not incur any liability for the forfeit, the liability and 
penalties for whlch shall attach only to the person nomlnating 
and to the horse. Five or more entries required to fill each 
stake. 
RULE 26. 
Owners must declare starters in stakes thirty minutes 
before the race. 
Owners entering in purse races, by paying ten per cent 
of the purse,can withdraw the declaration to be made by 
10 o'clOCk of the morning of the race, to the Secretary, and 
the money to accompany the declaration. 
RULE 27. Fixed Events 
The Kentucky Derby, for three-year-olds; The Alexander 
Stake, for two-year-old colts; the Kentucky Oaks, for three-
year-Old fillies; the LouiSVille Ladies' Stake, for two-
year-old fillies; the Tobacco Stake, for green three-year-
olds; The Louisville Cup, for all ages; the Tennessee Stake, 
for two-year-olds; and the Clark Stake, for three-year-olds, 
shall be fixed events of this aSSOCiation, to be run during 
the Spring Meeting of each year. 
RULE 28. Sale of Entered Horses 
Persons making several nominations 1n the same stake may 
by bona fide sales of anyone or more of the horses confer 
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the right upon the purchaser to run 1n the stake, and may 
also start h1mself from the reserved entry or entries. The 
original subscriber shall be respons1ble for all forfeits. 
RULE 29. Death of Entered Horse 
If any horse nominated in a stake dies, or the person 
nominat1ng h1m dies before the race, no forfeit shall be 
required, 1ncluding play-or-pay races, unless such entry has 
been transferred by .bona f1de sale. 
RULE 30. Joint Nom1nations - Death 
In joint nominations, if one of the persons nom1nating 
dies, the survivor shall be liable for the forfeit, and 
entitled to the benefit of the nomination. 
RULE 31. One Horse to Start - Exceptions 
No two riders from the same stable shall be allowed to 
ride in the same race except by special perm1ssion of the 
judges. Nor shall more than one horse from any stable be 
allowed to start in the same race unless it be a dash. Nor 
shall two or more horses owned in whole or part by the same 
person be allowed to start in the same race unless it be a 
dash. 
RULE 32. Jockey Dress 
Every owner or controller, before start1ng horses in 
races over the association course, shall be required to report 
to the Secretary the colors in which his jockey will ride; 
but no one shall adopt the same combination of colors 
previously selected and reported by another. Persons making 
entries in stakes to be run over this course shall be required 
to report to the Secretary, at least ten days before the races, 
the colors in which their jockeys will rlde. The declaration 
that a rider's dress will be fancv is nota proper designation 
of colors. Jockeys' caps and Jackets shall be made of Silk, 
satin, merino, or velvet; the pants wh1te, of linen, cords, 
flannel, or buckskin; and fair-top boots. For any Violation 
of this rule a penalty of ten dollars shall be assessed by the 
judges, and the amount added to the racing purse of the 
association. 
RULE 33. Horse's age 
A horse's age shall be reckoned from the 1st of January; 
that is to say, a horse foaled at. any time in 1858 shall be 
as one year old on the 1st ot January, IJ59. 
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RULE 34. Weights to be Carried 
The following weights shall be carried in 
Spring 
Two-year-olds ••••••••••••••••••• 80 
Three-year-olds ••••••••••••••••• 102 
Four-year-olds •••••••••••••••••• 117 
Five-year-olds and upward ••••••• 121 
In races exclusively for 
two-year-olds ••••••••••••••••• 105 
In races exlusively for 
three-year-olds ••••••••••••••• 110 
Mares allowed................... 5 











No horse shall carry more than five pounds over-weight 
unless by permission of the judges. 
RULE 35. Feather-weights 
Feather-weights shall be considered 75 pounds. 
RULE 36. W.lter-weights 
Welter-weights shall be 28 pounds added to weight for age. 
RULE 37. Mode of Starting 
In every race over this course the mode of starting 
shall be this: The judge of the day shall have the horses taken 
back at least thirty yards from the stand, under the care of 
the stewards, behind a line drawn across the course. And when 
the horses. shall Q.!. in proPerPosi tion the j udgeof the day 
will tap the drum, which shall be the signal for a start, and 
!lQ.~ recall_ a.fter .. the drum_ i8_ tapped. 5hould a false start be 
made. the horses shall be taken beyond the line again, and 
brought up by the riders and stewards 1n a similar manner as 
abo-vee The judge may give the signal for a. start at any time 
when he finds them in position behind .. the. string. Should any 
rider, while the start is being made, intentionally let his 
horse break away, causing a false start, or in any way refuse 
to obey the orders of the judge or the stewards, the judge may 
punish him by a fine of five dollars for each offense. or 
even rule him off for any period he may deem proper; the fine 
to be paid before the next race, and to go to the treasury of 
the association. In case of a false start the ringing of the 
bell shall be the signal for a recall. The stewards shall 
report to the judge a.ny misconduct on the part of the riders. 
Unruly and vicious horses may be assigned any post tion at the 
start deemed necessary by the judge for the safety of the 
other horses and riders. The judge may have the power to call 
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an assistant to start an unruly horse. If any accident 
happens to a horse or rider at the start, the Judges may grant 
as much delay as they may think necessary. 
RULE 38. Weighing 
The Secretary shall see that each rider has his proper 
weight before the atart, and that he has within two pounds of 
it after each heat. Weight shall not be made by wetting the 
blankets placed on or under the saddle. At the close of each 
heat every rider must repair with his horse to the Judges' 
stand and await their order to dismount; and no groom or 
other person shall be permitted to touch or oover any horse 
(unless to lead back a refractory horse, or the rider is 
disabled) until the rider shall have been dismounted by the 
judges. The rider shall then repair to the soales, with his 
saddle, to be weighed. For any violation of this rule the 
horse involved shall be declared distanced. A rider thrown 
or taken by force from his horse after passing the winning post 
shall not be considered as having dismounted without permission 
of the judges, and if disabled shall be taken to the judges' 
stand to be weighed. 
RULE 39. Placing 
The position of all horses starting for stakes or club 
purses shall be determined by lot by the judges of the day. The 
winner of a heat shall at the next start have the inside 
pOSition; the others shall take their pos1tions on his right 
in the order in which they came out in the previous heat. In 
dash-races the judges shall only place three horses at the 
outcome. 
RULE 40. Time between Heats 
The time between heats shall be twenty minutes for mile 
heats, thirty minutes for two miles, forty minutes for three-
mile heats, and forty-five minutes for four-mile heats. 
RULE 41. Foul Riding 
If a horse or rider shall cross, Jostle, or strike another 
horse or rider, or do any thing that impedes another horse, 
accidentally or not, it is foul riding, and the horse that 
impedes the other shall be adjudged distanced. And if the 
judges are satisfied that the riding was intentionally foul, 
or that the rider was instructed so to ride, the party or 
parties so offending shall not be allowed to race, enter, or 
attend a horse over this course in any race under the control 
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of the association. Althought a leading horse is entitled 
to any part of the track, if he crosses from the right to 
the lett, or from the inner to the outer side of the track, 
when a horse is so near him that in changing his position he 
compels the horae behind him to shortenhia stride, it is 
foul riding. And if in passing a Leading horse the track is 
taken so soon after getting the lead as to cause the horse 
passed to shorten his stride, it is foul riding. All 
complaints of foul riding must be made before the horses 
start in another heat; and if it happens in the last heat, 
then betore the judges leave the stand. 
RULE 42. Bolting 
If any horse shall run from the track into the field, he 
will be declared distanced, although he may come out ahead, 
unless he return and again enter the course at the point 
from which he swerved. 
RULE 43. Of Aids 
No person other than the rider shall be perm1tted to 
strike a horse, or attempt by shouting or otherwise to assist, 
a horse in getting a start, or 1ncrease his speed 1n running 
any race. Nor shall any person stand in the track to pOint 
out a path for the rider, under a penalty of exclusion from 
the course for either offense; and if such person shall be 
the owner, trainer, or rubber of such horse, or instigated to 
act by either of the said persons, such horse shall be 
declared distanced. 
RULE 44. Horses to Run a Fair Race 
Every horse started shall run a bona ~ race. If any 
horse shall run to lose, the owner or trainer so offending 
shall be ruled off. No compromise or agreement between any 
two persons starting horses, or their agents or grooms, not 
to oppose each other, upon a promised diviSion of the purse, 
shall be permitted; and no person shall run their horses with 
a determination to oppose Jointly any other horse in the 
race. In either case, upon satisfactory prOOf of such 
agreement, the Judges shall award the purse to the next 'best 
horse, and the persons offending shall be ruled off. 
RULE 45. Winners and Dead Heats 
In the race lilest,two!n three, a. horse that wins two 
heats or dist~nces the field wins the race. In the race 
~ three . 1I1 five, the horse that wins three heats or 
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distanoes the field wins the race. In a three-in-five raoe, 
any horse losing three heats after winning a heat shall not 
be entitled to start-again in the raoe. In heats best two 
in three, a horse not winning one of the two first heats 
shall not be allowed to start for a third heat; and in best 
three in five, a horse not winning one heat in the first three 
shall not be entitled to start for a fourth heat. When thus 
prohibited from starting a horse shall not be deemed distance, 
and all bets on his being distanoed shall be void. A dead 
~ shall be oonsidered a heat, except as against horses 
that make it. In case of a dead heat in a. dash raoe the owners 
of the horses making the dead heat shall.decide in ten m1nutes 
whether they will run it over or divide the purse. In a dead 
heat between two or more horses the winning of the heat by 
any of them would have terminated the race, they only shall 
start for the next heat. 
RULE 46. Persons Ruled Off 
Any person ruled off by any organized raCing association 
shall be oonsidered ruled off by this assooiation. and if 
reinstated by that association shall be reinstated by this; 
and it shall be the duty of the Secretary of this assoc1ation 
to notlfy the seoretar1es of all organized associations of 
anyone ruled off. All persona ruled off. shall be excluded 
from the grounds and from any antl01pation in. races run over 
the course. They shall be d1squalified from making any entry 
or nomination, and no horae owned in whole or in part by a 
person ruled off shall run in any race over the oourse. 
RULE 47. Drawing 
No person shall be permitted to draw or sell his horse 
dur1ng the raoe, except by permission of the judges, under the 
penalty of being excluded from the club and course, and not 
being allowed any partiCipation in its rac1ng hereafter. A 
drawn horse shall be oonsidered distanoed. All horses .. entered 
~ ~ Durse-:-~ shall. R§. under._.~. 2ontrol .. .Q!..1b§. ludges 
.1:I'.2m. the .YJi.s!~ are. ent!U'ed; , !.2£.~- Strake, from~. ~ .!Ja 
. riders, are. weished. In both oases till the olose of the race. 
RULE 48. Distance 
There shall be two distance judges appointed by the 
PreSident, who shall repalr to the judges' stand after each 
heat, and report the distanced horses, and any foul ridlng, 
if any have been observed by them. A horse whose head reaches 
the distance as soon as the winner reaches the winning-post 
shall not be oonsidered dlstanced. A horae who fails to bring 
1n hls proper weight or is ruled off for foul rlding ls to be 
deemed dis tan oed. The distance in a mile shall be fifty yardS; 
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the distance in two miles shall be sixty yards; the distance 
in three. miles shall be eighty yards; the distance in four 
miles shall be one hundred yards. In match races there shall 
'be a distance unless the contrary be expressly stipulated by 
the parties. 
RULE 49. Doubt~ul Age, Ownership, etc. 
On the suggestion of any doubts as to age, ownership, etc., 
Qf any horse entered for a race, it shall be the duty of the 
judges to inquire into the facts, and if satisfied that any 
~ule of the assooiation is about to be violated, to exclude 
such horse from the race; and if the horse is permitted to 
run, f~om a doubt not being sustained, and any doubt remains 
on the minds of the judges, the purse, if won by such horse, 
shall be withheld until the doubt is confirmed or done away 
with. On being eventually sustained, the purse shall be 
awarded and paid to the next best horse in the race. 
RULE 50. Fraud 
If any fraud shall be discovered, by which the winner 
Shall have been improperly paid the purse, such as a deception 
all to weight, age, ownership, partnership, ete .• , the judges 
anall demand its restoration, and it shall De paid over to the 
owner of the next best horse. If no restored, the illegal 
holder of the purse, if a member., shall be expelled from the 
club, and he shall not be allowed to hold any connection with 
it. If not a member, no horse which has been trained by him, 
or in which he may be interested, shall be allowed to start 
on this course. 
RULE 51. Matches 
In match-races the rules of this association shall govern, 
unless the contrary be expressly stipulated. 
RULE 52. Cert1ficates of Membership 
In case of loss a new certif1cate may be issued upon 
application, accompanied by affidavit by the owner of the 
Circumstances of the loss, and· a bond with good security, to 
indemnity the associat10n against loss from such issue, with 
notice by one month'S advertisement in a LouiSVille newspaper 
of the intended application. In case of the death of a 
member of the aSSOCiation, the power to transfer his stock may 
by exercised by his personal representative in the manner 
provided by the rules; but he shall not be entitled to 
exercise any other privilege of a member till admitted as 
such by the association. 
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RULE 53. Sweepstakes 
All sweepstakes advertised to be run ov~r this courae 
shall be subject to the cognizance of this association, and 
no'ehange of the nomination once made shall be allowed after 
clos1ng unless by consent of all the parties. The Secretary 
shall rece1ve all forfeits, and enforce the rules aga1nst 
all defaulters. 
RULE 54. Quarter-stretch 
None but the stewards shall be allowed on the quarter-
stretch during a heat till the horses come out, and none 
but the owners and attendants of the horses after they come 
out till the riders are weighed and the judges order the 
reopening of the gates. No horse shall be sponged out on 
the course. Sponging shall in all eases be done on the 
cooling grounds. 
RULE 55. ClUb-house 
The use of the club-house shall be exclusively for the 
members of this aSSOCiation, the lady members of their 
families, and ladies attended by members of the assoeiation. 
Officers of the club may introduce strangers, and extend to 
them the priv11eges of the clUb-house, after obtaining from 
the Secretary a eomplimentary badge. 
RULE 56. Decorum 
If any owner, trainer, Joekey, or attendant of a horse 
use improper language to the officers of the elub or judges, 
he shall be ruled off the course. 
RULE 57. Gambling 
No ~bling shall be perm1tted on the grounds of this 
associat10n, and the officers shall see that this rule is 
regarded. 
RULE 58. Escort of Females 
No female shall be admitted w1thin the course or upon 
the stands unless she be under the escort of a gentleman. 
RULE 59. Stables 
Two weeks before the opening of the running meetings to 
be held on this course 1n the spring and fall of each year 
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alJ,., stabl§§t occupied, Ql trotting ,horses, shall, Qe vacated for 
the benefit of the running horses; and no training of 
trotting horsee shall be done on this course, on the inside 
track, until after said running meetings are over. Persons 
renting stables tor the year are subject to this rule. 
RULE 60. For the Protection of Owners 
and Tra in er s 
No owner or trainer who employs a rider, rubber, or 
helper from another stable without a written ,discharge .fi:.2Ja 
his last. emploYer, or other satiafactory,evidenc§_.2f such 
discharge, shall be allowed to enter, start, or manage any 
horse, mare, or gelding for any stake or purse to be run for 
on this course; nor shall any rider, ruober, or helper who 
leaves his employer before the expiration of his term of 
service be allowed in any capacity whatever on or about the 
grounds of this association for and during the space of six 
months from the time he or they so left their$mployer. The 
PreSident, on receiving a complaint in writing from any 
owner or trainer claiming to be aggrieved by an infr1ngement 
of this rule, may, in h1s discret1on, notify the person 60 
complained against, 1n wr1t1ng, of the matter of compla1nt, 
and stat1ng his l1ab1l1 t1es under t hia rul,e;and such person 
shall remain subject to the above penalty until the President 
shall be satisfied that he is no longerlia.ule to the same, 
and shall notify h1m to that effect in writ1ngjprov1ded, 
the comp.:.ainant shall furnish satisfactory evidence that he 
has paid the employe according to agreement; and further, 
that the employe has not been cruelly or improperly treated. 1 
1 
.Morton, John P. & Co., printers, Rules and,Regulations of the 
Louisville,JockeY,Club (BoOk), pp. 7-37 
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Articles of Incorporation 
of 
New Louisville Jockey Club 
Know All Men By These Present, That the undersigned 
Emile Bourlier, Henry Wehmhoff and W. E. Applegate have 
adsociated ourselves and become incorporated and for 
ourselves, our associates and successors, under the 
provisions of Chapter 32 of the Statutes of the State of 
Kentucky, do hereby form a corporation and adopted the 
following Articles of Incorporation: 
1. The name of the corporation is ~ew Louisville Jockey 
Club. 
2. The principal place of business of the corporation shall 
be in the County of Jefferson, State of Kentucky, 
near the City of Louisville. The corporation will 
also have an office in the City of Louisville, 
County of Jefferson, State of Kentucky. 
3. The business to be transacted by the corporation is 
that of conducting and carrying on, for profit, 
and according to law, a race-course near said 
city of Louisville on the land heretofore knoml 
as the course and grounds of the Louisville 
Jockey Club. 
4. The amount of the capital stock of the corporation is 
#10,000 divided into shares of *100.00 each. 
5. The names and places of residence of each of the 
stockholders of the corporation and the number of 
shares subscribed by each are as follows, to-wit: -
.Emile Bourlier LOUisville, Ky. 20 shares 
Henry Wehmho ff Louisville, Ky. 20 shares 
W. E. Applegate Louisville, Ky. 20 shares 
W.F. Schulte Louisvill e, Ky. 15 shares 
M.S. Simonton Cincinnati, o. 10 shares 
C.J. Bollinger Louisville, Ky. 15 shares 
Said stock has been all subscribed for and has been 
paid by the sale and delivery to the corporation 
now formed of the Improvements upon the said race-
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course which belonged to the louisville Jockey 
Club, and which were purchased from the assignee 
of said Club by said Emile Bourlier, W. E. 
Applegate and Henry Wehmhoff, and by the 
assignment to the corporation by said three least 
named parties of a lease from John Churchill to 
them of the lands upon which the said improvements 
are situated. 
6. The said Corporation is to commence on the 26th day of 
i~ovember, 1894, and is to continue for fifty years 
unless it shall be sooner dissolved by a vote of 
the majority of its stock at a regular annual 
meeting of the stockholders. 
7. The affairs of the Corporation shall be conducted by a 
Board of five Directors, and Emile Bourlier, Henry 
Wehmhoff, W.E. Applegate, W.F. Schulte and C.J. 
Bollinger will constitute the first Board of 
Directors to serve until their successors are 
elected and qualified. The annual meeting of the 
stockholders of the Corporation shall be held on 
the first Monday in December of each year, beginning 
with the year 1395, or as soon thereafter as 
practicable, at which an election for directors shall 
be held. All meetings of the stockholders shall 
be held in the State of Kentucky. The meetings 
shall be held at the office of the corporation in 
LouiSVille unless otherwise provided by the action 
of the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors 
shall elect one of their number, the President of 
the corporation, and one of their number Vice 
President. They shall also elect a Secretary and a 
Treasurer and may require bond of the Secretary 
and the Treasurer. The Board shall have power to 
appoint such officers and agents for the corporation 
as may be deemed nece3sary for the transaction of 
its business. All officers of the corporation 
shall hold office at the pleasure of the majority 
of the Board of Directors. The Directors shall 
continue in office until their successors are' 
elected and qualified. The Directors shall be 
deemed to have qualified by appearin3 and taking 
their seats at a meeting of the Board. 
8. The highest amount of indebtedness or liability which 
the corporation may at any time incur is the sum 
of $10,000.00. 
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9. The private property of stockholderd of the corporation 
not subject by the provisions of the law under 
which it is organized shall not be subject to the 
payment of corporate debts. 
1 
Wi tness our hands the day and year first above written -
lililile Bourlier 
Henry Wehmhoff 
W. E • .i-ipplegate 1 
Jeffer80n COWlty Court Corporation Book n. 9, pp. 70-71 
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Fidelity Trust Company, Trustee 
to 
Charles F. Grainger, Trustee 
This deed between the Fidelity Trust Company, Trustee 
under the will of John Churchill, of the first part (said 
will being dated May 31st, 1892 and recorded in Will Book 
21 page 186 in the office of the Clerk of the County Court 
of Jefferson County, Kentucky)y The Fidelity Trust Company, 
Executor and Trustee under the will of Emma Nicholas 
Churchill, of the second part (said willbelng dated June 7th, 
1902 and recorded in Will Book 25 page 139 in said office, 
and Charles F. Grainger, Trustee, of the third part; 
WITNE.3~ETH, that in considera.tion of -the sum of One Hundred 
and Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($135,000). of which 
there has this day been paid in cash the sum of Thirty-three 
thousand and Seven Hundred and fifty ($33,750) Dollars and 
for the residue said Charles F. Grainger, Trustee on behalf 
of himself individually and of Samuel 5. Brown, William E. 
Applegate, Martin J. Winn and Andrew Vennie, have executed 
to the party of the first part his ten promissory notes of 
even date herewl th, each for the sum of Five Thousand and 
Sixty Two and 50/100 (i5,062.50) Dollars bearing interest 
from date at the rate of four and.one half (4t) per cent. 
per annum, payable semi-annually, said notes maturing in 
one (1) to ten (10) years, respectively, after date, and has 
also executed to the party of the second part his ten 
promissory notes of even date here.wi th, ~ach for the sum of 
Five Thousand and Sixty-two and 50/100 ($5,062.50) Dollars, 
bearing interest from date at the rate of four and one-half 
(4t) per cent. per annum, said notes being payable from one 
(I) to ten (10) years respectively after date, to secure 
the payment of all of which notes a lien is retained in 
favor of the parties of the first and second parts as to the 
notes payable to said parties, respectively, on the land 
hereinafter conveyed. The party of the first part in 
exercise of the power conferred on it by the will of John 
Churchill aforesaid, hereby conveys to the party of the third 
part, in fee Simple, with covenant of General Warranty, an 
undivided one-half interest, and the party of the second 
part in execution of the power conferred on it by the will 
of Emma Nicholas Churchill aforesaid, and for the purpose of 
reinvesting the proceeds as directed in said Will, hereby 
conveys to the party of the third part, in fee simple, with 
covenant of General Warranty, the other undivided one half 
interest in the following tract of land in Jefferson County, 
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Kentucky, ad~oining the southern limits of the City of 
Louisville: Beginning on the south side of tip" Street one 
hundred and fort~ (140) feet west of Fourth St. at the 
intersection of Ip" Street with the western line of an 
alley fifteen (15) feet wide, mentioned in a deed from the 
Fidelity Trust Company, Trustee, and others, to the South 
Louisville Savings and Deposit Bank, recorded in Deed Book 
614, Page 92, in said office, which alley extends from "pit 
Street southwardly and parallel with Fourth St. sixty (60) 
feet, and is hereby established as a way for the use of the 
land hereby conveyed and the land conveyed as aforesaid to 
the South Louisville Savings and Deposit Bank; thence along 
the south side of "p" Street north 82. degrees 30 minutes west 
sixteen hundred and nine (1609) feet to its intersection with 
the eastern line of the right of way of the Louisville 
Railway Company thence with the eastern line of said right of 
way South 21 degrees 38 minutes west eight hundred and 
seventy-six (876) feet and ten (10) inches, south 24 degrees 
34 minutes west one hundred and eighty-five one hundredths 
(100 85/100) feet, south 32 degrees 45 minutes west one 
hundred and two one-hill1dredths (100 2/100) feet, south 36 
degrees 21 minutes west one hundred and one and thirty-two 
one hundredths (101 32/100) feet, south 36 degrees 21 minutes 
west one hundred and one and thirty-two one"hundredths 
(101 32/100) feet, south 42 degrees 6 minutes west one hundred 
and one and fifty-seven one hundredths .( 101 57/100) feet, 
south 48 de$rees west one hundred and one and sixteen one-
hundredths (101 16/100) feet, south 51 degrees west sixty-
nine and sexty-seven one hundredths (69 67/100) feet; thence, 
leaving said right of way, south j degrees east four hundred 
and ninety-eight and nine-tenths \498 9/10) feet, thence 
north eighty-nine and one fourth (89t) degrees east twenty-
two hundred and forty-two (2242) feet to the west line of 
Fourth St. on the plat of South Louisville, if said lines were 
extended; and also along said line laid off on tIle plat 
aforesaid fifteen hundred and forty-six (1546) feet; thence 
west and parallel with "ptl St.' one hundred and forty (140) 
feet to the west line of the alley herein mentioned; thence 
north along the west line of said alley and parallel with 
Fourth St. Sixty (60) feet to the beginning, containing about 
eighty one and five h~~dred and two one-thousandths 
(81 502/1000) acres." 
TO HAVE ~~D TO HOLD the same unto the said Charles F. Grainger 
in trust for the joint and equal benefit, in fee Simple, of 
himself, Samuel S. Brown, William E. Applegate, Martin J. Winn 
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and Andrew Vennie, as follows: 
The said Trustee shall, within the period of fifteen years 
from the date hereof, hold, control, manage, and in his 
discretion, lease said land, or any part or parts thereof, 
and after payment of taxes, repairs and other expenses 
incident to the management of the property shall pay annually 
or semi-annually, as he may elect, the net income therefrom 
to said Charles F. Grainger, and the other cestuis qui trust 
in equal proportions during said period of fifteen years 
said Trustee shall have the right to sell or otherwise 
dispose of said land, or any part or parts thereof, on such 
terms and with such warranty or other convenants of title as 
he may think fit, and the net proceeds of Wly such sale or 
sales, or other dispositions of said land, shall be paid 
equally to said Charles F. Grainger and the other cestuis qui 
trust herein named; but no purchaser shall be liable for the 
application of the purchase money, and any such warranty or 
other covenant of title shall bind the cestuis qui trust as 
fully though made by them in person. 
PROVIDED, however, that no such sale or sales, or other 
disposition of said land, or any part or parts thereof, shall 
be valid unless made with the approval in writing of a 
majority of such of the said cestuis qui trust other than 
said Charles F. ~ainger, as shall then be living. If only 
two of said other cestuis qui trust are then living, then the 
written approval of one alone shall be neceasary; if but only 
one of said other cestuis qui trust shall then be living, 
the written approval of such one shall be sufficient. 
At the expiration of said fifteen years, then the title to 
said land, or any portion thereof which may not have been 
sold or otherwise disposed of, shall remain in the five cestuis 
qui trust herein named, free from any trust and without a 
conveyance or relinquishment of the legal title thereto from 
the Trustee named. 
The parties of the first and second parts hereby covenant, 
each for itself and as to the estate coveyed by each of them 
respectively, that they are seized of such estate, that they 
have full power and right to convey the same, and that the 
same is free from any encumbrance. 
PROVIDED, however, that from the foregoing warranty and 
covenants there are expected taxes of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky and of Jefferson County, Kentucky, for the year 1906, 
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the least of the land hereby conveyed from John Churchill 
to Emile Boulier and others, dated August 9, 1894, and 
recorded in Deed Book 437, Page 321, in the office aforesaid, 
the extension of said leave by Emma N. Churchill, E,'{ecutrix, 
to the New Louisville Jockey Club, dated ..;1pril 30th, 1902 
and recorded in Deed Book 577 Page 113 in said office, and 
any ~ight, title or interest of those claiming under said 
lease, or extension thereof, to any iiIlprovements on the 
land hereby conveyed. 
PROVIDED, further that the warra.nties and covenants of title 
herein contained are made by the parties of the first and 
second parts in their respective fiduciary capacities as 
herein expressed, and not individually, and shall bind each 
of said parties to the extent only of assets of its trust 
estate in its hands at the time of notice to it of the breach 
of such warranty or covenant. Should default be made for the 
period of ninety days in the payment of any note or 
instalment of interest therein mentioned, the holder of the 
note or notes as to which such default occurs, may, at his 
option, declure all of the notes herein mentioned to be 
payable and may proceed to enforce the lien herein retained. 
IN TE.:lT IMONY Wliffi';::;OF, the parti es of the first and second 
parts have hereto set their names and affixed their corporate 
seals this 1st day of November, 1905. 
1 
Fidelity Trust Company, 
Trustee under the will 
of John Churchill, 
by Jno. W. Barr Jr., Pres. 
Fidelity Trust Company, 
Executor and Trustee 
under the will of 
Emma Nicholas Churchill, 
by Jno. W. Barr Jr., Pres. 1 
Jefferson County Court Deed Book, n. 631, pp. 341-343 
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An Act 
To regulate the racing of running horses in the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky and to establish a State Racing Commission, and 
prescribing its powers and duties 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky: 
1. Any corporation formed for the purpose of racing and 
breeding or improving the breed of horses and 
conducting races and contests of speed, shall 
have the power and right, subject to the provisions 
of this act, to hold one or more running race 
meetings in a year, and to hold, maintain and 
conduct running races at such meetings. At such 
meetings the corporation or the owners of the 
horses engaged in such races, or others who are 
not participants in the raCing, may contribute 
purses, prizes, premiums or stakes to be oontested 
for; but no person or persons other than the owner 
or owners of a horse or horses contesting in a 
race shall have any pecuniary intereat in a purse, 
prize, premium or stake contested for in such 
race, or be entitled to, or receive any portion 
thereof after such race shall have been finished; 
and the whole of such purse, prize, premium or 
stake shall be allotted in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of such race. Such meetings 
shall not be held except during the period 
extending from the first day of April to the first 
day of December, inclusive, in each year. No 
running races are authorized or shall be permitted 
except during the period aforesaid, nor except 
between sunrise and sunset. 
2. A State Rac1ng Commission is hereby established, to 
consist of five persons to be appointed by the 
Governor, three of whom shall be breeders and 
raisers of thoroughbred stock and no two of whom 
shall be members of the same racing association. 
The members of said commission shall hold their 
offices for a term of four years, and the first 
commission shall be apPOinted within twenty days 
after this act shall go into effect. Such 
commission shall appOint a secretary, who shall 
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serve during its pleasure, whose duty it shall 
be to keep a full and faithful record of its 
proceedings and pre~erve at its general office 
all books, maps, documents and papers entrusted 
to its care, and perform such other duties as 
the commission may prescribe. He shall be paid 
a salary, to be fixed by the commission, at a 
rate not exceeding twelve hundred dollars per 
annum, which shall be paid by the several racing 
corporations or aSSOCiations, the amounts to be 
paid by each to be appointed by the commission, 
which shall, on or before the first day of 
December in each year, assess upon each of said 
corporations or associations its just proportion 
of such salary. The commission shall biennially 
make a full report to the General 11ssembly of its 
proceedings for the two-year period ending with 
the first day of December preceding the meeting 
of the General Assembly, and shall embody therein 
such suggestions and recommendations as it shall 
deem desirable. 
3. Said Commission shall have the power to prescribe the 
rules, regulat10ns and conditions under which 
running races shall be conducted in this Btate, 
and no such races shall be conducted except by a 
corporation or association duly licensed by said 
commission, as herein provided. A.ny corporation 
or association desiring to conduct such r~cing 
may annually apply to the State Racing Commission 
for a license so to do. If, in the judgment of 
the commission, a proper case for the issuance of 
such license is shown, it may grant the same for 
a term of one year, and every such license shall 
contain a condition that all races or race meetings 
conducted thereunder shall be subj ect to the rules, 
regulations and conditions from time to time 
prescribed by the commission for any Violation 
thereof, or whenever the continuance of such 
license shall be deemed by the commission not 
conducive to the interest of legitimate racing. 
But if said license is refused or revoked, said 
commission shall publicly state its reasons for so 
dOing, and said reasons shall be written in full 
in the minute book of said commiSSion, which shall 
at all times be subject to inspection upon 
application of anyone desiring so to do, said 
finding of said commission shall be subject to the 
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review of a court of competent jurisdiction; 
PrOVided: That a refusal of the commission to 
grant to any racing association a license, or 
to assign any racing association at least forty 
days in each year, if desired, for racing at 
such association, and the decision of such 
commission revoking any license of any association 
shall be subject to review of the courts of 
the 3tate. 
4. Every running race meeting at which racing shall be 
permitted for any stake, purse or re~ard, except 
as allowed by this act, is hereby declared to be 
a public nuisance, and every person acting or 
aiding therein shall be deemed not less than five 
hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars 
for each day of such meeting of raCing; and, in 
addition, thereto, in a suit brought for the 
purpose by the State Racing Commission in the 
circuit court of the county where it may be proposed 
to conduct such unauthorized raCing, an injunction 
may be obtained against the same. 
5. This act shall no apply to trotting meetings or races, 
nor to racing conducted by any State, county or 
other fair association holding not more than one 
meeting annually, and for a period not exceeding 
six days for such meeting. 
6. Inasmuch as there is no general law regulating raCing 
in this Commonwealth, and it is desirable that 
one should be in operation as soon as pOSSible, 
an emergency is hereby declared to exist and this 
act shall be in full force and effect from and 
after its passage. 
I 
Approved March 23, 1906 1 
Acts of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
1906, pp. 466-469 
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Articles of Incorporation 
of 
Kentucky Jockey Club 
The undersigned hereby associate themselves together for 
the purpose of forming a corporation under the law of Kentucky 
and declare as follows: 
1. 
The name of the corporation shall be Kentucky Jocl;:ey Club. 
2. 
Its principal office and place of business shall be 
located in the City of Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. 
The nature of the business to be carried on and the objeets 
and purposes of the corporation shall be the improvement of 
live stock, particularly thoroughbred horses, by giving exhibits 
of contests of speed and races between horses for premiums, 
purses, or other awards; to establish, maintain, purchase or 
otherwise acquire suitable race tracks located in the State of 
Kentucky, with all necessary buildings amd improvements, or 
land for the purpose of establishing race tracks, a.nd to give 
or conduct on said race tracks public exhibitions of speed or 
races between horses for premiums, purses or other awardS, 
made up from fees or otherwise, and to charge the public for 
admidsion thereto and to said race tracks; to engage in the 
registering of bets on exhibitions of speed or races at said 
race tracks and premises in such manner as may be provided or 
permitted by the laws of Kentucky; to conduct restaurants, 
cafes, lunch counters or stands for the sale of food or other 
refreshments to persons on said premises; to purchase and hold 
the title to such real estate situated in the State of 
Kentucky as shall or may be necessary to fully carry out 
the several purposes for which the corporation is formed and 
the corporation shall have the right to acquire by purchase or 
otherwise the property, assets and franchises of any or all 
corporations owning race tracks in the State of Kentucky; the 
corporation shall have the right to do and perform all other 




The capital stock of the corporation shall be Three 
Million (#3,000,000) Dollars divided into ten thousand 
(10,000) shares of preferred stock and twenty thousand 
(20,000) shares of common stock, each share of both classes 
being of the par value of One Hundred ($lOO) Dollars. The 
preferred stock shall have no voting power and the holders of 
the preferred stock shall be entitled to receive, when and 
as declared, from the surplus or net profits of the 
corporation, dividends at the rate of, but never exceeding, 
sever per cent per annum which d1vidend shall be payable 
either annually or semi-annually as may be fixed by the by-laws 
of the corporation and on such dates as may be fixed by 
such by-laws. The dividends on the preferred stock shall be 
accumulative at the above specified rate and all such 
,d1vidends shall be payable before any dividend shall be paid 
or set apart on the common stock. Whenever all accumulated 
div1dends on the preferred stock for all previous years and 
for the current year shall have been declared and paid., the 
Board of Directors may declare dividends on the common stock 
payable then or thereafter out of the remaining surplus or 
net profits. In caae of liquidation, diaolution or winding 
up, whether voluntary or involuntary, of _the corporation, 
the holders of the preferred stock shall be entitled to be 
paid in full, both the par amount of their shares and all 
unpaid accumulated dividends thereon at the rate herein before 
set out before any amount shall be paid to the holders of the 
common stock, and after such payment to the holders of the 
preferred stock they shall have no further interest in the 
assets of the corporation and the remaining assets and funds 
shall be diTided between and paid to the holders of the 
common stock according to their respective shares. On the 
first day of July, 1920, the corporation shall retire fifteen 
(15%) per cent of all shares of said pr~ferred stock, issued 
and outstanding, and shall each year thereafter, on the 
first day of July, retire fifteen per cent of all shares of 
said preferred stock issued and outstanding, until all of 
said shares have been retired. The corporation shall pay to 
the owners of 'said preferred shares so retired the sum of One 
Hundred & Five ($105) Dollars for each share, together with 
all accumulated diVidends thereon. The shares of preferred 
stock to be retired each year shall be determined by lot. 
Said stock shall be retired by the mailing of a notice at 
least thirty days before the date of retirement to the owners 
of the shares to be retired, and thereupon all interest of 
such stockholders, to the amount of such atock, in the 
/ 
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corporation chall cea3e and they shall be entitled to be 
paid only on demand, on or after the date fixed for the 
retirement of said stock the amount payable to them for such 
stock as herein before provided, without interest. The 
corporation expressly reserved and is given the right to 
retire and cancel on any dividend period, as and when the 
Board of Directors may determine, all or any portion of the 
preferred stoclt then outstang.ing by paying to the holders 
thereof One Hundred & Five (~105) Dollars per share and the 
amount of all unpaid accumulated dividends thereon at the 
ra.te herein before set out. 3hould the corporation 
determine to retire and cancel all or any portion of said 
stock, as herein provided, a notice stating such fact shall 
be mailed at least thirty days before the date of redemption 
to each holder of said stock, and thereupon all interest of 
such stockholders, to the amount of such stock, in the 
corporation shall cease, and they shall be entitled only to 
be paid upon demand on or after the date fixed for the 
retirement of said stock the amount payable to them as herein 
before provided, without interest. In case the corporation 
shall decide to so retire a leas number then the whole of 
said shares the particular shares to be retired shall be 
determined by lot. The corporation shall have not power to 
place any lien or encumbrance on its property which will be 
superior to the preferred stock without the assent, in 
writing, of the holders of at least 75% of the outstanding 
preferred stock and no increase of the amount of preferred 
stock shall be made without the assent, in \~iting, of the 
holders of at least 75% of the outstanding preferred stock. 
5. 
The names and places of residence of the stockholders 
are as follows: 










The corporation shall commence business upon the filing 
of these Articles and continue for a period of twenty-five 
years. 
The affairs of the Corporation shall be conducted by a 
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Board of not lesa than five nor more than seven Directors, 
the number to be fixed by the Corporation, who shall be 
elected at each annual meeting of the stockholders, which 
meeting shall be held at the principal place of bUSiness of 
the corporation on the third Monday in January of each year. 
The Directors shall annually elect from among their number a 
President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, and the 
officers of the Secretary and Treasurer may be held by the 
same person. The Directors shall. have power to elect or 
appoint such other officers or agents., a.s may be deemed 
necessa.ry, and shall adopt such by-laws for the government 
of the corporation as may be necessary. 
8. 
The highest amount of indebtedness or liability which 
th~ Corporation may incur at any time shall not exceed the 
sum of One Million ($1,000,000) Dollars. 
The private property of the stockholders shall be 
exempt from the payment of corporate debts. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF we have hereunto set our hands 
this the 20 day of February, 1919. 
State of Kentucky as: 
County of Jefferson 
1 
P. J. Hanlon 
Lawrence Jones 
A. J. Carroll 1 
Jefferson County Court Corporation Book n. 27, pp. 577-579 
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articles of Incorporation 
of 
Churchill Downs 
The undersigned hereby associate themselves together 
for the purpose of forming a corporation under the laws of 
Kentucky and declare as follows: 
1. The name of the corporation shall be Churchill Downs. 
2. Its principal place of business shall be located in the 
City of Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. 
3. The nature of the business to be carried on and the 
objects and purposes of the 'corporation shall be 
the improvement of livestock, particularly 
thoroughbred horses, by giving exhibits of contest 
of speed and races between horses for premiums, 
purses or other awards; to establish, maintain, 
purchase or otherwise acquire suitable race tracks 
located in the State of Kentucky, with all 
necessary buildings and improvements, or land for 
the purpose of establishing race tracks, and to 
give or conduct on said race tracks public 
exhibition of speed or races between horses for 
premiums, purses or other awards, made up from 
fees or otherwise, and to charge the public for 
admission thereto and to said race tracks; to 
engage in the registering of bets on exhibitions 
of speed or races at said race tracks and premises 
in such manner as may be provided or permitted 
by the laws of Kentucky to conduct restaurants, 
cafes, lunch counters or stands for the sale of 
food or other refreshments to persons on said 
premises; to purchase and hold the title to such 
real estate situated in the state of Kentuc~cy as 
shall or may be necessary to fully carry out the 
several purposes for which the corporation is 
formed; the corporation shall have the right to 
do and perform all other acts necessary to fully 
accomplish the purposes hereto enumerated. 
4. The capital stock of the corporation shall be Twenty-
five Thousand (25,000) shares of common stock each 
share being without nominal or par value. 3uch 
stock may be issued from time to time for such 
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consideration as may be fixed from time to time 
by the Board of Directors. 
5. The corporation shall commence business on the filing 
of these Articles and continue for a period of 
fifty years. 
6. The names and places of resident of the stockholders 
are as follows: 
James B. Brown Louisville, Ky. 3 shares 
Lawrence Jones Louisville, Ky. 3 shares 
Henning Chambers Louisville, Ky. .3 shares 
7. The affairs of the corporation shall be conducted by a 
Board of not less than three nor more than fifteen 
Directors, the number to be fixed by the 
corporation, who shall be elected at each annual 
meeting of the stockholders, which meeting shall be 
held at the principal place of business of the 
corporation on the second Tuesday in January of 
each year. The Directors shall annually elect 
from among their number a President and Vice-
PreSident, and shall also elect a Becretary and 
Treasurer, who mayor may not be members of the 
Board of Directors, and the offices of Secretary 
and Treasurer may be held by the same person. The 
Directors shall have power to elect or appoint 
such other officers or agents as maybe deemed 
necessary and shall adopt by-laws for the 
government of the corporation. 
8. The highest amount of indebtedness or liability which 
the corporation may incur at any time shall not 
exceed the- sum of Two Hundred & Fifty Thousand 
($250,000) Dollars. 
9. The private property of stockholders Shall be exempt 
from the payment of corporated debts. 
IN TE3TIMONY WriEREOF, we have here unto set our hands 
this the 18th day of January 1928. 
State of Kentucky '~-'. ,;;).:;). 
County of Jefferson 
L 
James B. Brown 
Lawrence Jones 
Henning Chambers 1 
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